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Reasoning about any realistic domain always involves a degree of uncertainty.

Probabilistic inference in belief networks is one effective way of reasoning under

uncertainty. Efficiency is critical in applying this technique, and many researchers

have been working on this topic. This thesis is the report of our research in this

area.

This thesis contributes a new framework for probabilistic inference in belief

networks. The previously developed algorithms depend on the topological structure

of a belief network to perform inference efficiently. Those algorithms are constrained

by the way they use topological information and may not work efficiently for some

inference tasks. This thesis explores the essence of probabilistic inference, analyzes

previously developed algorithms, and presents a factoring approach for probabilistic

inference. It proposes that efficient probabilistic inference in belief networks can be

considered as an optimal factoring problem.

The optimal factoring framework provides an alternative perspective on

probabilistic inference and a quantitative measure of efficiency for an algorithm.

Using this framework, this thesis presents an optimal factoring algorithm for poly-

tree networks and for arbitrary belief networks (albeit with exponential worst-case

time complexity for non-poly-tree networks). Since the optimal factoring problem

in general is a hard problem, a heuristic algorithm, called set-factoring, is devel-

oped for multiply-connected belief networks. Set factoring is shown to outperform

previously developed algorithms. We also apply the optimal factoring framework
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to the problem of finding an instantiation of all nodes of a belief network which has

the largest probability and present an efficient algorithm for that task.

Extensive computation of probabilistic inference renders any currently used

exact probabilistic inference algorithm intractable for large belief networks. One

way to extend this boundary is to consider parallel hardware. This thesis also

explores the issue of parallelizing probabilistic inference in belief networks. The

feasibility of parallelizing probabilistic inference is demonstrated analytically and

experimentally. Exponential-time numerical computation can be reduced by a

polynomial-time factoring heuristic. This thesis offers an insight into the effect

of the structure of a belief network on speedup and efficiency.
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A Factoring Approach For Probabilistic

Inference In Belief Networks

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Over the last few years, a method of reasoning using belief networks has become

popular within the AI probability and uncertainty community. This method pro-

vides a formalism for reasoning about beliefs under conditions of uncertainty. In

this formalism, propositions are given numerical parameters signifying the degree

of belief and the parameters are combined and manipulated according to the rules

of probability theory. Belief networks have been applied to problems in med-

ical diagnosis [HBH89, SFB89], map learning [Dea90], language understanding

[CG89b, CG89a, Go190], vision [LAB89], heuristic search [HM89], and so on.

A number of exact algorithms have been developed to perform probabilistic

inference in belief networks in recent years. These algorithms depend on the topo-

logical structures of belief networks. Among them are the propagation algorithms

based on the original directed graph, such as the poly-tree propagation algorithm

[Pea88, Pea86, Peo91], or on a related directed graph, such as the conditioning algo-

rithm [Pea88] and the symbolic probabilistic inference algorithm [D'A89, SDD90],
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or on a related undirected graph, such as the clustering algorithm [Pea88] and algo-

rithms in [LS88] and [JOA90], and the reduction algorithms [Sha86, Sha88, Sha89].

It is desirable to compare these algorithms and analyze the advantages and

disadvantages of them and to find more efficient algorithms. The motivation of our

research is to explore the essence of different algorithms and to design and implement

more efficient ones for probabilistic inference in belief networks. There are two steps

in our research. The first step is to analyze typical algorithms of different kinds

of methods for probabilistic inference and to summarize characteristics relevant to

the efficiency of these algorithms. The second step is to explore a new approach

and to design new algorithms. Probabilistic inference may involve different kinds of

belief networks, standard belief networks and non-standard belief networks; involve

different inference tasks, such as querying the marginal probability of a variable and

the special task of querying the most probable explanations of a belief network; and

involve different computational models, such as sequential probabilistic inference

and parallel probabilistic inference. The task of our research is to consider the

influence of these factors and to solve different sub-problems.

1.2 Background

Belief networks provide an intuitively appealing knowledge representation for prob-

abilistic models. A belief network is a directed acyclic graph containing a set of

nodes, a set of arcs, and a set of numeric probability distributions. A node repre-

sents a domain variable (or a proposition) with mutually exclusive and collectively

exhaustive values. Arcs, and associated numeric probability distributions, describe

probabilistic relationships between the nodes. The arcs signify the existence of di-

rect causal influences between the linked variables and the strengths of these influ-

ences are quantified by conditional probabilities. A singly-connected belief network

is a belief network in which there is no more than one undirected path between any

two nodes. A multiply-connected belief network is a belief network in which there
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p(a): p(a=1)=0.2
p(b): p(b=1)=0.3
p(cla): p(c=11a=1)=0.8 p(c=11a=0)=0.3
p(dla,b): p(d=11a=1,b=1)=0.7
p(d=11a=1,b=0)=0.5
p(d=11a=0,b=1)=0.5
p(d=11a=0,b=0)=0.2
p(elc,d): p(e=11c=1,d=1)=0.5
p(e=11c=1,d=0)=0.8
p(e=11c=0,d=1)=0.6
p(e=11c=0,d=0)=0.3
p(f1d): p(f=11d=1)=0.2 p(f=11d=0)=0.7

Figure 1. A simple multiply-connected belief network.

are at least two nodes with more than one undirected path. Figure 1 is a simple

multiply-connected belief network. 1

Probabilistic inference in a belief network refers to the process of querying

the probability of a set of variables in the belief network, given evidence on some

subset of the remaining variables. The most common questions we ask in a belief

network are: marginal probability of a node x, conditional probability of x given

y, and joint probability of a set of variables in a belief network. In the simple

belief network in Figure 1, for example, we may query the marginal probability of

variable e, i.e., p(e); query the conditional probability p(elb = 1); and query the

joint probability p(d = 1, e = 0, f = 1). We may also query the marginal probability

of each node or the most probable explanation of a belief network, and so on.

The result of evaluating a belief network can be exact or approximate. There

are some reasons for considering exact methods in probabilistic inference in belief

networks. First, approximate solutions may not be as satisfactory as exact solu-

tions for some problems. Second, belief networks which model realistic problems

or systems may not have high connectivity; so efficient exact algorithms may be

11n this thesis, we will interchangeably use the term node and variable.
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tractable. Third, parallel computing architectures assure that some computations

are acceptable even if they are not acceptable in a sequential computing architec-

ture.

The reason for choosing an approximate solution instead of an exact solution

for a query in probabilistic inference is the intractability of exact solutions for

very large belief networks with high connectivity. There are many ways to find

approximate solutions to a query in a belief network. These approximate algorithms

have a lot in common. Essentially, they randomly posit values for some of the

variables in a network and then use them to pick values for the other variables.

Statistics on the values of these variables give the answer to a query. In this paper,

we consider exact solutions, exclusively, for all queries.

A belief network represents a full joint probability distributor over the n

domain variables in the belief network. In particular, the full joint probability

distribution can be calculated as follows [Pea88, Sha86]:

7 Xn) Hp(silri).
i=i

Where x1,..., xn are n variables in the belief network; 'xi is the set of direct prede-

cessors of xi; p(xilri) is the conditional probability for variable xi if iTi is not the

empty set, otherwise it is the marginal probability of xi. The product of any two

terms of the formula is usually called a conformal product, the number of variables

appearing in a conformal product is called the dimension of the conformal product,

and the maximum number of variables in any of the conformal products for a query

is called the maximum dimensionality of the conformal products (or the query), or

the "dimensionality" for short. The time complexity of computing the full joint

probability distribution of a belief network is exponential in the number of nodes

of the network.

An important characteristic of a belief network is that any conditional,

marginal, or conjunctive query in the belief network can be calculated from the

full joint probability by using Bayes Theorem. This can be done by instantiat-
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ing observed variables in the formula and summing over the variables that are not

queried after the conformal products. It should be noted that the computation

time can be reduced if a variable can be summed over when it appears only in one

distribution (if these variables are not queried), instead of carrying out the opera-

tion in the last step of computation. For example, we want to query the marginal

probability p(d). Computing p(d) = Ea(E6 (P(dia, b)p(b))p(a)) needs less number of

multiplications than that for computing p(d) = Ea,b((p(dla , b)p(b))p(a)). Therefore,

the efficiency of probabilistic inference in a belief network depends on the ordering

of distributions of related variables.

The influence of an observation on a belief net can be reflected by instantiat-

ing the observed node in the distributions that contain it and by removing the arcs

connecting the observed node with its child nodes. A query after observations in a

belief network can be considered as a query directly on the modified belief network

with respect to the observations. For simplicity, therefore, we may talk about an

evidence or an observation in a belief network, but we will not consider any ob-

servations in our discussion in the rest of the paper. The algorithms designed for

non-observations are the same as those for observations. For the sake of discussion,

we assume that all variables have domain size two; any conclusion based on this

assumption applies to the case of unequal domain size variables, unless we indicate

otherwise.

Some variables may not be relevant to every query in a belief network. In

this case, we can save some computation time if we just consider the variables

relevant to the query instead of computing the conformal products for the full joint

probability distribution. Theoretical research in [GVP89, Pea88] provides a way of

finding relevant variables to a query in a belief network in linear time in the total

number of variables. The variables related to the query correspond to a new belief

network in which the query can be obtained by computing the full joint probability

of the new belief network first and then summing over the non-queried variables. In

this paper, we assume that all nodes we consider are relevant to the query, since we
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can find relevant variables to a query in linear time with respect to the number of

nodes in a belief network [SDD90]. That is, we ignore the linear time computation

and focus our attention on the exponential probability computation.

The effectiveness and efficiency of probabilistic inference in a belief network

have been the subject of considerable research in recent years. The time complexity

of probabilistic inference in belief networks can be viewed as having two components.

First, it has been proved that probabilistic inference in belief networks is an

NP-hard problem [Coo90a]. That is, it is unlikely that a general, efficient probabilis-

tic inference algorithm can be developed for an arbitrary belief network; however,

some special algorithms for particular structures of belief networks can be devel-

oped. For example, the poly-tree propagation algorithm for a singly-connected belief

network [Pea88] requires only polynomial time. If we consider structures of belief

networks more carefully, we will find that the hardness of the problem depends on

the structure of a network. It is easy to know that a query in a singly-connected

belief network and a fully connected belief network can be handled in polynomial

time with respect to the input size of the problem. This indicates that the hardness

of probabilistic inference in belief networks lies in those belief networks neither fully

connected nor singly-connected. Unfortunately, most practical belief networks are

neither fully connected nor singly-connected. However, they are very sparse.

Second, the computational cost of probabilistic inference in a belief network

is exponential in the number of the variables in the graph with respect to the worst

case. This happens to almost fully connected belief networks. We do not expect to

find any algorithm which is much more efficient than any other algorithm for these

kinds of belief networks. Fortunately, practical belief networks are rarely fully

connected and we can take advantage of the conditional independence represented

by sparseness of the graphs to reduce the computation cost. Since multiplication

is a basic operation in probabilistic inference and the other operations are much

less frequent and with less cost (compared with the cost of multiplication)2, we will

2This statement is true with standard belief networks. If considering noisy-or networks, the
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hereafter consider the number of multiplications as a measure of the computational

cost of the probabilistic inference in a belief network.

1.3 Overview of the thesis

The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter two is a review of

some previously developed exact probabilistic inference algorithms. Not all existing

algorithms will be covered in this chapter, but examples of all basic methods for

probabilistic inference are described in the review. The review of these algorithms

will show briefly the ideas of different exact algorithms and summarize the charac-

teristics of the algorithms and the advantages and the disadvantages of using those

algorithms.

Chapter three presents an optimization problem, optimal factoring, which

is the basis of our new framework for finding efficient algorithms for probabilistic

inference in belief networks. We will give a formal definition of the optimal fac-

toring problem and discuss the characteristics of the problem. Since the optimal

factoring problem is hard, we do not expect to find an efficient algorithm to solve it

in general. Instead, we can find different factoring strategies for different instances

of the problem. We will present some factoring strategies for some simple instances

of the problem, and present an optimal factoring strategy for an arbitrary instance

but with exponential computational cost with respect to the number of variables

considered. Finally, we will discuss the mapping between the optimal factoring

problem and probabilistic inference. The purpose of introducing the optimal fac-

toring problem is to apply the techniques used for solving optimization problems to

the optimal factoring problem and to apply the results of the factoring problem to

probabilistic inference; so that we can get more efficient algorithms for probabilistic

inference. From the factoring point of view, previously developed algorithms are just

number of additions in the computation can not be ignored.
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different factoring strategies. However, these factoring strategies are constrained by

graphical structures and may not be efficient in some cases.

Chapter four discusses the issue of applying the results of the optimal factor-

ing problem to probabilistic inference. First, we will present an optimal factoring

algorithm for singly-connected belief networks based on the factoring strategies pro-

posed in chapter 3. Second, we will discuss factoring for multiply-connected belief

networks. Factoring for multiply-connected belief networks is a hard problem. We

will discuss some factoring strategies for multiply-connected belief networks and

turn our attention to finding heuristic factoring algorithms. Third, we will present

a heuristic factoring algorithm for multiply-connected belief networks. And finally,

we will show, by experimental tests, that a simple, greedy algorithm outperforms

previously developed algorithms.

In chapter five, we will explore another problem relevant to belief networks:

finding the / most probable explanations of a belief network given a set of evidence.

Given a belief network with evidence, the task of finding the / most probable expla-

nations (MPE) in the belief network is that of identifying and ordering the / most

probable instantiations of the non-evidence nodes of the belief network. Although

many approaches have been proposed for solving this problem, most work only for

restricted topologies (i.e., singly-connected belief networks). In this chapter we will

present a framework, optimal factoring, for finding the / MPEs in arbitrary belief

networks. Under this framework, efficiently finding the MPE in a belief network

can be considered as the problem of finding an ordering of distributions of the belief

network and efficiently combining them. We will discuss the essence of the problem

of finding the MPEs and present an optimal algorithm for singly-connected belief

networks and an efficient algorithm for multiply-connected belief networks. We will

also discuss the problem of finding the MPE in a set of variables of a belief network

under this framework.

Because of the computational complexity of probabilistic inference in belief

networks, we turn our attention to parallel hardware for probabilistic inference in
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large belief networks. In chapter six, we will discuss the issue of parallelizing prob-

abilistic inference in belief networks using distributed memory architecture. We

will show that the problem of parallelizing probabilistic inference is also an optimal

factoring problem. From this point of view, we will analyze the features of the

problem and present a heuristic factoring algorithm for parallel probability com-

putation. We will present experimental results for hypercube architectures which

verify our analysis from the optimal factoring perspective and provide insight into

the effect of the maximum dimensionality of a query on speedup and efficiency.

In chapter seven, we will conclude our research with the statement that any

task of probabilistic inference in belief networks should be considered as an optimal

factoring problem. The discussion in previous chapters supports the statement from

the point of view of different tasks in belief networks and different belief networks. In

this chapter we will discuss some characteristics of the factoring method in general

and show that the factoring method is more general than any other previously

developed method for probabilistic inference and provides a useful framework for

finding efficient probabilistic inference algorithms.

In chapter eight, we will conclude our research and propose future research

in finding efficient algorithms for exact probabilistic inference in belief networks.
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Chapter 2

Review of Exact Probabilistic Inference
Algorithms

A number of algorithms have been developed to perform probabilistic inference in

belief networks in recent years. These algorithms apply different methods to an-

swer marginal, conditional and conjunctive queries'. In this chapter, we will briefly

review the methods from some typical algorithms and summarize some factors rel-

evant to efficiency of probabilistic inference methods.

2.1 The poly-tree propagation algorithm

The poly-tree propagation algorithm has been developed for probabilistic inference

in singly-connected belief networks [Pea88, Peo91]. In a singly-connected belief

network, probabilistic information of any node can be propagated from the node

to its neighbors and from its neighbors to their neighbors and so on, through the

structure of the belief network. If a node receives this kind of information from

its parents and its children, its marginal probability can be easily calculated. So,

the main step in the poly-tree propagation algorithm is to propagate this kind of

information from any node to the rest of the belief network. If we let e; stand for

3We use a method to denote a general approach for probabilistic inference in belief networks,

an algorithm to denote an implementation of a method. So, there could be many different

algorithms in one method.
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the evidence contained in the tree rooted at x, ex stand for the evidence contained

in the rest of the network, then x separates e; and ex+. Let A(x) and 7r(x) denote

p(e; Ix) and p(xlex+). Belief distribution of a variable x can be calculated by:

BEL(x) = p(x lex+, ex) = ap(e; Ix, ex+)p(x = ap(e; lx)p(x lex+) = aA(x)7r(x),

here a = [P(e; lex+ )]-1 is a normalizing constant rendering Ex BEL(x) = 1 [Pea88].

There are three steps in the poly-tree propagation algorithm for local propa-

gation and belief computation, which can be executed in any order. Assuming that

a typical node x has n parents u1,..., un and m children y1, ...y, the belief distri-

bution of variable x can be computed provided that three types of distributions for

node x are available:

1. The current 7r message contributed by each parent ui:

?r (ui) p(uileutr)

2. The current lambda message contributed by each child

A (x) = p(ery, Ix)

3. The conditional probability distribution p(xlui,..., /40.

where els stands for the observations contained in the ancestors of nodes ui, and

ex-y, stands for the observations contained in the sub-tree rooted at node y3. Then

three steps can be performed as:

1. Belief updating: the belief distribution of variable x, BEL(x), is BEL(x)

a)(x)ir(x) where

A(x) = H Ay, (X),
3

r(x) = E 7rx(ui).
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2. Bottom-up propagation: node x computes a new A message to be sent to its

parents

Az(ui) = Q E A(s) E un) 11 rs(uk)
uk,k$i k$i

3. Top-down propagation: node x computes the new 7r message to be sent to its

child yj:

iry) (X) = H Ayk (X)) E un) H irx(ui)

= aBEL(x)1 Ay,(x).

The algorithm can be executed in parallel, or sequentially executed in any

order for each node if the it and A messages for it are ready. When a belief network

is initialized, the 7r message of each root node is equal to its prior probability p(x)

and all childless nodes are assigned the lambda message as A(x) = (1, , 1).

Then the algorithm starts A and 7r propagations and belief computations. When

observations are inserted, all observed nodes are set as the lambda message as (0,

,0,1,0, ,0) with 1 at the position that the observation is true, and then the

propagation is activated. Given a new observation, only 71 propagation is needed

for the sub-tree rooted at the observed node, and A propagation for its antecedents

followed by ir propagation for the other children of the antecedents.

From the three steps above, based on the domain size of each variable and

on the number of parents of each node, we see that the time complexity of A, 7r and

belief distribution computations for each node is exponential in the number of parent

variables, because the summation in each formula ranges over all value combinations

of parent variables. The computation time of the algorithm is affected by the

location of observations, since the positions of observations may reduce the number

of parents of a node, and different observations result in different propagations.

We observe the following characteristics of the algorithm. First, since the

propagations in the algorithm are carried out through the structure of a belief

network, namely through the neighbors of a node, conformal products are performed
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only between nodes directly connected by arcs. There are no propagations among

siblings. Second, the algorithm doesn't prescribe the order for A and 7r propagations.

Third, the propagations go through whole networks. And finally, the algorithm is

incremental with respect to the observations.

The limitation of the algorithm is that it can only be applied to a singly-

connected belief network. This algorithm is not applicable to a multiply-connected

belief network because, for any such network, there exists at least one pair of nodes

with more than one pathway between them. If the propagation algorithm were

applied to the multiply connected network, one node would receive a message more

than once from the other node, and the computation of marginal probability would

not be correct.

2.2 Conditioning algorithm

Since most belief networks in practical use are not singly connected, several methods

for converting a multiply-connected belief network into a singly-connected belief

network have been developed. One of the methods is called conditioning [Pea88]. It

is based on the idea of changing the connectivity of a belief network and rendering

it singly-connected by instantiating a selected group of variables.

An intuitive way of converting a multiply-connected directed graph to a

singly-connected graph is to remove arcs in the graph such that no more than one

directed pathway exists between any two nodes. The process can be performed

in a belief network by instantiating a variable in a pathway instead of removing

an arc, since an instantiated variable in a pathway can block information passing

between its parents and its children and among its children. The set of variables to

be instantiated is called a cutset. Given a multiply connected belief network with

variables x1, x2, ..., xn, the method of conditioning for querying a variable x given

observations E is as follows. First, choose a group of variables xi ,..., xi, from

the network, which, if removed from the graph, render the remaining subgraph
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singly-connected. Second, instantiate them and apply the poly-tree propagation

algorithm. Obviously, the number of instantiations of the chosen variables is the

product of the domain size of each variable; that is, the propagation algorithm is

invoked exponentially many times (in terms of the number of variables to be instan-

tiated). The final result of inference is determined by summing the intermediate

results weighted by the posterior probabilities of the instantiations. The formula

for calculating the query is:

p(x1E)

in which, p(x1E,xi...,xik) and p(xi...,xikiE) can both be calculated by the poly-

tree algorithm.

Since the computation time is exponential in the number of variables in a

cutset, a minimal cutset of a belief network is desirable. Unfortunately, finding a

minimal cutset in a belief network is NP- hard[SC88]. A heuristic algorithm has

been proposed for finding a cutset in polynomial time with respect to the number

of nodes[SC88]. The main steps of the algorithm are the following:

1. Remove all nodes that have a single parent and no children and the nodes

that have a single child and no parent; remove the arcs that connected the

pruned nodes. Repeat the step until it can no longer be applied.

2. If there are any nodes left, find a good cutset candidate. Three steps for

choosing a good cutset candidate are:

(a) Choose the nodes that have one or no parents;

(b) Choose the node from (a) that has the most neighbors;

(c) If there is more than one node, choose the node that has the lowest

number of possible values.

Add the node chosen above into the cutset, then remove it from the network.

If there remain nodes in the network, return to the beginning.
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This algorithm does not guarantee finding a minimal cutset. An experiment

with 60 randomly generated belief networks showed that it found the minimal cutset

in approximately 70 percent of the networks[SC88]. The conditioning algorithm is

exponential in cutset size, which determines the number of times to apply the poly-

tree algorithm, and is exponential in the maximum number of antecedents of a node

in the remaining poly-tree when using the poly-tree algorithm for each instantiated

network.

The following are the characteristics of the conditioning algorithm First,

the algorithm is based on the poly-tree algorithm; therefore, it inherits character-

istics of the poly-tree algorithm. Second, performance of the algorithm depends on

the performance of the heuristic algorithm for finding a cutset; that is, the com-

putational complexity of the algorithm is exponential with respect to the number

of variables in a cutset. Since finding a minimal cutset in a belief network is an

NP-hard problem, we don't expect a heuristic algorithm to guarantee a minimal

cutset for every query in any belief network. Finally, the conditioning algorithm is

not incremental with respect to observations because the cutset should be different

with new observations inserted.

2.3 Clustering algorithm

Another method of converting a multiply-connected belief network to a singly-

connected belief network is clustering. Clustering involves combining several vari-

ables in a multiply-connected network to form a compound variable such that a new

network of compound variables, as nodes, is singly-connected, and then applying

the poly-tree propagation algorithm. Generally, there are many different ways to

cluster a belief network since any two nodes in a belief network can be merged into

one node if there is at most one directed path connecting the two nodes. In the

extreme case, a clustered tree can be formed by lumping together all non-leaf vari-

ables as one variable. However, the exponential cost in the number of variables to be
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combined to form a compound variable and the structureless nature of a converted

belief network make it difficult to compute and explain the beliefs accrued by this

variable[Pea88]. There are many papers about different clustering strategies. We

describe one strategy discussed in [Pea88] here.

There are two parts in the clustering algorithm. First, create cliques (a clique

is a maximal subset of nodes which is a complete sub-graph) and form a join tree

(a tree with cliques as nodes). Second, update the tree when any observations are

inserted. Creating cliques and forming a join tree involve the following steps:

1. Convert the belief network into a Markov network by interconnecting the

parents of each node and then making the original directed edges in the belief

network non-directed. A Markov network is an undirected graph in which

directly unconnected nodes are conditionally independent.

2. Triangulate the network by using the maximum cardinality search, which

transforms the belief network into a chordal graph (a chordal graph is a undi-

rected graph in which every cycle of length of four or more has a chord). After

triangulation, the chordal graph can be decomposed into a set of cliques that

have the running intersection property. The running intersection property

here means that when all cliques are sorted in an order of (C1, C2, 7 Ca),

then for all j > 2, there exist i < j such that Ci C fl (C1 u u

3. Sort the cliques in the increasing order of the maximum index number of

nodes4 in a clique and assemble them in a join tree by connecting each clique

node C, to a clique node C.; (j < i) sharing the maximum index number of

nodes with Ci . Each clique is now modeled as a clique node in the join tree.

4. Set up the conditional probability distributions of clique nodes ac-

cording to the links in the join tree. Each combination of states of

4Every node is indexed by the maximum cardinality search algorithm[TY84] in the step of cre-

ating a Markov network.
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the component belief network nodes of the clique node is one state of

the clique node.

The time complexity of step 1 to step 3 is polynomial in the number of nodes

in the belief network. Step 4, setting up probability distributions, is time consuming.

The states of a join node are determined by the combination of all belief nodes in

that join node, so the operations required to compute the probability distributions

for a join node are exponential in clique size.

Once a join tree is formed, the poly-tree algorithm can be applied. Note that

a belief network node can be in more than one clique. An observation on that node

may affect more than one clique node, thus the number of steps in propagating an

observation in a clique tree may be greater than in a singly connected belief network.

When the probability distribution is obtained for each clique node, the probability

for original belief network nodes can be calculated easily. The calculation for the

beliefs of each of the belief network nodes is done by finding the smallest clique

node of which the belief network node is a member, and then marginalizing the

clique node's belief over the states of the other belief nodes of the clique node.

The characteristics of the clustering algorithm are as follows. First, the algo-

rithm is based on the poly-tree algorithm; therefore, it inherits some characteristics

from the poly-tree algorithm. Second, performance of the algorithm depends on

the structure of the clique tree; that is, the computational complexity of the clus-

tering algorithm is exponential with respect to the maximum number of variables

in a clique. Finally, the conditioning algorithm is incremental with respect to ob-

servations, since new observations can be handled by modifying the clique nodes

containing the observed nodes.

2.4 Reduction algorithm

There are several algorithms that directly handle probabilistic inference in a multiply-

connected belief network. One of them is called the reduction algorithm [Sha86,
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Sha88]. The main idea of the reduction algorithm is the following: given a belief

network with n nodes representing probabilistic relations of n variables x1, x2, ...,

xn, the marginal probability of any variable xi given observations xi, , xik, that

is p(xilxi xi,), corresponds to a particular graph, and this graph can be derived

from the original belief network by node removal and arc reversal. These transfor-

mations maintain the consistency between the original network and the transformed

network for the query.

A heuristic algorithm has been developed for the reduction process[RA88].

The algorithm requires 0(n2) storage and 0(n3) time for symbolic or topological

transformation. The symbolic transformation algorithm removes nodes and reverses

arcs until only conditioning and conditional nodes are left. Assuming that C is the

set of conditioning and conditional nodes and K is the other nodes to be removed,

the process of the reduction algorithm is:

1. Remove all nodes in K that have no successors. Repeat until all nodes without

successors are removed. If K is empty go to 5.

2. Remove all nodes in K that have only one successor each. If more than one

node is to be removed, remove them in the order of fewer predecessor first.

Repeat until all nodes with one successor are removed. If K is empty go to 5.

3. Select the node in K with the least number of successors, let the node be x.

4. Pick a successor of node x and check the number of paths from x to the suc-

cessors; if there is more than one path, reject it; otherwise reverse the arc

between x and that successor with concomitant updating of their predecessor

and successor set according to Bayes theorem. Check if x has only one suc-

cessor, if so remove x and if K is not empty go to 2 otherwise go to 5. If x

has more than one successor go to 4.

5. For every successor of a conditional node, check for more than one path be-

tween conditional node and that successor. If there is more than one path,
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reject that successor; if not, keep track of the successor with the least number

of predecessors y. Reverse the arc between the conditional node and y with

a concomitant updating of successor and predecessor sets. Repeat 5 until the

conditional node has no successors.

Most of the computational cost in the algorithm comes from calculating

the new conditional probability distributions in arc reversal. Assume that node

xi conditionally depends on nodes wi, node xj conditionally depends on node xi

and nodes wj, and both xi and xj conditionally depend on nodes wig, then after

arc reversal between node xi and xj, the conditional probability of P(xj lwi, wj, wig)

and P(xiiwi, wij) will be [Sha86]:

Xi

P(XilXi, Wi7 Wi, Wii) p(xilxi,tvj, wij)p(xi lwi, wij)p(xj lwi, ?DJ, wij).

From the above formulas we know that the cardinalities of xj and xi are usually

increased after arc reversal and that calculation of the conditional probability dis-

tribution is exponential in the number of parents of node x3 and xi. We use the

term dimensionality of node xi to denote the number of arcs from the set of nodes

x3, wi, wj, wi; to node xi. The probability computation for node xi will be exponen-

tial in its dimensionality.

The characteristics of the reduction algorithm can be summarized as follows.

First, the computational complexity of the algorithm is exponential with respect

to the maximum dimensionality, which is determined by a heuristic strategy, and

may not be the same as the complexity of the query by using some other algo-

rithms. Second, the algorithm is not incremental with respect to the observations.

Third, caching is difficult to implement in the algorithm and any query will start

transformation from the original belief network.
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2.5 The Symbolic Probabilistic Inference (SPI) algorithm

The symbolic probabilistic inference algorithm (SPI) [D'A89, SDD90] is a query-

driven algorithm which uses Bayes theorem directly for probabilistic inference in

multiply-connected networks. In this algorithm, probabilistic inference occurs in

three steps. In the first step, a partition tree' is created from the belief network. In

the second step, symbolic reasoning based on the partition tree determines which

nodes to combine and how these nodes should be combined, given observed nodes

and queried nodes. In the last step, the probability computations are carried out

for those nodes according to the structure of the partition tree. The second and

third steps may mix together within a partition.

For symbolic reasoning, a node in SPI is represented in terms of its con-

ditional distribution and the marginal distributions of its immediate antecedents.

When a node is queried, its marginal probability can be calculated from its symbolic

expression if all marginal probabilities of its immediate antecedents' are known (the

joint marginal probability for the antecedents in the same subtree is computed for

computing the queried node). If some of them are unknown, then sub-queries are

generated for these nodes. The partition tree provides a structure for generating

sub-queries and efficient probability computation. Associated with each partition

node in the partition tree is a conditioning expression which stores the union of

the expressions for the observed value of each observed variable in that partition.

There is one conditioning expression for each partition node because any observa-

tion in a partition will only affect its child partition node. In order to speed up

probability computation, an ordering heuristic algorithm is used in each partition

before probability computation. The partition tree also provides a way of caching

intermediate computation results. In the case of multiple queries, when a query

proceeds in the same path as a previous query, the previously cached results can

5A partition tree is a tree in which a node is a subset of nodes of the original belief network. A

partition strategy determines the subset of nodes.
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be used. The cache invalidation strategy used in the algorithm is to invalidate all

caches on the path from that partition to the root.

The computational complexity of the SPI algorithm is mainly determined

by the third step. Step one is a heuristic partitioning algorithm; its complexity is

0(n2). In step two, after each observation, the algorithm will change the represen-

tations of the children of the observed node. The algorithm resets the expression

of the observed node such that its value space is a singleton consisting of only the

observed value. It also resets the conditioning expression to the union of its current

expression and the expression for the observed value of the observed node. Hence,

the representation in SPI is incremental in observations. The symbolic reasoning in

this step is polynomial in the number of partitions in the partition tree. Step 3 is

the costliest step, because the time for computing any two expressions is exponen-

tial in the number of variables in the two expressions or the dimensionality of the

conformal product.

The characteristics of the SPI algorithm can be summarized as follows. First,

the computational complexity of the algorithm is exponential with respect to the

maximum dimensionality, which is determined by the partition tree and the or-

dering heuristic strategy. Second, the algorithm is incremental with respect to

observations. And third, it has a caching strategy for reducing some repeated com-

putations.

2.6 Summary

Analyzing these exact probabilistic inference algorithms, we can summarize some

features that appear in some or all of currently developed exact probabilistic infer-

ence algorithms. We focus our attention on those features relevant to the efficiency

of these algorithms.
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These algorithms are closely related to the structure of belief networks.

More precisely, these algorithms rely either on the original directed graph, on a

related directed graph, or on a related undirected graph. For example, the poly-

tree propagation algorithm relies on the original poly-tree; the rest of the algorithms

rely on a related graph. The algorithm developed in [LS88] relies on the related

undirected graph. The structure of a graph apparently describes the local and global

information of the nodes in the graph. However, verifying some global information

through the structure of a graph is usually a hard problem, for example, cutset

determination. The structure of a graph also constrains the way nodes are combined

or expressions are factored. These algorithms rely on the structure of a graph, but

either consider only local information or turn to heuristic methods. This feature

may make these algorithms not as efficient as an algorithm that considers global

information, not available locally in the structure of the graph.

Numeric computation vs. non-numeric computation. If we refer to the

computation of conformal products as numeric computation and the rest of each

algorithm as non-numeric computation or symbolic reasoning, we find that the nu-

meric computation in probabilistic inference is exponential in the number of vari-

ables relevant to the computation; while the non-numeric computation in different

heuristics is polynomial with respect to the number of variables related to the query

[Li90]. The non-numeric computation can be very small if we randomly combine the

whole distributions for a query and sum over those variables not queried. However,

the total computational cost could be quite high in that case. It is important to

realize that the role of non-numeric computation is to use its polynomial time cost

effectively to reduce the exponential time cost of numeric computation. Therefore,

when designing a probabilistic inference algorithm, the cost of non-numeric com-

putation should be limited to a low degree polynomial. It should be clear that the

maximum dimensionality of an algorithm for a query reflects the real computational

complexity of a query in a belief network for a particular algorithm. The maximum
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dimensionality will, in general, vary according to the algorithm used, for the same

query in the same belief network. We are very interested in finding an algorithm

which handles probabilistic inference in a belief network with the minimal maximum

dimensionality.

Unnecessary computation. In many cases, not all nodes in a belief network

are involved in a query. Including unnecessary nodes in a probability computation

increases the total computation cost. It is important, for any algorithm, to con-

sider only the relevant nodes of a query in probabilistic inference. In the symbolic

probabilistic inference algorithm [D'A89, SDD90], a technique of dynamically de-

termining the relevant nodes for a particular query is used. Though this technique

may not be applicable to all algorithms, it can easily be applied to some algorithms.

Repeated computation. Since there could be multiple queries after some ob-

servations in a belief network, some of the computations may be calculated more

than once. It is good for an algorithm to save some intermediate results for reuse

in these kinds of queries. A caching strategy is employed for these tasks in the

symbolic probabilistic inference algorithm [D'A89]. An experimental test of the

algorithm has shown that the caching strategy could save about half of the compu-

tation time in the test cases in which the number of queries were randomly chosen

from remaining variables after some observations [D'A89]. The caching strategy is

closely related to the algorithm, and we will expand on this later in the thesis.

From the analysis above we know that there are three points we should

consider to speed up a probabilistic inference algorithm:

1. Reduce maximum dimensionality in probabilistic inference as much as possi-

ble.

2. Eliminate unnecessary computation by considering only relevant nodes in

probability computation.
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3. Avoid repeated computation by using a caching strategy.

The first point above is the most important; it affects the computational

complexity of probabilistic inference. The second point can be realized in polyno-

mial time in the number of nodes of a belief network. Designing a caching strategy

for avoiding repeated computation in an algorithm depends on the algorithm it-

self. In this thesis, we consider mainly the problem of how to reduce the maximum

dimensionality in probabilistic inference in belief networks.

In the following chapters we will present a new approach for probabilistic

inference in belief networks. It is a factoring approach that flexibly exploits the

structure of a belief network and provides a mechanism for considering the above

three points in a probabilistic inference algorithm.
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Chapter 3

The Optimal Factoring Problem

3.1 An example

Even though the time complexity of computing the full joint probability of a belief

network is invariant, the computational cost could vary depending on the order in

which the probability distributions are combined. If the computational cost is very

high, the variance can not be neglected. Let us consider the query of computing the

full joint probability of a belief network with n nodes. It takes at least (2n +1 4)

multiplications to compute the probability if the number of values of each node

is 2 and the graph formed by the n nodes is fully connected. The number of

multiplications in the worst factoring case, compared with the best factoring result,

is (n 1)/2 times more for the fully connected belief network.

As for the cases of querying subsets of nodes in belief networks, the variance

of computational cost of different factorings is higher, because the time complexity

could be different with different factorings. Therefore, the computational cost of

probabilistic inference in a belief network depends on the factoring of combining

the distributions of the relevant variables.

We give a simple example to show the effect of different factoring strategies

on probabilistic inference in a belief network. Given the simple belief network in
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Figure 2. A simple belief network for two factorings.

figure 2, we want to query the joint probability of nodes d and e, namely p(d, e).

One factoring is given in the formula:

P(d, e) = [EiDE[P(eie)P(dib, c)11)(cla)]P(bla)1P(a)i
a 6 c

which needs 72 multiplications. Another factoring needs only 28 multiplications:

p(d, e) = [E[p(elc)[E Adlb, 0[EP(cla)[P(bla)P(a)11111
c 6 a

From this example we can see that different factoring gives significantly different

computational costs.

In this chapter, we will formally define a combinatorial optimization problem,

the optimal factoring problem. The purpose of proposing the optimal factoring

problem is to apply some mature techniques developed for solving combinatorial

optimization problems to the factoring problem and to utilize the results obtained

from the optimal factoring problem for probabilistic inference.

3.2 The optimal factoring problem

An optimal factoring problem (OFP) with n expressions can be considered as a

combinatorial optimization problem. Without loss of generality we assume that the

domain size of each variable is 2. The problem can be described as follows.
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Definition [FP] Given

I. a set of m variables V,

2. a set of n subsets of V: S = {S{i}, S{2}, S{n}}, and

3. QC V, a set of target variables

define:

I. combination of two subsets SI and SF

SI& = U Sj {v : v SK for K ni= 0,

K n J = 0, and v Q},

I ,J C {1,2,...,n}, in J = 0;

2. the cost function of combining the two subsets:

P(S{i}) = 0 for 1 < i < n, and

µ(S NJ) = P(.51) p(Sj) 2Islus-11

µ(S1) is not unique if 111 > 2. In general, it depends on how we combine the

subsets. We indicate these alternative combinations by subscripting ,a. pa(Sr) =

shows the cost of combining result of SI with respect to a specific tree structured

combination of I, labeled a. We call this combination a factoring.

Definition [OFP] The optimal factoring problem is to find a factoring a such

that itc,(S0,2,...,n1) is minimal.

In above definitions, Q is a set of target variables after combining all subsets

of S together; the set {v} in the formula Sib,/ is the variables which do not appear

in the remaining subsets of S after combination of SI with Sj and not appear in

the set Q. pa(SNJ) is the total cost of combining all sets Si ( i E I, J) in a given

factoring order, and is determined by the dimensionality or the size of sets to be
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combined and affected by the size of {v} in previous combinations. If the domain

size of each variable is not limited to 2, the value 2Isius31 in above formula should

be replaced with the multiplication of domain size of the variables in S1 U Sj. All

possible factorings can be generated by permuting the n subsets Si and then putting

parentheses in all rational ways in the permutation to form all S{1,2,...,,,}.6

An instance of OFP can be represented by a network. A network for the

instance is a fully connected graph with n nodes corresponding to the n sets S{1} to

S{} If a weight is assigned to each path between two nodes, the weight of the path

from S {t} to Su} in the network is l(S{i,j))1. Two values, bi and di, are attached

to each path and are dynamically determined. b,, the reduced cardinality, is the

number of variables to be removed from node S {t} to node Sul, which is determined

by the path from the start node to node S{j}. di, the increased cardinality, is the

number of variables which appear in the result from start node to node Su} but

not in S {t} U bi and di may have different values if the path is from Su} to

S{i}. The total weight between two nodes can be calculated by adding the weight

on the edge with di together and subtracting bi. Also, we can consider the value of

exponent of the total weight as the distance between any two nodes. If we ignore

the insertion of parentheses among all nodes ordered by a path, the OFP is the

problem of finding a way of passing through each node exactly once in the network

with the shortest distance.

The OFP generally is a hard problem. We guess that OFP is an NP-hard

problem even though we have not yet proven it. We can see the similarity between

OFP and the problem of finding the shortest path among n nodes by passing each

node exactly once (SPP) [Law76], which is NP-hard. In SPP, the problem is to

find a permutation of n nodes which results in the shortest path; while in OFP, the

problem is to find a proper permutation of n nodes and then put parentheses in so

that it results in a minimal computation. If we ignore the parentheses in the result

6Strictly speaking, there are many duplicates generated in this way. For example((ab)c) is the

same factoring as (c(ab)), where a, b, and c denote factors.
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of OFP, since the time complexity of putting parentheses in a given permutation

of the n nodes to get an optimal result is polynomial in the number of the nodes

[Hu82], OFP like SPP is the problem of finding a proper permutation of n nodes.

The difference between the two problems is that in SPP edge distance of two nodes

are static; while in OFP, they are dynamic, that is, they depend on the path taken

to the edge.

3.3 Some results for the OFP

Although the OFP generally is a hard problem, some restricted instances of the

OFP have polynomial time algorithms. For example, given a domain of variables,

if each pair of sets Si and S; is disjoint and the set Q is the union of all the sets

Si, then the optimal ordering of a(S{ii ,...,i)) can be obtained in linear time. In

this section, we will explore factoring methods for particular instances of the OFP.

These factoring methods help us to find efficient probabilistic inference algorithms.

We will also present an optimal factoring algorithm for an arbitrary belief network.

Lemma 3.1 Given a factoring problem with n variables {1, 2, ..., n} : Si = {1 },

S2 = {2},..., Sn_i = In 1}, S = {n} and Q = {1,2,...,n}, one of the optimal

factorings is to combine any int((n+1)/2) single variable factors, called marginals,

first, then to combine the rest of the single variable factors together, and finally to

combine the two results.

Proof: We prove the lemma by induction. Given n=2, there is only one possible

combination. If n=3, any two marginals can be combined first, then the result will

be combined with the other marginal. The order of combination meets the order

described in the lemma and is optimal. Assume that the combination order in the

lemma is optimal for n less than or equal to k marginals. In the case n.(k-I-1), the

result of combining (k+1) marginals must result from the combination of combining

k combined marginals with one marginal, or combining (k-1) combined marginals
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with 2 combined marginals, and so on. Remember that the cost function defined in

the definition OFP is

IL(S.ruJ) = p(SI) + p(SJ)+21siusJI, (3.2)

that is, the cost for the final step is 2k+1 which is independent of the distributions

of the two factors to be combined. We must prove that the combination order in

the lemma minimizes µ(S1)+ p(SJ). If we use a number to denote the size of a set,

then we need to prove that given k < m,

gm + 1) + p(k) > it(m) + p(k + 1). (3.3)

According to the cost function ( 3.2), there exist ml, m2, k1 and k2 which meet

the formulas: m1 > m2, k1 > k2, m1 + m2 = m + 1 and k1 + k2 = k such that

gm + 1) and A(k) are both optimal in the left side of formula ( 3.3). If we choose

the decomposition for the right side of formula ( 3.3) relevant to ml, m2, k1 and

k2, then to prove formula ( 3.3), we need to prove

it(rni) + gm2) + 2m+1 + p(ki) + p(k2) + 2k (3.4)

is greater than

it(mi 1) + gm2) + 2'11 + p(ki) + 11(k2 + 1) + 2k+1

From ( 3.4) and ( 3.5) we get

it(7711) + 2"141 p(k2) +2k > grni 1) +2m + tt(k2 +1) +2k+1.

(3.5)

(3.6)

Since 2m+1 > 2m + 2k+1, it is sufficient to prove the following formula instead of the

formula ( 3.6)

it(mi) + tt(k2) + 2k > p(mi 1) + p(k2 + 1).

If we decompose k2 + 1 into two factors with number k and 1, then the formula is

p(mi) gk2) + 2k > gmi 1) + kt(k2) + p(1) 2k2+1,
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that is

ii(mi) + 2k > A(rni 1) + 2k2+1.

Then we should prove the following formula since k > k2 + 1:

gnii) > it(mi 1). (3.7)

The correctness of formula ( 3.7) is obvious for marginals. Thus we have proven

formula ( 3.3). From formula ( 3.3) we know that if m +k +1 is even, the minimal

value results from the decomposition into two sets with equal size; and if m+k+1

is odd, the minimal value results from the decomposition in which one set has one

more factor than the other set. This meets the combination order in the lemma.

For the two decomposed sets, they both have less than k marginals and can be

combined optimally according to the induction assumption.

Lemma 3.2 Given a factoring problem with n variables {1,2,...,n}: Sl = {1},

S2 = {2},..., = {n 1}, Sn = {1,2,...,n} and Q = {n}, the optimal factoring

is to combine any int ((n+1)/2) single variable factors according to lemma 3.1,

then to combine the result with the factor Sn. The original factoring problem then

becomes a new factoring problem with factors Sk Sk2, , Sks+i= {kl, ki, 71}

and Q = {n}, where i=n-int((n+1)/2), which has the same style as the original

problem. The same strategy can then be used for the problem until a final result is

obtained.

Proof: We prove the lemma by induction. For n=2, the combination is unique. For

n=3, according to the lemma, we combine two marginals first and then combine

the result with the conditional factor. The cost is 22 + 23 and is minimum. Assume

that the combination order in the lemma is optimal for n less than or equal to k.

Then we will prove the combination order is also optimal in the case n=k+1. Some

notation must be introduced first. If the number of multiplications for combining

m marginals, in accordance with lemma 3.1, is denoted as M(m), then M(1) = 0,
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and M(m), for (m > 0), can be recursively computed as

M(m) = 2"1 M(int(m/2)) M(m int(m/2)). (3.8)

There is a combination order for Si, S2,..., Sn and m=int(n/2) such that the number

of multiplications for combining

is

((S(...(S152)...S,n))((S,n+iSm+2)-.S.-1))

2n + (22 2m) + 2'm 4- (22 2n-m-1). (3.9)

We know that the total number of combinations needed for computing Si, 82,...,

Sn is (n 1) and the number of multiplications needed for combining all factors in

the worst case is
22 23 2n-1 2n 4. (3.10)

If we denote F(n) as the number of multiplications needed for combining Si, 82,...,

Sn then F(n) can be represented as follows if m marginals are combined first:

F(n) = 2n M(m) F(n m). (3.11)

Then, proving the combination order for combining Sn is equal to proving

the following inequality. Given s and t, s t and t is the value chosen as in the

lemma, then

2n + M(S) F(n .$) > 2n + M(t) F(n t). (3.12)

First we consider the case n = 2t and s < t, and assume s = t j for 1 < j < t,

then we prove the following formula with the s and t:

M(t j) + F(n t + j) > M(t) + F(n t). (3.13)

From formulas ( 3.8) and ( 3.9) we know that the dominant terms in the left side

of formula ( 3.13) are 2t+i .... The rest of the terms are much smaller

compared with the two dominant terms. The dominant terms in the right side of
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the formula are 2t 2t ..., and the rest of the terms are also much smaller than

the dominant terms. According to formula ( 3.10), we know that formula ( 3.13) is

true for s = t j, for 1 < j < t.

Next we prove the case n = 2t and s > t. We consider the case s = t j for

1 < j < t. Given .9 and t, we should prove

M (t + 1) F(n t 1) > M(t) F(n t). (3.14)

From formulas ( 3.8) and ( 3.9) we know that the dominant terms in the left side

of formula ( 3.14) are 2t+3 2t-j ..., and the rest of the terms are much smaller

than the dominant terms. Similarly, the dominant terms on the right side of the

formula are 2i + ... and the rest of the terms can be ignored in comparison with

the dominant terms. This tells us that formula ( 3.14) is correct for s = t j for

1 < j < t.

Similarly we can prove formula ( 3.12) in the case n = 2t 1 for s < t or s > t.

For s > t the proof is similar to the above proof. But for s < t, if we substitute s in

formula ( 3.12) with s = t 1, both sides of the formula are equal. If we use s < t 1

instead of s = t 1, formula ( 3.12) is true. This means the optimal combination

is not unique in this case. For example, if n = 5 in the factoring problem, the

combinations ((S5(S1S2))(S3S4)) and ((S5((S1S2)S3))S4) have the same result.

According to formula ( 3.12), we combine t marginals first. t is determined

as above. Then combine the result with the factor S. After the combinations

the number of marginals left is less than k and they can be combined optimally

according to the induction assumption. Thus the combination order for S1, 82,...,

Sn is proved. I

Lemma 3.3 Given a factoring problem with It variables {1, 2, ..., n}: S1 =

S2 = {2},..., Sn = {n}, Sn.+1 = {1,2, ..., n} and Q = {n}, the optimal factoring is

to combine Sn-1 with Sn+1 first, then combine the result with Sn. The order

of combining Sn_i with Sn+1 is given in lemma 3.2.
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Proof: From lemma 3.2 we can see that to combine Sn_i with Sn+i is the

same factoring problem described in lemma 3.2, so the factoring, according to the

lemma, is optimal. The result of the combination is a set with one variable in it:

{n}. Combining the result with Sn, the dimensionality of the combination is just

1. So, the combination is minimal for any combination of two factors. On the

other hand, if we exchange the combination of any Si (1 < i < n) with Sn, the

result of combining (n 1) marginals with Sn+1 has a dimensionality of 2 and the

dimensionality of combining the result with Sn is 2 also. Then the cost of this

combination order is bigger than the cost of the given combination in the lemma.

Therefore, the combinations given in lemma 3.3 is optimal.

Lemma 3.4 Given a factoring problem with n+k-1 sets on n variables {1,2,...,n}:

S2 = 2 } Sn -1 = 1}, Sn = {1,2,...,n}, k {1} 's (we may denote them

as S1,l = {1 },... S1,k = and Q = {n}, one of the optimal factorings is

to combine the k {1}s first, then optimally combine the result with the remaining

factors according to the lemma 3.3.

Proof: It is obvious that combining the k = {1}s (1 < i < k) together first is

optimal. Combining the result with the remaining factors is optimal according to

the lemma 3.3. Therefore, the factoring in the lemma is optimal.

Lemma 3.5 Given a factoring problem with n variables {1,2,...,n}: S1 = {1},

52 = 11,21, S3 = {2,3}, 8 = 1,n}, and Q = {n}, then the optimal

factoring is to combine these factors in the ascending order of their subscripts.

That is, combine the Si with S2 first, then combine the result with S3, and so on.

Proof: From the definition of FP we can see that the dimensionality of each com-

bination, as specified by the lemma, is 2 and that one variable is removed from

the result after each combination. Since the size of each Si for i > 1 is equal to

2, every combination step must have a dimensionality of at least 2. Therefore the

given combination is minimal. Therefore, the factoring is optimal.
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For the arbitrary factoring problem, we have developed an optimal dynamic

factoring algorithm. Dynamic programming is one of the few general techniques

for solving optimization problems [NW88, PS82, Hu82]. It is related to branch-

and-bound techniques in the sense that it performs an intelligent enumeration of

all feasible points of a problem, yet in a different way. The idea is to work back-

wards from the last decisions to the earlier ones. Using the dynamic programming

approach to OFP, we start backwards from an assumed optimal result. According

to the "principle of optimality", any sub-combination of n factors must be an op-

timum itself, and all possible sub-combinations may be used in the final optimal

result. We keep all computed optimal sub-combinations, and use tables to save all

intermediate results. Thus the dynamic programming approach for OFP can be

described as:

1. Generate all combination tables from 1 to n. The ith combination table can

be generated from all pairs of combination tables (j, k) such that j + k = i.

The elements (combined factors) chosen from the jth and kth tables must be

exclusive. For the combinations having the same elements only that one which

has the minimal number of multiplications is saved in the table for subsequent

use.

2. An optimal combination is any entry in the nth combination table with the

lowest number of total multiplications needed.

The dynamic approach will find an optimal result, but depends on comparing

all possible factoring results in each factoring step to get the best one. It can be seen

that if a kind of best-first search is applied to find a best result, the time complexity

of the algorithm for computing the (n+1)th table would be 0(n2 *2') in the number

of factors. In the ith combination table there are (n!/(i!(n i)!)) elements since

only one combination of any i elements is a candidate for the (i + 1)th combination.

The number of elements in the ith table is the number of combinations of choosing i

elements from n, so there are a total of T elements in all n tables. Since there are n!
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distinct factoring results for n factors, the dynamic programming approach results

in substantial savings. Even though the dynamic strategy is useless in practice,

it is useful in research as an analytical tool to check how close an approximation

algorithm is to an optimal result.

Since the general OFP appears to be a hard problem, we must search for

approximation methods and heuristics, or identify special cases for which efficient

algorithms exist. Two criteria for a heuristic strategy are quality, i.e. the closeness of

the result of a heuristic to an optimal result, and the time complexity of the heuristic

algorithm itself. There is a trade-off between the quality and time complexity in a

heuristic algorithm The following are some possible heuristic greedy strategies:

1. In each step of choosing a pair of factors to combine, we may consider the pair

of factors which gives the minimum p value as a candidate for combination;

2. In each step, we may consider the pair which has the smallest dimensional

result as a candidate for combination.

We will see later that the strategy of taking the pair with the smallest dimensional

result as a candidate shows good results in the application of probabilistic inference

in belief networks. Considering the similarity between SPP and OFP, we may

explore the heuristic methods used for SPP to OFP, for example, we may use the

`nearest neighbor' strategy in OFP.

3.4 Mapping between OFP and probabilistic inference

Our interest is in the application of OFP to probabilistic inference. The direct

use of OFP is to find an optimal evaluation tree for computing queries in a belief

network. Given a belief network with m nodes and a set of observations, a query

involves identification of a subset of n nodes relevant to the query, and computation

of the conformal product [SDD90] of marginal and conditional probabilities of the

n nodes. The n nodes with their relations can be mapped to the symbols in the
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definition of OFP: the n nodes with their immediate antecedent nodes are mapped

to the n subsets of m variables; the queried nodes correspond to the variables in the

subset Q; Situ denotes the intermediate result of conformal product of distributions

I and J; and IL gives the number of multiplications needed for the computation.

Finding an optimal factoring minimizes the number of multiplications needed for

this computation. From the definition of OFP we can see that two values influence

the result of a factoring. One is the dimensionality of the union of two sets SI and

Sj which directly determines the current combination cost. The other is the number

of variables to be removed from a combined result which affects the dimensionality

of subsequent combinations. The two factors are related and should be considered

together in finding an optimal factoring result. It should be clear that determining

the lowest cost way to combine distributions in a belief network is an OFP.

We give a simple example to show the mapping between OFP and proba-

bilistic inference. In figure 2, we want to compute the joint probability p(d, e). The

mapping is as follows. S1 = {a}, S2 = {a, b}, 53 = { a, c}, S4 = {b, c, d} , S5 = C) el,

Qi = e}. If a = ((((S1S2)S3)S4)S5), then it a(S1,2,3,4,5) = 28 (see the example in

section 3.1).

From the OFP point of view, we can see that previously developed exact

probabilistic inference algorithms are just different factoring strategies. However,

since these factoring strategies are constrained by the structure of the original graph

or a derived graph, it is hard for these strategies to find optimal factorings, or even

to provide a measure for the optimality of the strategies. So, their performances

are not as good as the performance resulting from a strategy from the OFP point

of view (we will present a factoring strategy later). Some of the strategies could

be improved by considering optimization in their algorithms. In the next chapter

we will discuss the optimal factoring problem in probabilistic inference in a belief

network.
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Chapter 4

Optimal Factoring for Probabilistic Inference

4.1 Optimal factoring for singly-connected belief networks

From chapter 3 we know that finding an optimal factoring in general is a hard

problem. That is, we don't expect to find an efficient optimal factoring algorithm

for an arbitrary belief network in probabilistic inference. However, there exists

a polynomial time algorithm for generating optimal factoring for tree-structured

(including poly-tree) belief networks. In this section, we will present the algorithm.

The optimal factoring algorithm is based on the lemmas in chapter 3.

The meaning of lemma 3.2 to lemma 3.5 of chapter 3, corresponding to

probabilistic inference in belief networks, can be explained from very simple belief

networks. Lemma 3.2 can be explained from figure 3(a), in which the nth variable

is queried and the rest of the variables are marginals. The lemma tells us an

optimal factoring strategy to compute the marginal probability of the nth variable.

Lemma 3.3 also refers to the graph, which is used for querying the conditional

probability of p(nin + 1) if node (n + 1) is the child of node n and is observed.

Lemma 3.4 describes a more general case for figure 3(c). A simpler query for the

graph is p(112, 3, ..., n) where node i (i > 1) is observed. Lemma 3.5 refers to a belief

network with chain structure (see the figure 3(b)) in which the marginal probability

of node n or the marginal probability of node 1, given observation of node n, is
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(a) (b)

Figure 3. Different cases of query in poly-trees.

(c)

queried. The lemma tells us the fact that the cost of combining two non-marginal

nodes, which are not directly connected, is always bigger than the cost of combining

two nodes which are directly connected. The networks in figure 3 represent the basic

structures for decomposing a singly-connected belief network.

We introduce some new names for the purpose of easy description in the rest

of the section. We call a node with its parents a group and the node itself group

head; and a marginal node is the only node in a group and is the group head.

Theorem 4.1 There exists a linear time algorithm to generate an optimal factoring

for querying the marginal probability of a node in a poly-tree.

Proof: Based on the factoring strategies in lemma 3.2 to lemma 3.5, we can construct

an optimal factoring strategy for a poly-tree. Given some observed nodes and a

queried node in a poly-tree, the nodes relevant to the query still form a poly-tree.

The nodes that are the antecedents of the queried node, in the original poly-tree, are

in the formed poly-tree and the descendants of those antecedents must be observed

nodes or antecedents of some observed nodes. A queried node divides all nodes of

the formed poly-tree into two parts: the nodes connected to it from its parents, and

the nodes connected to it from its children. The optimal factoring strategy starts

factoring from the queried node and spreads out to the whole tree.
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Two operations used in the factoring strategy are defined as follows:

1. (Bottom-up) In computing the marginal probability of a group head, if some

other nodes in the group have unknown marginal probabilities, those groups

with an unknown marginal probability node as group head should be com-

puted first.

2. (Top-down) In computing the marginal probability of a group head, if the

head has any child, then the group with the child as the head should be

computed first and the target variable, i.e. the result variable after combining

a group together, is the head of the first group.

The factoring strategy is the following. Compute the probability of the

queried node from the group in which the queried node is a head. If any node in

the group has unknown marginal probability, then apply the bottom-up operation.

And if the queried node has any child node, then apply the top-down operation.

The top-down and bottom-up operations are repeatedly used for any group wherever

they are applicable, but not to one node repeatedly in order to avoid an infinite

loop. If no more bottom-up and top-down operations are needed in a group, use

lemmas 3.2 or 3.3 to compute the target variable of the group. If some computed

group has the form in figure 3(c), then apply lemma 3.4 to combine the nodes.

Since there is one node to be combined each time using the top-down or

bottom-up operation, the factoring is linear in the number of nodes relevant to the

query.

The optimality of the factoring strategy can be illustrated as follows. First

we see that the factoring within any group is optimal, i.e., all groups formed in the

factoring strategy have forms in lemmas 3.2 or 3.4 (hereafter we call them form 1

and form 2 respectively), or can be converted to one of the forms. If the group with

the queried node as a head can not be computed in one of the forms, we use top-

down and/or bottom-up operations to generate new groups. By repeatedly using

the bottom-up operation we will meet some groups in form 1 style, since each root
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node is either a marginal node, an observed node, or the queried node in the formed

poly-tree. After these groups have been computed, those groups which contain the

head of the just-computed groups as member have known marginal probabilities of

all non-head nodes and they either become form 1 style or need top-down operation.

If some of them are form 1 style, they can be computed again, and so on for the

other groups.

The groups generated from top-down operation are either form 2 style or

need more bottom-up and/or top-down operations to generate new groups. The

groups generated by the bottom-up operation have form 1 style as described above.

Those groups generated by repeatedly using top-down operation must be form 2

style because a leaf in the formed poly-tree is an observed node. By applying lemma

3.4 to these groups, we can compute the values needed to return to the group head

that generated the computed groups using top-down operation. A node may have

more than one returned value, depending on the number of its children. All values

returned to one node can be multiplied together as a new value to return to the

node according to lemma 3.4. The group having a returned value then becomes

form 2 style. Notice that we take the group as form 1 style here because the group

with a returned value can be computed in lemma 3.3. This process can be repeated

until a value returns to the queried node.

Second we see that each group generated by using top-down and/or bottom-

up operations can be computed optimally according to lemma 3.5. This can easily

be shown by induction on the number of groups in the poly-tree. Therefore, the

optimality of the factoring strategy is ensured. I

In probability computation, any computation result within a group or among

groups can be cached for subsequent use. The top-down and/or bottom-up opera-

tions will be avoided if there are cached intermediate results available.

From the combinatorial optimization point of view we know that the poly-

tree propagation algorithm [KP83, Pea88] and Revised poly-tree Algorithm [Peo91]
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provide an optimal factoring among groups for computing probabilities; but their

propagation strategies do not provide any factoring strategy within a group.

4.2 Factoring in multiply-connected belief networks

We have shown that there is a polynomial time optimal factoring algorithm for

poly-trees and there is an exponential time optimal factoring algorithm for arbitrary

belief networks. We doubt that there exists a polynomial time optimal factoring

algorithm for an arbitrary belief network because we believe that OFP is an NP-

hard problem. In this section we will list some factoring strategies used for multiply-

connected belief networks and discuss their advantages and disadvantages.

4.2.1 Examples of factoring strategies

From the optimal factoring point of view, previously developed algorithms are just

different factoring strategies. If we separated non-numeric computation from nu-

meric computation or conformal products and postponed all numeric computation,

the factoring strategies used in those algorithms would generate different factorings

for any query in probabilistic inference. We will examine the factoring strategies

of two popular probabilistic inference algorithms, the clustering algorithm [Pea88]

and the symbolic probabilistic inference algorithm (SPI) [D'A89, SDD90].

First we look at the clustering algorithm. There are basically two factoring

strategies used in the algorithm. The first factoring strategy is to create cliques.

The work of converting a belief network into a Markov network and triangulating

the network to form cliques determines the factoring for combining nodes locally.

The second factoring strategy is to assemble the cliques into a join tree (or junction

tree in some other clustering algorithms). The poly-tree propagation algorithm on

join tree [Pea88] gives the factoring among these clique nodes. A feature of the

factoring part of the clustering algorithm is that the factoring is accomplished for

a belief network before any query and observation.
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The factoring strategy in the symbolic probabilistic inference algorithm is

in two parts. The first task is to create a partition tree from the original belief

network. The second task is, given a query, to start symbolic inference from the

root of the partition tree and determine the nodes relevant to the query and the way

of combining them. In more detail, the tasks are accomplished by three factoring

steps. Generating a partition tree is the first factoring step. This step partitions a

set of nodes and arranges the partitions into a tree. The local ordering heuristic is

the second factoring step in the algorithm which gives the combining order of nodes

within a partition. And finally, control strategy, another factoring step, determines

the combination ordering among partitions. Therefore, three components in SPI

partitioning, local ordering heuristic and control strategy determine the final

factoring.

Besides the functional difference of factoring strategies in these examples,

an obvious difference between these factoring strategies is that the symbolic prob-

abilistic inference algorithm provides one more factoring step within a partition.

A most important feature of the SPI factoring strategy which differs from that of

the clustering algorithm is that the second and third factoring steps are carried

out after a query. An experimental test [Li90] has shown the significance of this

query-driven factoring in improving efficiency of probabilistic inference.

A common factoring technique used in the above algorithms is that a local

factoring is imposed on the belief network through a tree created from the original

belief network, an undirected tree in the clustering algorithm, and a directed tree in

SPI. Structures of trees and ways of creating trees are important to the efficiency of

these algorithms. Some efforts have been made for finding optimum triangulation in

clustering algorithm [Wen90] and finding a better partition tree in the SPI algorithm

[SDD90, D'A90]. The issue about the advantages and disadvantages of the factoring

techniques will be discussed in the next sub-section.
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The factoring steps used with the OFP method can typically be described as

follows7. Given a belief network with observations and a query, a set of nodes rele-

vant to the query is found; then a factoring strategy is applied to these nodes, and

their distributions, to get a factored query expression. The probability computation

is carried out based on the factored expression (or evaluation tree). The factoring

step and the probability computation can be mixed together if needed. The key

difference of the method is that the evaluation tree is dynamically determined. The

markable advantage of this factoring method is that it provides, quantitatively,

measurements of factoring results. The comparison of these method with other

probabilistic inference algorithms or methods will be discussed in chapter 7.

4.2.2 Static factoring vs. dynamic factoring

Factoring strategies can be static used before any query or dynamic used

just after each query but before real probability computation. In this sub-section,

we will discuss the advantages and disadvantages in static factoring strategy and

dynamic factoring strategy for probabilistic inference in a belief network.

In static factoring, the order of combining factors comes from the original

belief network before any querying and observation. An example of a static strategy

is the partition strategy in SPI [D'A89], which creates a partition tree before any

probability computation. One of the advantages of static factoring is that it is

performed only once before any querying and observation, and can be performed

off line; the other advantages are that the inference algorithm with a static factoring

strategy is usually incremental with respect to both queries and observations, and

intermediate results can be cached for later use. The disadvantage of static

factoring is that it imposes some constraints on the ordering of combining some

distributions without considering the effect of observations and querying tasks.

Since the graphs corresponding to different queries with different observations

'It should be noted that some ideas used in some papers, like factorization in the paper [SS90]

and factoring in paper [SDD90], are different from the optimal factoring problem defined here.
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are very different given a belief network, the constraints may be far from optimal

in some queries.

Dynamic factoring will find a combination order of factors according to the

factors themselves, and only the factors relevant to the current query, not to the

original belief network, are considered. The local ordering heuristic in SPI is an

example of dynamic factoring. Another example of dynamic factoring is in gener-

ating a partition tree. The partition tree will be generated after each query, given

some observations, and only those nodes relevant to the current query are in the

partition tree. The merit of dynamic factoring is that it may find a better fac-

toring result than a static factoring strategy does because it has more information

available, namely the specific query to be answered. The drawbacks of dynamic fac-

toring are as follows. First, it runs every time after each query; and second, caching

becomes difficult. Considering that a polynomial time cost for a factoring strategy

will reduce exponential time cost for probability computation, we believe it is

worthwhile to use this strategy for every query. This is the idea of trad-

ing non-numerical computation for numerical computation in probabilistic

inference.

Dynamic factoring may be divided into a control strategy and a local factor-

ing method. The control strategy, usually considering global information, controls

the data flow of computation; and local factoring, usually considering local infor-

mation, determines local evaluation. Consider the optimal factoring algorithm for

poly-trees described in the previous section as an example. In that algorithm, the

control strategy is the bottom-up and top-down operations and local factoring is

the combination ordering given by lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. Another example is the

implementation of the control heuristic and local ordering heuristic in SPI. The

control heuristic is a recursive decomposition of queries from the root of a partition

tree; the local ordering heuristic determines the combination of terms in each de-

composed level. The control strategy and local factoring may be mixed together as

the implementation in set-factoring (presented in the next section), but a separated
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strategy may be more flexible and efficient since it considers both global and local

information.

Considering the advantages of static factoring and dynamic factoring, a bet-

ter factoring algorithm may result from mixing the two strategies in one algorithm.

SPI is an example of the combination of the two strategies. There is a trade-off

between the factoring time and the factoring result since an optimal result for any

belief network could be obtained after considering many factoring features, like the

dynamic programming strategy given in chapter 3, but it takes exponential time.

Local factoring is a comparatively easier problem than the control strategy

problem in dynamic factoring since local factoring uses local information only. The

control strategy is a key point in factoring and is a hard problem.

4.2.3 Caching strategy

One possible difference between static factoring and dynamic factoring is the reuse-

ability of previous factoring structure or intermediate results in a multiple query

situation. This problem is closely related to the caching strategy used in a factoring

algorithm.

Caching may reduce probabilistic computation depending on the structure of

a belief network and the tasks to be carried out, as the test results indicated in the

papers [D'A89, SDD90]. Some tasks favor caching: for example, given a set of ob-

servations in a belief network and a set of queries on more than one variable. Some

belief networks provide good caching structures: for example, a belief network hav-

ing long chains would provide many opportunities for caching when queried nodes

are all in the chain. A caching strategy is directly related to a factoring strategy;

namely, a cached result in one factoring algorithm may not be used in another fac-

toring algorithm. The number of intermediate results cached for subsequent use is

inversely proportional to the work to get future results.

An experimental test has been performed for examining the effects of caching

between the SPI algorithm [D'A89], with a static factoring strategy for a partition
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tree, and the set-factoring algorithm with a dynamic factoring strategy for creating

an evaluation tree (see next section). The test cases were a set of randomly gener-

ated belief networks with tasks of querying marginal probabilities for a subset of the

variables. Each queried variable is randomly chosen from the remaining variables

after inserting some observations randomly in each belief network. The experiment

has shown that the effect of the caching strategy for the set-factoring algorithm is

significant and is comparable to that of the caching strategy for the static factor-

ing algorithm (SPI). Even though the effects of caching in our test depends on the

factoring strategy and caching strategy, these results indicate caching is useful in

dynamic factoring algorithms.

Another difference between the static factoring and dynamic factoring is

that a static factoring can be compiled off-line for fast response to a query. If a

dynamic factoring can efficiently generate an evaluation tree and has a good trade-

off between the polynomial cost of non-numeric computation and the exponential

cost of numeric computation, then the overhead of dynamic factoring will be low.

4.3 A heuristic factoring algorithm

In chapter 2, we have summarized three points for reducing computational cost in

probabilistic inference in belief networks minimizing the maximum dimensional-

ity of a query, avoiding unnecessary computation, and reducing repeated compu-

tation. We are mostly interested in the first point: minimization of the maximum

dimensionality. We do not address the second point because there is a way to find

relevant nodes for a query in polynomial time in the number of nodes in the belief

network[SDD90] and we can directly use those nodes in the factoring problem. As

for the third point, it is constrained by the tasks; we will not discuss the issue here.

The problem of minimizing the maximum dimensionality for a query is not

exactly the OFP. A factoring with minimized dimensionality for a query may not be

optimal, while an optimal factoring result will usually have minimal dimensionality.
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If we consider the optimal factoring problem as a search over the entire factoring

space, the optimal factoring problem may be more difficult than the problem of

minimizing the maximum dimensionality. In the search for optimal factoring, we

have to find a sub-optimal result in each step; namely, consider global information

for the best result. In the search for the factoring with the minimal maximum

dimensionality, we may use some heuristic strategy locally to obtain the result. We

will see later that the algorithm, set-factoring, we have developed for the factoring

problem is in fact partly for finding a minimal maximum dimensionality. The

probability computation cost based on the factorings from minimizing the maximum

dimensionality and OFP should be at worst a linear function of the number of

nodes relevant to the query. That is, the problem of minimizing the maximum

dimensionality is as hard as OFP.

4.3.1 The set-factoring algorithm

We now present an efficient heuristic algorithm, called set-factoring, we have de-

veloped for finding good factorings for probability computation. In a belief net-

work with nodes {xi, x2, .., xn} connected by arcs, the general form of a query is

P(XJIXK, XE), where Xj is a set of nodes being queried, XK is a set of condi-

tioning nodes and XE is a set of observed nodes. P(XJ IXK, XE) can be computed

from P(Xj, XI,- IXE). For simplicity, we will only consider the case P(XJIXE) in

the algorithm. This ignores several potential simplifications noted in [SDD90], but

simplifies the presentation.

Given a query P(XJ I XE) in a belief network, often only a subset of the nodes

is involved in the probability computation. The involved nodes can be chosen from

the original belief network by an algorithm which runs in linear time in the number

of nodes and arcs in the belief network [GVP89]. Once we have obtained the nodes

needed for the query, we have all the factors to be combined. In accordance with

the definition 3.2, we have n subsets of n nodes and set Q. We use the following

algorithm to combine these factors.
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1. Construct a factor set A which contains all factors to be chosen for the next

combination. Each factor in set A consists of a set of nodes. Initialize a

combination candidate set B empty.

2. Add all pairwise combinations of factors of the factor set A to B if the com-

bination is not in set B, except the combination of two factors in which each

factor is a marginal node and they have no common child; and compute the

u = (x U y) and sum(u) of each pair. Where x and y are factors in the set

A, sum(u) is the number of nodes in u which can be summed over when the

probability computation corresponding to the two factors is carried out.

3. Choose elements from set B such that C={ulu : minimumB(l ul sum(u))},

here lul is the size of u excluding observed nodes. If ICI = 1, x and y are

the factors for the next combination; otherwise, choose elements from C such

that D.-{ulu : maximumc(Ixi iy 1), x,y E u}. If IDI = 1, x and y are the

terms for the next multiplication, otherwise, choose any one of D.

4. Generate a new factor by combining the candidate pair chosen from the above

steps and modify the factor set A by deleting two factors of the candidate pair

from the factor set and putting the new factor in the set.

5. Delete any pair of set B which has non-empty intersection with the candidate

pair.

6. Repeat step 2 to 5 until only one element is left in the factor set A which is

the final combination.

Following is an example to illustrate the algorithm by using the network

shown in figure 4. Suppose that we want to compute the query p(4) for the belief

network and assume that there are 2 possible values of each variable. The nodes

relevant to the query are {1, 2, 3, 4}. We use the set-factoring algorithm to get

their combination.
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Loopl:

Factor set A is {1,2,3,4 }.

The set B is 1(1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (2,3) (2,4) (3,4)} after step 2.

The current combination is (1,2), i.e. p(211)*p(1) after step 3 (there was more than

one candidate in this step, we chose one arbitrarily).

The set A is {(1,2), 3, 4} after step 4.

And the set B is {(3,4)} after step 5.

Loop2:

Factor set A is {(1,2),3,4}.

The set B is {((1,2),3) ((1,2),4)) (3,4)} after step 2.

The current combination is ((1,2),3) after step 3.

The set A is {(1,2,3), 4} after step 4.

And the set B is empty after step 5.

Loop3:

Factor set A is {(1,2,3),4}.

The set B is {((1,2,3),4)} after step 2.

The current combination is ((1,2,3),4) after step 3.

The set A is {(1,2,3,4)} after step 4.

And the set B is empty after step 5. The factoring result is

P(4) = E[p(412,3)[E[P(311) {p(210p(1)n.
2,3 1

There are several things that should be noticed in the algorithm. First,

queried nodes should not be deleted from any terms in the expression, and if a node

is a queried node and it has no parents, then the node will be combined after all

other nodes are combined. Second, we assume that the number of the values of all

nodes is the same in the algorithm. If the numbers of values of the nodes in a belief

network are different, we can consider the product of the number of values of all

nodes related in each step instead of the number of nodes. Third, a caching strategy

can be used in the algorithm. A caching table is generated before any query. Before
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Figure 4. A simple belief network.

combining any two factors, we check the caching table to see if there is a cached

result for the combination. If there is a cached result, we can use the cached result

at a cost of 0 instead of doing the real probability computation. If there is no such

cached result, then the real computation will be carried out. This caching strategy

will save some computation time.

The heuristic strategy in the algorithm can be explained as follows. In step

2, (x U y) shows the number of multiplications needed for combining the pair x

and y. The number of multiplications is 2l I. The elements in the set B are

the candidates for the next combination. We don't consider pairs consisting of two

unrelated marginal nodes if they don't have common children, since a combination of

the two marginal nodes will usually increase dimensionality. In step 3, we choose the

pairs which have the lowest result dimensionality as candidates since the best result

of the current combination may need less multiplications than those of the other

combinations for subsequent combinations. The effect of summation is considered

here; it always decreases the dimensionality of the result. If more than one candidate

is generated here, we choose the maximum (1x1+ ly I) in step 4 as a criterion because

this choice maximizes the number of variables being summed over. Usually, it is

better to sum over variables as early as possible. Steps 4 and 5 are just preparations

for the next loop.
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The time complexity of the algorithm is dominated by the number of nodes

related to the current query. Step 1 is linear in the number of nodes. In step 2,

there are n(n 1)/2 pairs to be computed for the set B at the first loop, and (n k)

new pairs are added in the set at the end of the kth loop. There is a total of

(n(n 1)/2) + Ek(n k) = (n2 3n + 3) pairs to be computed. For each pair,

the union operation is 0(m), here m is the maximum size of x; and sum(u) can be

computed at the same time as computing (x U y). So the time complexity in step

2 is 0(n3) at most. The time cost of step 3 is linear in the number of pairs left in

the set B and set C respectively; it is at most 0(n2) including the (n 1) loops

needed for the step. The modification of the factor set in step 4 has linear cost in

the number of factors, which is at most n. The deletion of elements from the set B

in step 5 is linear in the number elements in the set. The time complexity is 0(n2)

in step 4 and 0(n3) in step 5 including (n 1) loops for the algorithm. Therefore,

the time complexity of the algorithm is 0(n3) in the number of nodes.

4.3.2 Experimental tests

The time complexity of some exact probabilistic inference algorithms, condition-

ing, clustering, reduction and SPI, has been analyzed, and their efficiency has been

experimentally tested [Li90] using the IDEAL system [SB89] for conditioning, clus-

tering and reduction algorithms and the implementation of SPI [D'A89]. Since SPI

had better performance in that study than the others, we experimentally compare

only set-factoring with SPI in this section.

Three sets of test cases were generated for time complexity experiments. We

used J. Suermondt's random network generator to generate all test cases. This

generator starts with a fully connected belief network of size n, and removes arcs

selected at random until the number of the remaining arcs is equal to a selected

value. In each test case, we randomly8, (ranging from 1 to the number of nodes in

8Unless noted otherwise, all random selections are from uniform distributions over the indicated

range.
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the belief network), determined the number of observations to be inserted in that

test case; then we randomly chose each observation from all unobserved variables in

the belief network and finally we chose at random a set of variables as queries from

remaining variables after each observation. The number of multiplications needed

for each test case was recorded.

The first set of test cases is randomly generated with from 1.0 to 3.0 arcs

per node and 8 to 13 nodes. The reason for choosing a set of small belief networks

for testing is because we want to compare the results of set-factoring with those

of an optimal algorithm, that is limited to small belief networks because of time

complexity.' Table 1 shows the characteristics of the 10 test cases and the compu-

tational results of different algorithms measured in the number of multiplications.

The data collected in this table are:

net, the index of test cases;

node, the number of nodes in each belief network;

arc/n, the average arcs per node;

obs, the number of observations inserted in the belief network;

qry, the number of queries;

G.SPI, the test results of the generalized SPI [SDD90];

set-f, the test results of the set-factoring algorithm;

opt-alg, the test results of an optimal factoring algorithm.

From the table we see that set-factoring has a better factoring result than the

generalized SPI but is not optimal in two test cases.

The second set of test cases is tree-structured belief networks. They are

randomly generated with from 10 to 30 nodes. Table 2 shows the 10 belief networks

9The optimal algorithm is a dynamic programming algorithm with exponential cost.
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net node arc/n obs qry G.SPI set-f opt-alg

1 12 2 3 7 287 52 52

2 11 2.5 3 7 328 196 196

3 9 2.5 4 12 301 252 252

4 11 2 4 4 58 26 26

5 9 2.2 1 3 140 102 102

6 8 2.6 2 4 200 194 186

7 13 1 3 7 109 38 38

8 13 2.5 3 8 2760 1818 1716

9 13 2.4 3 8 144 94 94

10 10 1.7 3 7 237 174 174

Table 1. Ten small test cases and the test results by algorithms: the generalized SPI, the

set-factoring and the optimal algorithm.

and the test results. The columns 2 to 4 show the number of nodes, the number

of observations and the number of queries for each test case. The columns 5 to 7

show the test results for each algorithm as in Table 1. From the table we see that

set-factoring has an optimal result for each tree structured belief network. The

generalized SPI did not get optimal results for some test cases.

The third set of test cases is that used in testing SPI and Generalized SPI

[D'A89, D'A90, SDD90]. They are randomly generated from 1.0 to 5.0 arcs per node

and 10 to 30 nodes. In Table 3, n shows the number of nodes and arc shows the

number of arcs in each belief network; the columns obs and qry give the number

of observations and total queries in each test case respectively; and the rest of the

columns show the number of multiplications for each test case. A new version of

SPI is used for comparison. SPI-cache and set-f-cache show the results with
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net node obs qry G.SPI set-f opt-alg

1 23 6 68 728 646 646

2 19 19 89 1881 630 630

3 28 1 4 36 36 36

4 22 16 104 2959 1246 1246

5 17 7 34 809 404 404

6 12 9 27 335 148 148

7 24 17 128 1469 68 68

8 25 1 10 222 178 178

9 24 5 58 1478 1010 1010

10 22 5 46 1427 642 642

Table 2. Tree structured test cases and test results by algorithms: the generalized SPI, the

set-factoring and the optimal algorithm.

intermediate result caching for both algorithms.'

From the above experimental results we see that the factoring strategy of set-

factoring has better factoring results than those of SPI in every case, particularly

when a belief network is large. The number of multiplications in set-factoring is

about half of those in SPI on average. Set-factoring is more consistent with respect

to tasks and different kinds belief networks. As shown in table 3, set-factoring

is better than SPI with caching for a large belief network, taking network 16 as

an example. Since dimension in a factor will become large after some combina-

tions, any bad combination order will cause many more multiplications than a good

combination does.

The time complexity of factoring for set-factoring and the time complexity

of symbolic reasoning for SPI are only slightly different. In set-factoring, the time

10* denotes that corresponding algorithm is too slow to run the test case.
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net n arc obs qry SPI set-f SPI-cache set-f-cache

1 23 28 10 13 164 98 140 60

2 13 62 7 6 832 718 368 310

3 13 61 10 4 62 44 32 28

4 18 85 10 8 624 558 422 418

5 16 54 8 9 2,370 1,512 866 898

6 17 34 8 9 2,616 890 1,176 502

7 23 60 10 12 37,514 5,272 10,078 2,978

8 10 15 5 5 286 182 222 92

9 27 35 13 14 1,122 644 800 244

10 12 26 5 7 780 386 452 194

11 23 87 10 12 183,296 73,804 65,216 26,540

12 11 36 5 6 1,896 1,126 668 598

13 14 15 7 6 454 228 264 92

14 16 40 8 8 8,416 3,112 2,204 1,940

15 19 76 9 10 81,696 23,590 13,380 10,462

16 29 131 1 28 * 6,569,756 16,146,192 3,196,900

17 29 90 14 14 1,489,040 143,334 254,292 73,146

18 16 35 9 6 2,480 898 816 450

19 15 53 7 8 15,986 4,168 3,068 1,896

20 26 101 13 13 717,552 124,734 113,248 63,834

21 28 34 14 13 2,052 847 1,384 330

Table 3. The experimental results of 21 test cases between SPI and set-factoring.
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complexity is 0(n3) in the number of nodes concerned in the current query at most;

in SPI the time complexity is 0(n3) at most in the number of nodes of the belief

network. There should be no big difference. The time cost for symbolic reasoning

in both algorithms is trivial compared to probability computation.

4.3.3 Discussion

While these results are preliminary, they seem a strong indication that the set-

factoring algorithm is able to find better factoring for many problems, particularly

in finding optimal factoring for all tree test cases. Also the set-factoring algorithm

can be used as a suitable analytical tool for evaluating other probabilistic inference

algorithms. The most important conclusion from the experimental results is that

OFP is a useful way of efficiently solving probabilistic inference problems in a belief

network. From the OFP point of view, not only can we get a better algorithm

than those previously developed, but also the algorithm is easy to understand and

implement.

The main idea behind the set-factoring algorithm is, at each step, to find

a pair with the best combination result. We tried the strategy of finding the pair

with minimum multiplication as a candidate for combination; the results are not as

good as those obtained by set-factoring. The set-factoring algorithm only considers

information locally for choosing each pair, so it can be implemented efficiently. It is

this characteristic that prevents the algorithm from guaranteeing an optimal result

for some multiply-connected belief networks, because optimal results are related to

all nodes concerned. It also tells us why the algorithm is good in tree structured

belief networks; the factoring information for the tree is locally determined. Due

to the locality of its heuristic strategy, set-factoring can work as a local factoring

strategy in other probabilistic inference algorithms.

Since the last several combinations in factoring usually have large dimen-

sionality, combinations of the last few factors are critical in getting nearly optimal

results for some belief networks. Considering this, we combined the set-factoring
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and the optimal algorithm together to get a new algorithm in which we used set-

factoring to generate a partial result first and then used the optimal algorithm to

complete the last several combinations. Since the optimal algorithm can run effi-

ciently for about 8 factors, the combined algorithm should run efficiently as well.

The results of the combined algorithm are better than the set-factoring algorithm,

particularly for large belief networks'. This led us to think of another factoring

strategy of using the optimal algorithm. That is, if a belief network can be divided

into several connected parts, we might use the optimal algorithm within each part

and then among all parts. We have not tested this idea yet.

The test result of the network 3 in table 3 for set-factoring (without caching)

is optimal for each query, but both algorithms with caching give better results for

the same queries. This indicates that a best probabilistic inference algorithm may

not only depend on an optimal factoring strategy, but also depend on a good caching

method for some tasks and some belief networks. There is a trade off between using

a good factoring strategy and using an effective caching method in an inference

algorithm, since a good factoring strategy, flexible across many belief networks and

tasks, may be hard to combine with any caching method.

In chapter 6 we will study the problem of parallelizing probabilistic inference

in belief networks. Set-factoring has shown good factoring results for parallelizing

probabilistic inference.

11Take the network 16 in table 3 as an example, the number of multiplications needed by the

combined algorithm is about 75% of those by set-factoring.
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Chapter 5

Finding / Most Probable Explanations in Belief
Networks

5.1 Motivation

Finding the Most Probable Explanation(MPE) [Pea88] of a set of evidence in a

Bayesian (or belief) network is the task of the identification of an instantiation or

a composite hypothesis of all nodes except the observed nodes in the belief network;

such that the instantiation has the largest posterior probability over all such in-

stantiations. Since the MPE provides the most probable state of a system, this

technique can be applied to system analysis and diagnosis. Finding the I most

probable explanations of a given evidence is the identification of the 1 instantiations

with the 1 largest probabilities.

There have been several research efforts for finding MPE in recent years and

several methods have been proposed for solving the problem. These methods can

roughly be classified into two different groups. One group studying the problem

of finding the best explanation for text [HSME88, CS90, SC90a] considers MPE

as the problem of minimal-cost-proofs. In finding the minimal-cost-proofs, belief

networks are converted to Weighted Boolean Function Directed Acyclic Graphs

(WBFDAG) [SC90a], and then best-first search techniques are applied to find the

MPE in the WBFDAGs. Although this approach has a linear run time in the size of
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the converted graph, the number of the nodes in the converted graph is exponential

in the size of the original belief network. In order to improve the performance of the

minimal-cost-proof technique, a new technique, which translates the minimal-cost-

proof problems into 0-1 programming problems, has been presented; and the 0-1

programming problems can be solved by using the simplex method combined with

branch and bound techniques [San89, San91, CJ92]. Although the new technique

outperformed the best-first search technique, there are some limitations to using it:

such as that the original belief networks should be small and their structures must be

close to and-or dags. The second group of methods directly evaluate belief networks

for finding the MPE but restrict the type of belief networks to singly-connected

belief networks [Pea88, Sy92a, Sy92b] or to a particular type of belief networks:

such as BN2O [HD90] or bipartite graphs [Wu90]. Arbitrary multiply-connected

belief networks must be first converted to singly-connected networks and then can

be solved by these methods. The algorithm developed by J. Pearl [Pea88] presents

a message passing technique for finding the two most probable explanations; but

this technique is limited to only finding two explanations [Nea90] and can not

be applied to multiply-connected belief networks. Based on the message passing

technique, another algorithm [Sy92a, Sy92b] has been developed for finding the /

most probable explanations. This algorithm has some advantages over the previous

one: its message passing strategy is unidirectional; the message unit is a vector

not a value; and the intermediate results are cached for successive computation.

However, this algorithm is limited to singly-connected belief networks; also, methods

for choosing a "sink node" and determining message passing paths are not discussed

in the paper.

In this chapter, we will discuss the essence of the MPE problem and propose

a framework, optimal factoring, for handling this problem. Using this framework we

will develop an optimal algorithm for finding the MPE in a singly-connected belief

network and an efficient algorithm for finding the MPE in a multiply-connected

belief network. We will present methods for finding / MPEs directly for either
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singly-connected belief networks or multiply-connected belief networks. We will

also describe ways of finding the / MPEs for an arbitrary subset of nodes in a belief

network.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the essence

of MPE problem. Section 3 presents an algorithm for finding the MPE in a belief

network. Section 4 proposes a framework, optimal factoring, for solving the MPE

problem. Section 5 presents an optimal factoring algorithm for singly-connected

belief networks, and section 6 presents an efficient factoring algorithm for multiply-

connected belief networks. Section 7 presents a linear time algorithm for finding

next MPE after finding the first MPE. Section 8 discusses the issue of finding the

MPE for a subset of variables in a belief network. Section 9 introduces some of the

related work. And finally, section 10 summarizes the research.

5.2 The essence of the MPE problem

Finding the / Most Probable Explanations (MPEs) of a given evidence, Se, in a

belief network can be formulated as identifying and ordering / instantiations (or /

composite hypotheses), His, for which the posterior probabilities are the largest,

i.e., Pr(HilSe) P(H(lSe)

The computational cost for finding the MPE in a belief network depends

on the structure of the belief network. Finding the MPE may be as hard as the

problem of querying the marginal probability of a node in some cases.

The idea of solving the MPE problem is similar to that of solving the problem

of querying the marginal probability of a node in a belief network. In computing

the marginal probability of a node, we could compute the full joint probability of

the belief network and then sum over all non-queried nodes. This method can be

improved by performing the summation for some variables earlier in the computa-

tion. Similarly, the MPE can be found by computing the full joint probability of
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the belief network and choosing the largest element. This computation can also be

improved by performing comparison operations for instantiations of some variables

early in the computation.

The problem of finding the 1 MPEs is related to the problem of finding the

full joint probability of a belief network. If we know the full joint probability of

a belief network, we can easily obtain the 1 MPEs by sorting the joint probability

table in descending order and choosing the first 1 instantiations. However, this

method would be quite inefficient. The time complexity for computing a full joint

probability is exponential with respect to the number of nodes in the belief network.

There is no significant difference between any approaches in finding 1 MPEs in a fully

connected belief network because the cost of computing the full joint probability in

the belief network is linear with respect to the input size of the problem, which in

turn is exponential in the number of nodes. For non-fully-connected belief networks,

some approaches may be more efficient than the approach of computing the full joint

probability. The approach proposed for singly-connected belief networks in [Sy92a]

is an example. The MPE can be calculated by the right hand side of the formula

( 1.1) with an instantiation of the n variables. Since the right hand side formula is

determined by the structure of a belief network, with its probability distributions,

we should find a way of choosing a proper instantiation in the formula.

Finding the MPE may be considered as a search problem. If we create a tree

from the n variables in a belief network in which a node represents a variable and

arcs from a variable indicates all possible values of that variable, then a path from

the root node to any leaf node gives one possible instantiation of all variables in the

belief network. Then, the MPE could be found by searching all paths of the tree.

There are 2' different paths in the tree (if each node has two values12) and search

complexity is 2n in the worst case. Therefore, considering the problem of finding

the MPE as a search problem is not an efficient method.

12Since the basic operation in a search algorithm is comparison, it is more appropriate to consider

the number of comparisons for describing the cost of search in solving the problem.
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We think that the costliest computation in finding the MPE is not in search

or comparison but in probability computation. In order to analyze the computa-

tional complexity of the MPE problem, we can consider the whole computation in

finding the MPE as consisting of two parts. One is comparison, which compares

a set of values and chooses the largest one. The other is probability computation,

which multiplies some distributions together to form a new distribution. If we

quantitatively measure the cost of finding the MPE as the number of comparisons

for comparison and the number of multiplications for probability computation, the

number of multiplications is usually higher than that of comparisons. Higher cost

in probability computation can be explained as follows. Assume we have a result

distribution of a conformal product with n variables v1, v2,...,vn and their domain

sizes ai,...,an respectively. The number of multiplications of the conformal product

is a1a2...an. If we want to get the largest instantiations of variable v1 with arbi-

trary instantiations of the other variables, the number of comparisons needed is

(al 1)a2...an. It is obvious that the number of comparisons is smaller than that of

the multiplications. Similarly, if we want to get the largest instantiations of variable

v2 after instantiating v1, the number of comparisons is (a2 1)a3...an. We can find

the largest instantiations for each variable until an. It is easy to see that the total

number of comparisons for finding the largest instantiation of all variables above is

(aia2...an) 1 which is less than the number of multiplications. Efficiently finding

the MPE depends on comparing instantiations of some variables, eliminating them

from a distribution at a right time, and reducing probability computation as much

as possible.

5.3 An algorithm for finding the MPE

We will discuss the comparison and probability computation separately so that we

can understand how to reduce the two different costs in finding the MPE. We begin

with a definition.
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Definition A distribution over a set of variables H is Reduced with respect to

one of its variables a by selecting, for each instantiation of the remaining variables

H \ a, the largest of the corresponding entries (ranging over instantiations of a) in

the distribution.

Lemma 5.1 tells us when we can reduce a distribution during an MPE com-

putation.

Lemma 5.1 Given a belief network, if a node x has no descendants, the conditional

distribution (or marginal distribution if the node has no antecedents) of this node

can be reduced with respect to x for purposes of finding the MPE; the ratio of the

reduced distribution to the original distribution is 1114

Proof: Assume that the node x has domain values X1, ..., Xk, and parent

variables yi, ..., yE. Since the node x has no descendants, there is only one possible

instantiation of x that qualifies for finding the MPE in any instantiation of variables

yi, ..., YE. That is, we only need

max(p(x = Xi IY1 =1/1) -7 Y1 =1/1), --)P(X = XklY1 = Yll ) yr = Y)

for each instantiation of yis. Therefore, we only need to keep the result of the above

max operation for each instantiation of the yis . The ratio of the size of the reduced

distribution to the original distribution is 1/14 I

Lemma 5.2 tells us when we can reduce an intermediate result distribution

(a distribution resulting from a conformal product operation).

Lemma 5.2 A result distribution of a conformal product can be reduced for find-

ing the MPE for all variables in the distribution which don't appear in any other

remaining distribution. The ratio of the size of the reduced distribution to the size

of the result distribution is 1

reduction is performed.

/11Rirl, where R is the set of variables over which the
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Proof: The proof is very similar to the proof of lemma 5.1. If a variable only

appears in one distribution, it must be a conditioned variable in that distribution,

and its role in finding the MPE is the same as that of a node which has no de-

scendents in the original belief network. Therefore, it can be treated similarly. We

can reduce the distribution one variable at a time as discussed in the lemma 5.1,

and the ratio of the reduced distribution to the original distribution is one over the

product of the domain size of those variables which are not appearing in any other

distribution.

It is important to understand the meanings of the two lemmas although they

are simple. Given a belief network, we can not always determine an instantiation

for the MPE by just glancing at the values in all distributions. Because one in-

stantiation of a variable with the largest value in one distribution may not have the

largest value in another distribution, the product of all values from all distributions

may not be the largest one. The difficulty of the MPE problem lies in that one

variable could blend in more than one distribution; and its largest instantiation

could not be determined by part of these distributions. The lemmas tell us when

an instantiation of a variable can be determined and reduced to a small portion

of the original distribution containing the variable. Also, the chosen instantiations

of a variable are guaranteed to contain an instantiation which contributes to the

MPE.

Given the two lemmas, we have an algorithm for finding the MPE of a belief

network:

1. Apply lemma 5.1 to any distributions if applicable;

2. Create a factoring for these distributions;

3. Combine these distributions according to the factoring and apply lemma 5.2

to the result of each conformal product as applicable 13.

13Steps two and three can be mixed together by finding a partial factoring for some distributions

and combining them.
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p(a): p(a=1)=0.2
kb): p(b=1)=0.3
*la): p(c=11a=1)=0.8 p(c=11a=0)=-0.3
p(dla,b): p(d=11a=1,b=1)=0.7
p(d=1(a=1,b=0)=0.5
p(d=11a=0,b=1)=0.5
p(d=11a=0,b=0)=0.2
p(e1c,d): p(e=11c=1,d=1)=0.5
p(e=11c=1,d=0)=0.8
p(e=11c=0,d=1)=0.6
p(e=11c=0,d=0)=0.3
p(f1d): p(f=11d=1)=0.2 p(f=11d=0)=0.7

Figure 5. A simple belief network.

The largest instantiated value in the final result is the MPE.

We have discussed the comparison portion of finding the MPE in belief net-

works; we will discuss the probability computation portion now. The probability

computation refers to conformal products. The two portions of computations for

finding the MPE can be illustrated by using the belief network in figure 5.

Given the belief network in figure 4, we want to compute its MPE. There are

six distributions in the belief network. If we use D(x, y) to denote a distribution

with variables x and y in it" and d(x = 1, y = 1) to denote one value in D(x, y), 15

then the six original distributions are: D(a), D(b), D(a, c), D(a, b, d), D(c, d, e) and

D(d, f). We can apply lemma 5.1 to the distributions related to nodes e (D(c, d, e)

and f (D(d, f)). The result distribution with instantiations for f is D(d):

d(d = 0) = 0.7 with f = 1 d(d =1) = 0.8 with f = 1

and D(c, d, e) becomes D(c, d):

d(c = 1,d = 1) = .5 with e = 1 d(c = 1, d = 0) = .8 with e =1

14Which variable is a conditioned variable, which is a conditioning variable, and the order of

appearance of these variables, is not important.

"We will use the denotation with the same meanings here in the rest of the paper.
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d(c = 0, d = 1) = .6 with e = 1 d(c = 0, d = 0) = .7 with e = 0

The other four distributions are the same as those in Figure 5. We can com-

bine these in any order, applying lemma 5.2 to each intermediate result. Suppose

the combination order is:

(((D(a) * D(a, c)) * (D(b) * D(a, b, d))) * (D(c, d) * D(d))).

We can first combine D(a) with D(a, c), obtaining a new D(a, c):

d(a = 1, c = 1) = .16 d(a = 1,c = 0) = .24

d(a = 0, c = 1) = .04 d(a = 0, c = 0) = .56

Lemma 5.2 can not be applied to the result. Combine D(b) with D(a, b, d), the

result D(a, b, d) is:

d(a = 1,b = 1,d = 1) = .21 d(a = 1, b = 1,d = 0) = .09

d(a = 1,b = 0, d = 1) =.35 d(a = 1, b = 0,d = 0) =.35

d(a = 0,b =1,d = 1) = .15 d(a = 0, b = 1, d = 0) = .15

d(a = 0,b =1,d = 0) = .14 d(a = 0, b = 0,d = 0) = .56

Apply lemma 5.2 to D(a, b, d) and instantiate variable b, the result is D(a, d):

d(a = 1,d = 1) = .35 with b = 0 d(a = 1, d = 0) = .35 with b = 0

d(a = 0, d 1) = .15 with b = 1 d(a = 0, d = 0) = .56 with b = O.

Combine D(c, d) with D(d), the result is D(c, d):

d(c = 1,d = 1) = .4 with e = 1 f =0

d(c = 1,d = 0) = .56 with e = 1 f = 1

d(c = 0, d = 1) = .48 with e = 1 f =0

d(c = 0, d = 0) = .49 with e = 0 f = 1

and lemma 5.2 can't be applied. Then, combining D(a, c) with D(a, d) results in

D(a, c, d):

d(a = 1,c = 1, d = 1) = .056 with b = 0

d(a = 0, c = 1, d = 1) = .0360 with b = 1

d(a = 1, c = 1, d = 0) = .056 with b = 0

d(a = 0, c = 1, d = 0) = .1344 with b = 0
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d(a = 1, c = 0, d = 1) = .014 with b = 0

d(a = 0, c 0, d = 1) = .0840 with b= 1

d(a = 1, c = 0, d = 0) = .014 with b = 0

d(a = 0, c = 0, d = 0) = .3136 with b = 0

Applying lemma 5.2 to the result, results in D(c, d):

d(c = 1,d = 1) = .056 with a= 1 b = 0

d(c = 1,d = 0) = .1344 with a = 0 b = 0

d(c = 0, d -= 1) = .084 with a = 0 b = 1

d(c = 0, d = 0) = .3136 with a = 0 b = 0

Finally, combine the D(c, d) with instantiated a and b with D(c, d) with instantiated

e and f, a new D(c,d) is:

d(c = 1,d = 1) = .022400 with a=lb=0e=lf=0
d(c = 1,d = 0)=.075264 with a = Ob= 0 e= 1 f= 1

d(c = 0, d 1) = .040320 with a = 0 b= 1 e= 1 f =0

d(c = 0,d = 0)=.153664 with a= 0b =0e =0 f= 1

Choose one item with the largest value in D(c, d), we obtain the MPE. The MPE

is p(a = 0, b = 0, c = 0, d = 0, e 0, f = 1).

We can see, from the above example, that the number of multiplications

is comparable to the number of comparisons in finding the MPE. We know that

the number of multiplications needed in a conformal product is exponential in the

dimensionality of the distribution of the conformal product. From lemma 5.2 we

know that the number of comparisons needed for choosing a proper distribution is

exponential in the dimensionality of the result distribution. If we could reduce the

dimensionality of a distribution, both multiplications and comparisons needed for

the distribution would be reduced in exponential proportion. This indicates that

reducing the dimensionality of a conformal product results directly in an efficient

algorithm for finding the MPE. That is, step 2 of the above algorithm is crucial.

Therefore, efficiently finding the MPE can be considered as the problem of finding
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an optimal factoring in step 2 of the algorithm. In the following three sections we

will discuss the factoring problem.

5.4 Optimal Factoring Problem for finding the MPE

In this section and the following two sections, we will discuss the problem of creating

a factoring for finding the MPE (the second step of the algorithm for finding the

MPE). We have discussed that the problem of finding the MPE is related to the

problem of computing the full joint probability in a belief network. We believe that

efficiently finding the full joint probability of a belief network is an optimal factoring

problem; so is the probability computation in finding the MPE. We have defined an

optimal factoring problem in chapter 3 for probabilistic inference in belief networks.

Similarly, we will define another optimal factoring problem here and then discuss

how the optimal factoring problem helps to find the MPE.

Definition [MPE-FP] Given

I. a set of m variables V,

2. a set of n subsets of V: S = {S{i},S{2},...,S{n}}, and

3. Q C V is a set of target variables;

define operations:

I. combination of two subsets Si and Sj:

Sjui=SIUSJ{V:VVSK for Kni

K n J = 0, and v Q},

I, J C {1,2,...,n}, I n J = 0;

2. the first cost function of combining the two subsets:

A(41) = 0 for 1 < i < n, and

It(SILLI) = /4,M+ p(Sj) +21sIusil;
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3. the second cost function of combining the two subsets:

77(40 = 21s(i11-1 i f 3 w, w E A w Su},

otherwise n(stio = o, for 1 5 i, j<n Ai j and
Ivl

n(S NJ) = i7(Sj) + E21srusJi-i, i f {v} 0,

otherwise ri(SILLI) = ri(S1)+77(Sj).

A factoring problem is to find a way of combining the 71 subsets in S to lower the

combination cost.

The definition here is the FP definition in chapter 3, plus an additional

cost function, 77, for comparisons. We keep the two costs separate so that we can

directly cite results from chapter 3 where relevant. In above definitions, Q is a

set of target variables to be retained in the result. The set {v} in the formula

SIuJ contains a set of variables which do not appear in the remaining subsets of S

after combination of S1 with Sj or in Q. ,a(Sha) and 17(S/u4 are the two costs of

combining all set Si (i E I, J) in a given factoring order. They are determined by

the dimensionality or the size of sets to be combined and affected by the size of {v}

in previous combinations. If the domain size of each variable is not limited to 2,

the value 21s/usJI in the above formula should be replaced with the product of the

domain size of the variables in SI U Sj.

p(Si) and ri(S/) are not unique if 111 > 2 in the above definition. In gen-

eral, they depend on how we combine the subsets. We indicate these alternative

combinations by subscripting it and n. For example, µa(Si) = it shows the cost of

combining result of S1 with respect to a specific tree structured combination of I,

labeled a. We call this combination a factoring. We did not give a total cost for it

and rl in the definition, because they may not be measured in the same units. We

might do so if they could be scaled in one unit. Since both it and 7/ are determined

by a factoring and if it reflects the major combination cost, we can define an optimal

factoring based on theµ cost of combinations.
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Considering that if an individual operation cost forµ is larger than an indi-

vidual operation cost for 77, and the power proportion forµ is always bigger than

that for 7/, and the number of y operations is never less than the number of ri oper-

ations, we can simplify our consideration for optimal factoring only in theµ cost in

the FP definition. Therefore, we can give a formal definition for optimal factoring.

Definition [MPE-OFP] An optimal factoring problem is to find a factoring a

such that ita(S{1,2,...,n}) is minimal.

All possible factorings of n variables are equivalent to the results of permuting

the n variables and then putting parentheses in all legal ways in the permutation

to form all S{1,2,...,n} The optimal factoring may not be unique.

Given the definition of MPE-OFP, we can map the problem of finding the

MPE in a belief network to an instance of MPE-OFP. The mapping is the same as

what we discussed in chapter 3. After the mapping, it gives the number of multi-

plications needed for the computation, and 7/(Siuj) is the number of comparisons

needed for reducing the result distribution (Siuj), a gives a particular combination

order of these n distributions. The cost of each comparison operation in rl is usually

smaller than the cost of floating point multiplication in p; the number of it oper-

ations is greater than or equal to the number of ij operations; and the maximum

dimensionality of It operations is greater than that of operations. Therefore, we

can ignore the cost of 77 in time complexity analysis for solving the MPE problem.

This is analogous to ignoring addition cost in probabilistic inference in OFP. The

purpose of mapping the problem of finding the MPE to OFP is to apply some

techniques used for solving combinatorial optimization problems to OFP and apply

some results in OFP to the MPE problem. It should be clear that determining

the lowest cost way of finding the MPE in a belief network is an optimal factoring

problem.

It is interesting to know the difference between querying posterior proba-

bility of some variables and finding the MPE in the OFP framework. First, there

are target variables or queried variables in posterior probability computation; while
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there are no target variables in finding MPE. So, the computation for a posterior

probability computation is query relevant, namely only the nodes relevant to the

query are in the computation; but, finding the MPE is related to the whole belief

network. This difference expressed in the FP definition is whether Q is empty or

not. Second, marginalization in posterior probability computation is replaced by

max operations in finding the MPE, but the number of operations in both cases are

exactly the same. Third, distributions for variables which have no direct descen-

dants should be reduced at the beginning of finding the MPE; while some queried

variables should not be summed over in posterior probability computation. From

these differences we find that the procedure for posterior probability computation

should be very similar to the procedure of finding the MPE; and the computation

time for finding the MPE should be less than that for querying a posterior proba-

bility when the same distributions are involved in both computations. We also note

that the maximum dimensionality provides a way of measuring the time complexity

in both computations.

The MPE-OFP definition provides a way of quantitatively measuring the

efficiency of an algorithm and also provides a way of considering how to find efficient

algorithms. In next section, we will show how the factoring framework provides a

way of generating an optimal factoring for finding the MPE in a singly-connected

belief network.

5.5 Optimal factoring in singly-connected belief networks

From the discussion in section 5.2, we know that if we can find an optimal factoring

for a belief network we can find the MPE efficiently. Some results for the factoring

problem in chapter 3 can be used for finding the MPE. In particular, by using the

lemma 3.2 to lemma 3.5 in that chapter, we can show that there exists an optimal

factoring algorithm for a singly-connected belief network with linear time cost.
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Theorem 5.1 There exists a linear time algorithm to generate an optimal factoring

for finding the MPE in a singly-connected belief network.

Proof: We can construct an optimal factoring algorithm for a singly-connected

belief network from the above lemmas. Given a singly-connected belief network,

the factoring algorithm is as follows.

Choose any group in the belief network and put the group in a stack.

Repeat the following computation until the stack is empty:

1. Consider the group at the top of the stack (called current group).

If the group has only one node which is also part of another group

then

(a) Apply lemma 5.1 to the group head of the current group if the

lemma is applicable.

(b) If there exist some distributions of dimension 1 which share a

variable and that variable is the current group head, then com-

bine those distributions together. (These distributions may

come from previous computation or occur as a result of evi-

dence.)

(c) Apply lemma 3.2 or lemma 3.3, whichever applicable, and

lemma 5.2 (if applicable) to the current group. The result

distribution will be used for the following computation.

(d) Pop the current group off the stack and push its connected

group(s), if they are not in the stack, on the stack in any

order.

2. Otherwise, push all groups connected with the top group of the

stack into the stack in any order.

The MPE can be obtained by choosing the largest value of the final

result distribution with its associated instantiation.
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The steps in the factoring algorithm can be explained as follows. Let us first

consider the case where there is only one node in the current group connected to

other groups. The first step (a) in the above algorithm is to reduce the distributions

of the nodes which have no child; that is, to find instantiations of those nodes so that

their instantiation will lead to possible MPE and ignore the other instantiations.

The work in the second step (b) is just as mentioned in that step. The reason for

the step is lemma 3.4. Take figure 3(c) as an example: after the first step in the

algorithm for nodes 1 to n, there are n distributions with the only variable y in them;

we should combine them together to find the maximum value of y. The third step (c)

is the main part of the algorithm, which combines a group and reduces all variables

in the group except one which connects to other groups. It is important to notice

that when a group has less than two nodes in connection with other groups, their

relations satisfy the condition of either lemma 3.2 or lemma 3.3. When applying

either of the lemmas, the node connecting other groups is the node in Q in the

lemmas. After applying either of the two lemmas and lemma 5.2, all nodes except

the nodes in Q are instantiated. The final step (d) continues these computations by

pushing un-processed groups onto the stack. The method of popping and pushing

groups in the stack ensures that each group will be processed exactly once. If the

current group has more than one node connecting some other groups, we can't apply

lemmas 3.2 or 3.3 because these nodes appear in more than two distributions and

can not be instantiated according to the lemma 5.2. We keep the current group and

compute its connected groups first. If these groups can be computed, the previously

kept group can then be computed. If these groups can't be computed for the same

reason, we keep these groups and consider their connected groups, and so on. This

recursive process will be terminated because any group at the edge of a singly-

connected belief network satisfies either lemma 3.2 or 3.3. We will give a simple

example to illustrate the algorithm after a discussion of optimality.

The optimality of the algorithm is easy to understand. The lemma 3.5 tells us

that cost of combining two nodes in two groups is always higher than combining two
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nodes in the same group. In the algorithm we complied with this rule. Furthermore,

lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 choose optimal combinations within a group. Therefore, the

algorithm is optimal.

The time complexity of the algorithm is linear in the number of nodes in a

belief network. This can be seen by separating factoring steps from the conformal

product and reduction operations. The factoring steps creating an evaluation tree

for finding the MPE, the conformal products combine two distributions, and the

reduction operation compares alternate instantiations. It is very clear that the

first and the second steps, (a) and (b), in the algorithm take linear time in the

number of nodes in a belief network. In the third step (c), each group is put into

the group stack once and the nodes in the group are examined at most twice for

their connectivity (we can mark each group in the stack so that any group needs

to be checked once). The order of popping out groups gives us an evaluation tree.

Therefore, the algorithm is linear in time with respect to the number of nodes in a

belief network. 1

The computational cost for finding the MPE under OFP framework is mainly

the number of multiplications, which is determined by the dimensionality of each

conformal product of the distributions in a belief network and dominated by the

maximum dimensionality of the conformal products. The time complexity for find-

ing the MPE is exponential with respect to the maximum dimensionality. In a

singly-connected belief network, the maximum dimensionality is the size of the

largest group under the OFP framework. If the maximum dimensionality of a fac-

toring result is 71, and the number of groups is k, then, the time complexity for

finding the MPE is 0(k2n).

Following is a simple example to illustrate the algorithm for a singly-connected

belief network. The simple belief network is given in figure 6. In the example, we use

G, to represent a group and the subscript c to indicate the group head. {Gc, Ge}

represents a stack with two elements in it, and the top of the stack is G,. The

computation steps and intermediate results are listed as follows.
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Figure 6. A singly-connected belief network.

1. Choose group Gf (randomly chosen) put in the stack: {Gf}.

(a) Loopl:

Since there is more than one node in Gf connected to other groups, all

connected groups are put into the stack in any order.

The stack is {Ge, G,, Gg Ch,G1}.

(b) Loop2:

Since only node c in Ge is connected to some other groups, the four

inner steps can be applied to this group. In step 1, D(b, c, e) is changed

to D(b, c); the variable e is instantiated and eliminated by comparison;

step 2 is not applicable to Ge; in step 3, lemma 3.2 is applied to the

conformal product D(b, c) * D(b). The result distribution is D(c) and

the variable b is instantiated and eliminated. Finally, after the fourth

step, the stack is {Gc, G9, Gh, Gf }.
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(c) Loop3:

distributions D(a, c), D(a) and D(c) are combined together.

The result distribution is D(c), and the resulting stack is {Gg, Gh, Gf}.

(d) Loop4: the variable g is instantiated and the distribution D(f, g) is re-

duced to D(f). The stack is {Gh, Gf}.

(e) Loop5: the variable h is instantiated and the distribution D(f, h) is

reduced to D(f). The stack is {Gf}.

(f) Loop6: step 1 is not applicable; in step 2, conformal product D( f)* D(f)

is carried out to form a new D(f); in step 3, distributions D(c, d, f),

D(c), D(d) and D(f) are combined together. The variables c and d are

instantiated and eliminated. The result distribution is D(f).

2. After the Loop6, the stack is empty. The MPE is determined by the largest

value of D(f), which carries the instantiations for the other variables as de-

termined in previous loops.

If we define an unary operator 4)a for a probability distribution p(cia), i.e.

4)ap(cla), to indicate the operation of instantiating the variable a and eliminating

the variable a from distribution p(cla), the operations above for finding the MPE

can be represented as:

(4)c,d(P(fle, d)*((4)b(4)eP(elb, c)*P(b))*(1)a(P(cla)*P(a)))*P(d))))*(4)9P(g1 hP(h1f))-

We have shown that there exits an optimal factoring algorithm for finding

the MPE for a singly-connected belief network. We will discuss how to find the

MPE in multiply-connected belief networks in the next section.

5.6 Factoring in multiply-connected belief networks

Finding an optimal factoring for the MPE in multiply-connected belief networks

is not as easy as in singly-connected belief networks. MPE-OFP is very similar to
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OFP from their definitions. That is, MPE-OFP generally is a hard problem, and

we don't expect to find an efficient optimal factoring algorithm for finding the MPE

for an arbitrary belief network.

Since the problem of finding the MPE is very similar to the problem of poste-

rior probability computation in the OFP framework, we may apply some results for

posterior probability computation in chapter 3 to the problem here. For example,

we can use the dynamic algorithm to find an optimal factoring for finding MPE with

exponential time cost. Since the general OFP appears to be a hard problem, we

have to turn our attention to finding a heuristic algorithm and find an algorithm as

close to an optimal factoring as possible. We have developed a heuristic algorithm

in chapter 4, which runs efficiently for posterior probability computation. We can

use it with little modification for finding the MPE since the evaluation tree gener-

ated for finding the MPE is the same as the evaluation tree for posterior probability

computation with the same distributions.

Applying the factoring algorithm in chapter 4 for finding the MPE of the

belief network in figure 4, the factoring result is

4.2,3(4)4p(412,3)* (01(p(311)*((P(211)*p(1)))))).

Like the case for a singly-connected belief network, the computational cost

for finding the MPE in a multiply-connected belief network is determined mainly

by the number of multiplications of each conformal product and dominated by the

maximum dimensionality of these conformal products. The time complexity for

finding the MPE is exponential with respect to the maximum dimensionality which

depends on the quality of a factoring algorithm.

5.7 Finding / MPEs in belief networks

In this section, we will show that the algorithm presented in section 5.2 provides

an efficient way for finding the / MPEs. We will present a linear time algorithm for
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finding the next MPE. The 1 MPEs can be obtained by first finding the MPE and

then calling the linear algorithm 1 1 times to obtain next 1 1 MPEs. For the

sake of explanation, we define D a(b, c) = (I) a (a, b, c).

5.7.1 Sources of the next MPE

Having found the first MPE, we know the instantiated value of each variable and

the associated instantiations of the other variables in the distribution in which the

variable was reduced. If we replace that value with the second largest instantiation

of the variable at the same associated instantiations of the other variables in the

distribution, the result should be one of candidates for the second MPE. For exam-

ple, assume Da=Ai(b = B1, g = G1) is the instantiated value for finding the first

MPE. If we replace Da_,Ai(b = B1, g = G1) with Da=A2(b = B1, g = G1), the

second largest instantiation of a, given the same instantiation of B through G, and

re-evaluate all nodes on the path from that reduction operation to the root of the

factor tree, the result is one of the candidates for the second MPE.

The total set of candidates for the second MPE comes from two sources. One

is the second largest value of the last conformal product in finding the first MPE; and

the other is the largest value of instantiations computed in the same computation

procedure as for finding the first MPE, but replacing the largest instantiation of each

variable independently where it is reduced with the second largest instantiation.

The similar idea can be applied for finding the third MPE, and so on.

The candidates for finding the next MPE can be computed in the similar pro-

cedure as that in finding the first MPE, or obtained by searching the intermediate

results for finding the first MPE with little computation. Considering the compu-

tational cost for the next MPE and the space cost for saving these intermediate

results, we choose the searching strategy.

The factoring (or an evaluation tree) generated in step 2 of the algorithm in

the previous section provides a structure for computing those candidates. We use

the example in that section to illustrate the process.
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c,d

D(c,d)

D(a,c,d)

Figure 7. The evaluation tree for finding the MPE.

Figure 7 is the evaluation tree for finding the MPE for the belief network in

the figure 5 section 5.2. Leaf-nodes of the evaluation tree are the original probability

distributions of the belief network. The meaning of an interior node is the same as

that which we used in previous sections. Two characteristics of the figure should be

noticed. One is that an instantiated variable x only appears in the sub-tree rooted

at the node fix; so, changing instantiation of x happens only in this sub-tree. The

other is that for any variables a and b, D a(b = B) > D(a = A, b = B), where A

is any value of variable a except Oa, take Da,b(c, d) a D b(a , c, d) as an example,

then Da=i,b=o(c = 1, d = 1) > D -.(a=1 ,b=o)(c = 1, d = 1).

The two characteristics of an evaluation tree tell where and how to find the

next largest value of an instantiated variable to replace its largest value for finding

the next MPE. The following example gives the idea of the searching algorithm. In

figure 7, since d(c = 0, d = 0) of the node D(c, d) (connecting to root node with

a = 0, b = 0, e = 0 and f = 1) is the first MPE, if we find the second largest

d(c = 0, d = 0) (with another instantiation for variables a, b, e and f) to replace the
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largest d(c = 0, d = 0) in D(c, d), the second MPE is the largest item in the D(c, d).

The second largest d(c = 0, d = 0) results from either keeping d(c = 0, d = 0)

contributed from its left child node with no change, finding the second largest

d(c = 0, d = 0) from its right child node and multiplying the two values together

or by keeping the d(c = 0, d = 0) from its right child node, finding the second

largest d(c = 0, d = 0) from its left child node and multiplying them together.

Then the problem of finding the second largest d(c = 0, d = 0) is decomposed into

the problem of finding the second largest d(c = 0, d = 0) in each child node of the

D(c, d) node. As to the each child node, the same strategy can be used to find

the desired candidate to contribute to the D(c, d) node. This process may result in

further decomposition of the original problem.

5.7.2 The algorithm for finding the next MPE

In order to efficiently search for the next MPE, we rearrange the computation

results from finding the first MPE. The re-arrangement produces a new evaluation

tree from the original evaluation tree, so that a sub-tree rooted at a node meets all

constraints (variable instantiations) from the root of the tree to that node.

Evaluation Tree Re-arrangement The rules for converting the original evalua-

tion tree to the new evaluation tree are as follows. If a node is (1)z,v,...,z, duplicate the

sub-tree rooted at the (I) node; the number of the sub-trees is equal to all possible

instantiations of {x, y, ... , z}, and each sub-tree is constrained by one instantiation

across {x, y, ... , z}. If a node is a conformal product node, nothing needs to be

done. If a node has no (I) nodes in its sub-tree, prune the node and its sub-tree

because all probabilistic information about the node and its sub-tree are known at

its parent node. Figure 8 is an evaluation tree generated from the evaluation tree in

figure 7. The evaluation tree in figure 8 is not complete; we only draw one branch

of each 4) node.
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(1)c,dD(c, d)

max(1*,1,1, 1)

D(c = 0, d = 0)* D(c = 0,d = 0)
max((1, 1))

(1),,D(a, c, d)

max(1* 1)

D(a, c) * D(a, d) . .

max((1, 1))

(I) bD(a, b, d)

m,ax(1*,1)

D(d) * D(c, d)
max((1,1))

. 4)! D(d, f) (I),D(c, d, e)

max(1*, 1) max(1*,1)

Figure 8. The evaluation tree for finding the next MPE.

Marking the Evaluation Tree The evaluation tree is annotated with marks to

indicate the MPE's that have been returned. In figure 8 these marks are contained

as the arguments to the max annotation at each node. There are two meanings for

the parameters of max, depending on whether it is attached to a (I) or conformal-

product node. An integer at a node denotes the ranking of the corresponding

instantiated value contributed from its child node. For example, the first 1 at the

root node indicates that the node contains the largest value of d(c = 0,d = 0),

and the "*" indicates that the value was used in a previous MPE (the first, in this

case). The second 1 carries corresponding information for d(c = 1, d = 0). For the

conformal product immediately below the root node, the first 1 indicates the largest

value of d(c = 0, d = 0) has been retrieved from its left child node and the right 1

indicates the largest value of d(c = 0, d = 0) has been retrieved from its right child

node.
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The Max Method The max method on an evaluation tree is defined as follows:

1. If a parameter is marked, i.e. its corresponding instantiated value was used

for finding the previous MPE, generate the next instantiation query (max)

its child nodes to find and return the instantiated values matching the ranking

parameters (we will discuss the determination of the parameters later).

2. If no parameter is marked, mark one parameter which corresponds to the

largest instantiated value of the node, and return the value to its parent

node.

The Gen Method We define a method gen to generate next ranking parameter

for an integer i: gen(i) = i + 1 if (i+1) is in the domain, otherwise gen(i) = 0. The

gen method for generating next possible ranking pairs of integers can be defined

as follows. If current ranking pair is (i,j), then the next possible ranking pairs are

generated:

1. If (i 1, j + 1) exists then gen(i, j) = (i, j + 1);

2. If (i + 1,j 1) exists then gen(i, j) = (i + 1, j).

The pairs (0, x) and (x, 0) exist by definition when x is in a valid domain

size; gen will generate (1, x + 1) and (x + 1, 1) when applied to (1, x) and (x, 1).

The range of an integer in a node is from 1 to the product of the domain size of

these variables of (I) nodes in the sub-tree of that node. A pair of integer is valid if

each integers in it is in the range.

The Algorithm for Finding Next MPEs Given the evaluation tree and the

defined methods max and gen for each node, the procedure for finding the next 1

MPEs is: activate the max method of the root node 1 times.
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We will retrieve the evaluation tree in figure 8 to see how the second MPE

is found. This figure describes the initial status for finding the second MPE. The

query for the second MPE is sent to the root node. Assume that the first 1 in the

parameter list representing the value of d(c = 0, d = 0) in the node is marked since

the first MPE is (a = 0, b = 0, e = 0, d = 0, e = 0, f = 1). In the step 1 of the max

method, gen is activated to generate a new parameter, 2; and the new parameter is

replaced for the marked parameter in the parameter list. Then, a query is sent to

its child node for finding the second largest instantiated value for d(c = 0, d = 0). If

the child node returns the value, the max method will choose the largest value from

all instantiated values of this node, mark the integer corresponding to the largest

value, and return the value as the second MPE.

When the child node of the root node receives the query, it activates the max

method to find the desired value. Since the only parameter (1, 1) is marked, the

gen method is activated for next possible ranking parameters; they are (1, 2) and

(2, 1). This means that the candidates of the second largest instantiated value for

d(c = 0, d = 0) in the node come from either the product of the largest instantiated

value from its left child node and the second largest instantiated value from its right

child node or the product of the second largest instantiated value from its left child

node and the largest instantiated value from its right child node. Since the largest

instantiated values from both child nodes are known in the node, only the second

largest instantiated value should be queried from each child node. Therefore, the

max algorithm replaces (1, 1) with (1, 2) and (2,1), and queries its child nodes for

the unknown ranking values. When both child nodes return the values, multiplica-

tions are carried out between those values according to (1, 2) and (2, 1). In step 2

of the max method, the larger value is chosen to return to its parent node and its

corresponding parameter is marked.

Further, the queries from the second layer of the evaluation tree will go down

to the third layer and so on, until a leaf node is met. A leaf node in the tree is

a (I) type node in which the range for each parameter integer is just 1. Therefore,
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gen will return 0 to replace the marked integer and set its corresponding value to 0.

Then, the max method will choose the largest value and return to its parent node,

and mark the corresponding integer parameter.

5.7.3 Analysis of the algorithm

The algorithm described above returns the next MPE every time it is called from

the second MPE. First, we will show that the algorithm is complete; that is, it can

find every possible instantiation of variables in a belief network. According to the

rules for creating an evaluation tree, the number of different paths from the root

to all leaves in the evaluation tree is equal to the product of the domain size of all

variables in the belief network. That is, each path corresponds to an instantiation.

Since the max method will mark each path it has retrieved during the finding of

each successive MPE, and will not retrieve a marked path, the algorithm retrieves

each path exactly once.

Second, the algorithm will always find the next MPE. When querying for

the next MPE, the root node of the evaluation tree is queried to find a candidate

which has the same instantiation for the variables in the root node as that for

the previously found MPE, but has the next largest value. This computation is

decomposed into the same sub-problems and passed to its child nodes, and from its

child nodes to their child nodes, and so on. Each node being queried will return

the next largest value to its parent node or will return 0 if no value can be found.

Returning the next largest value from a node to its parent node is ensured by the gen

and max methods. The gen method determines which instantiated value should be

obtained from its child nodes. If the gen method has one integer as the parameter,

it generates the successor of the integer or a zero as we expected. If the gen has a

pair of integers as its parameter, we know, from the definition of the gen method,

that the pair (i, j 1) is generated only if (i 1, j 1) exists; the pair (i + 1, j) is

generated only if (i -I- 1, j 1) exists. On the other hand, if (i, i) is marked, it will not

generate (i, 1) or (i + 1, i) unless (i 1, i) or (i, i 1) exist. Therefore, gen only
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generates the pair needed for finding the next largest value in a node. Choosing

the largest value from a list of instantiated values in max is obvious. From this we

can conclude that the algorithm will always retrieve the next MPE each time it is

called.

The time complexity of the algorithm for finding the next MPE in a belief

network is linear in the number of instantiated variables in the evaluation tree. At

a It node, only one marked value must be replaced by a new value. Therefore, only

one child node of a (I) node needs exploring. At a conformal product node, there is

at most one value to be requested from each child node according to the definition of

gen. So, each child node of a conformal product node will be explored at most once.

For example, after gen(1, 2) generates (1, 3), and gen(2, 1) generates (2, 2) and (3, 1),

when (2, 2) is chosen, there is no query for (2, 2) because the instantiated values

for (2, 2) can be obtained from (1, 2) and (2, 1) of previous computation. Therefore

there are at most n 4 nodes plus (n 1) conformal product nodes in an evaluation

tree to be visited for finding the next MPE, where n is the number of nodes in the

belief network. Also, there is a max operation in each node of the evaluation tree

and only one or two multiplications needed in a conformal product node. Therefore,

the algorithm for finding the next MPE is efficient.

The time complexity for converting a factoring to the evaluation tree for

finding the next MPE should be no more than that for computing the first MPE.

This conversion is the process of data rearrangement which can be carried out

simultaneously with the process for finding the first MPE.

The space complexity of the algorithm is equal to the time complexity for

finding the first MPE, since this algorithm saves all the intermediate computation

results for finding the next MPE. The time complexity for finding the MPE in a

singly-connected belief network is 0(k * 2n), where k is the number of non-marginal

nodes of the belief network and n is the largest size of a node plus its parents in

the belief network. Considering that the input size of the problem is in the order of

0(2n), the space complexity is at most k times the input size for singly-connected
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belief networks. For a multiply-connected belief network, the time complexity for

finding the MPE can be measured by the maximum dimensionality of conformal

products, which is determined by both the structure of a belief network and the

factoring algorithm. The time complexity for finding the MPE in terms of input

is exponential with respect to the difference between the maximum dimensionality

for finding the MPE and the largest size of a node plus its parent nodes in the

belief network. This time complexity reflects the hardness of the belief network

if the factoring for it is optimal. If the factoring is optimal, the time and space

complexity are the best that can be achieved for finding the / MPEs.

5.8 The MPE for a set of variables in belief networks

In this section, we will discuss the problem of finding the MPE for a subset of

variables in belief networks. We will show that finding the MPE for a subset of

variables in a belief network is similar to the problem of finding the MPE over all

variables in the belief network, and the problem can be considered as an optimal

factoring problem. Therefore, the algorithm for finding the MPE for a subset of

variables in a belief network, either singly-connected or multiply-connected, can be

obtained from the algorithm in section 5.2 with little modifications.

We first examine the differences between probabilistic inference (posterior

probability computation) and finding the MPE for all variables in a belief network

so that we can apply the approach described in section 5.2 to the problem of finding

the / MPEs for a subset of variables. There are three differences. First, there is

a target or a set of queried variables in posterior probability computation; but

there is no target variable in finding the MPE. The computation for a posterior

probability computation is query related and only the nodes relevant to the query

are involved in the computation, whereas finding the MPE relates to the whole belief

network. Second, the addition operation in summing over variables in posterior

probability computation is replaced by comparison operation in finding the MPE,
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but the number of operations in both cases is the same. And finally, variables with

no direct descendants in a distribution can be reduced at the beginning of finding

the MPE whereas queried variables cannot be summed over in posterior probability

computation.

Finding the MPE for a set of variables in belief networks combines elements

of the procedures for find the MPE and for posterior probability computation. Since

not all variables in a belief network are involved in the problem of finding the MPE

for a set of variables, the variables not relevant to the problem can be eliminated

from computation. Therefore, two things should be considered in finding the MPE

for a set of variables in a belief network. One thing is to choose relevant nodes or

distributions for computation. The second is to determine the situation in which a

variable can be summed over or reduced. The first is simple because we can find

the relevant nodes to some queried nodes given some observed nodes in linear time

with respect to the number of nodes in a belief network[GVP89, SDD90]. We have

the following lemmas for determining when a node can be summed over or reduced.

Suppose we have the variables relevant to a set of queried variables for finding

the MPE given some observations. These variables can be divided into two sets:

a set (I) which contains the queried variables (or the target variables for finding

the MPE) and a set E which contains the rest of the variables (or variables to be

summed over in computation). The current distributions are represented by Di for

1 < i < n and the variables in a distribution Di are also represented in the set D3.

Lemma 5.3 Given a E E, i f a E Di and a Di for i j , 1 < j < n, then a can

be summed over from the distribution Di.

Proof: The lemma is obvious. It is the same situation in which we sum over some

variables in posterior probability computation. I

Lemma 5.4 Given a E (I) , if a E Di and a 0 Di for i j, 1 < j < n, and for

any other E Di, Q E , then the a can be instantiated and eliminated for the

distribution Di.
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p(a=1)=0.9
p(b=1)=0.1
p(c=l(a=1,b=1)=0.6
p(c=1 la=1,b=0)=0.8
p(c=11a=0,b=1)=0.3
p(c=11a=0,b=0)=0.4

Figure 9. A simple belief network for finding the MPE for nodes b and c.

Proof: Since a E 4) and a E D2 only, the information relevant to a is in the

distribution D. So, we can instantiate variable a to find its largest instantiated

value to contribute the MPE, and the reduced distribution of Di contains all possible

combinations across values of other variables in D. Since for any other Q E Di,

3 E 4), no summation for some other variables of Di afterward will affect the #. So

/3 can be instantiated later if possible.

We can show, by an example, that if the condition, for any other # E Di and

# E 4), is not satisfied, we can not apply the lemma 5.4 for instantiating a variable

in a distribution. We want to find the MPE for nodes b and c in the belief network

in figure 9. In the step 1 of the algorithm in section 5.2, the distribution p(cla,b)

can be reduced to D(a, b): D(a = 1, b = 1) = 0.6 with c = 1, D(a = 1, b = 0) = 0.8

with c =1, D(a = 0, b =1) = 0.7 with c = 0 and D(a = 0, b = 0) = 0.6 with c 0.

The conformal product of D(a,b)* D(a) generates D(a,b): D(a =1,b = 1) = 0.54

with c = 1, D(a = 1,b = 0) = 0.72 with c= 1, D(a = 0, b 1) = 0.07 with

c = 0 and D(a = 0, b = 0) = 0.06 with c = 0. We need to sum over variable a in

distribution D(a, b); but we get a problem. We can not add D(a = 1, b = 0) = 0.72

with c = 1 with D(a = 0, b = 0) = 0.06 with c = 0 together because of different c

values. The problem was caused by instantiating variable c in distribution p(cla, b)

when variable a cl (1).

Given the two lemmas, the algorithm in section 5.2 can be modified for

finding the MPE for a set of variables in belief networks. Given a belief network, a
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set of variables (I) and evidence variables E, the algorithm for finding the MPE of

40 is:

1. Find variables of T which are the predecessors of variables in set (I) or E and

connected to set (I)16. The distributions relevant to the variables in T are

needed for finding the MPE of (I).

2. For any variable x of T having no descendants in the belief network, reduce

the conditional distribution of the node x by choosing the items of the distri-

bution which have the largest instantiated values of x with same associated

instantiations for the other variables. The reduced distribution has no variable

x in it.

3. Create a factoring for all distributions.

4. Combine these distributions according to the factoring. Apply lemma 5.3 and

lemma 5.4 to each result distribution in probability computation. If both

lemmas apply to a distribution, apply lemma 5.3 first.

Take the belief network in figure 4 as an example. We want to find the MPE

for the variables (I) = {c, d, e} given E is empty. In step 1 of the algorithm, the

variables related to the query are found, T = {a, b, c, d, e }. In step 2, distribution

D(c, d, e) is reduced to D(c, d). In step 3, assume a proper factoring is found:

((D(a) * D(a, c)) * (D(b) * D(a, b, d))) * D(c, d).

In step 4, combine these distributions according to the above factoring and apply

lemma 5.3 or/and lemma 5.4 to any result distribution if applicable.Then we obtain

the MPE for variables {c, d, e }. The whole computation can be represented as:

(I),,d(E((P(a)*P(cla))* (E(P(b)*P(dla, b)))) * OeP(elc, d)).
a b

"An evidence node breaks the connection of the node with its child nodes.
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This algorithm is very similar to the algorithm in section 5.2. Since the time

complexity of the first step of the algorithm is linear with respect to the number of

variables in belief networks, the most time consuming step of the algorithm is step

4 which is determined by the factoring result of step 2. Therefor, efficiently finding

the MPE for a set of variables in a belief network can be considered as an optimal

factoring problem. By using the algorithm presented in the previous section after

finding the first MPE, the problem of finding the / MPEs for a set of variables can

be easily solved.

In this section we have presented an algorithm for the problem of finding

the MPE for a set of variables in a belief network and shown that the problem

can be efficiently solved through an optimal factoring problem. But, we didn't

present a factoring algorithm here. We have discussed the difference between this

problem and the problem of finding the MPE for all variables in a belief network,

and the difference between this problem and the problem of computing posterior

probability of a set of variables. So, we can apply the factoring strategies developed

in the previous chapter for posterior probability computation or for finding the MPE

for a whole belief network to this problem. Of course, we can design a more efficient

factoring algorithm for the problem itself. However, we will not discuss this further

or present any algorithm for the problem in this paper.

5.9 Related work

Dawid [Daw92] pointed out that the problem of finding the MPE of a belief net-

work can be simply realized by replacing the normal marginalization operation of

the distribution phase of evidence propagation in a join-tree in posterior probability

computation by max-marginalization (i.e. taking max instead of summing). There-

fore, the efficiency of an algorithm for finding the MPE depends basically on the

corresponding posterior probability computation algorithm. Golmard developed an
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algorithm for finding the MPE independent of our work [Go192]. We have requested

a copy of the work and are waiting to receive it.

The problem of finding the MPE is similar to the problem of querying

marginal, conditional or conjunctive queries in a belief network. There are many

other exact methods, besides the factoring method, for probabilistic inference in be-

lief networks. Those methods can be found in [Sha86, Pea88, Sha88, LS88, Hec89,

SKA89, D'A89, SDD90, JOA90, Coo90b, SAS91a], and so on. Shachter has shown

that those methods or derived algorithms form those methods, except the factoring

method, are equivalent to a clustering algorithm [SAS91a]. The factoring method

has some advantages over the other methods. For example, one of its advantages

over a clustering algorithm, in [Pea88] and so on, is that the factoring method has

not necessarily been constrained by the triangulation rule for combining nodes in

each case. This topic will be discussed in more detail later.

The factoring method proposed in this paper converts the problem relevant to

networks or graphs into a numeric optimization problem. Related work in numeric

optimization can be found in [NW88, PS82, Hu82, LC78, Pea84, Sni92]. The work

relevant to the optimization with networks can be found in [ST63, Ros73, Wen90]

etc.

5.10 Conclusion

In this chapter we have presented a framework, optimal factoring, for finding the

most probable explanations (MPE) in a belief network. Under this framework, ef-

ficiently finding the MPE can be considered as the problem of finding an ordering

of distributions in the belief network and efficiently combining them. The optimal

factoring framework provides us with many advantages for solving the MPE prob-

lem. First, the framework reveals the relationship between the problem of finding

the MPE and the problem of querying posterior probability. Second, quantita-

tive description of the framework provides a way of measuring and designing an
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algorithm for solving the problem. Third, the framework can be applied to both

singly-connected belief networks and multiply-connected belief networks. Fourth,

the framework can be applied to the problem of finding the MPE for a set of vari-

ables in belief networks. Finally, the framework provides a linear time algorithm for

finding the next MPE. Under the optimal factoring framework, we have developed

an optimal factoring algorithm for finding the MPE for a singly-connected belief

network. We have also developed an efficient algorithm for finding the MPE in

multiply-connected belief networks.
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Chapter 6

Parallelizing Probabilistic Inference

6.1 Motivation

The cost of a conformal product in probability computation is exponential with

respect to the number of variables in the conformal product. This renders any

currently used exact probabilistic inference algorithm intractable for large belief

networks, with more than 100 nodes and more than five arcs per node. One way to

extend this boundary is to consider parallel hardware.

The feasibility of parallelism in probabilistic inference was first experimen-

tally tested through simulation with a hypercube architecture for the Symbolic

Probabilistic Inference algorithm (SPI)[Fou91F. The results presented there indi-

cated that in a shared memory model, reasonable speedup can be achieved; in a

distributed memory model, however, little speedup is available.

The performance of parallel probabilistic inference in a distributed memory

model is determined by the following factors:

1. parallel model or parallelism for probability computation;

2. parallel architecture;

17We haven't seen the exploration of any other algorithms for parallelizing probabilistic inference.
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3. parallelizability or inherent communication complexity of probabilistic infer-

ence; and

4. computing strategy for each query.

We do not think that the poor performance was caused by the first factor above,

because the good speedup with the shared memory model reflected the properly

chosen parallel model in probability computation. Since the performance is dif-

ferent between the shared memory model and distributed memory model with the

same parallel architecture, we think the poor performance was caused by either

the computing strategy or the inherent complexity of communication in parallel

probabilistic inference.

Changing the computing strategy is a simple way of exploring the feasibility

of parallelizing probabilistic inference. A computing strategy determines the way

of combining distributions in parallel probabilistic inference. Therefore, to find an

appropriate computing strategy is to find a good factoring for a query. The goal of

our research is to find new factoring algorithms for parallel probability computation.

In this chapter, we will analytically explore the problem of parallel prob-

abilistic inference within a hypercube architecture. We consider efficient parallel

probabilistic inference in belief networks as a combinatorial optimization problem,

in particular as an optimal factoring problem, and present a new approach to solve

the problem. Optimal factoring considers the global information from a combi-

natorial optimization point of view and tries to find an optimal combination for

all distributions. We can, from this point of view, explore the characteristics of

efficient parallel probability computation, explain the reason of poor performance

of parallel probability computation for SPI, and easily find efficient algorithms for

parallel probability computations. The optimal factoring perspective provides a

way of considering communication cost in an algorithm design.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the

parallelism for probability computation. Section 3 presents a simulation model for
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the parallel architecture we used in parallelizing probabilistic inference. Section 4

introduces a combinatorial optimization problem, optimal factoring, for paralleliz-

ing probabilistic inference. Section 5 discusses the characteristics of parallelizing

probabilistic inference in belief networks from OFP perspective. Section 6 presents

a heuristic factoring algorithm we have developed for parallel probability compu-

tation. Section 7 shows an experimental test of the algorithm. Finally, section 8

summarizes the research.

6.2 Parallelism in probability computation

From chapter 3 we know that different algorithms for probabilistic inference are

just different factoring strategies. The function of these algorithms is to create an

evaluation tree for a query and evaluate it. Take the belief network in Figure 4

as an example. We want to query the probability of the node e with observation

f = 1, i.e.. p(e I f = 1). One of the possible ways of computing the query is:

p(e) = E P(ele, * (p(cla) * P(a))) * (P(f = 11d) * (p(dia, b) * P(b))))
a,b,c,d,

The computation of the above formula corresponds to an evaluation tree in which

the leaves are the probability distributions of some variables relevant to the cur-

rent query, and each non-leaf node represents a conformal product of two distri-

butions represented by its two children and gives the result distribution of the

multiplication.18 For the query p(elf = 1), its evaluation tree is given in figure 10.

Parallelism in probability computation can be carried out at two levels:

one is evaluation-tree parallelism and the other is conformal product parallelism.

Evaluation-tree parallelism is a kind of control parallelism which computes different

conformal products in parallel. Take Figure 10 as an example: the evaluation-tree

parallelism is the computation of two branches from the root node simultaneously.

18It may include some addition operations if some variables would be summed over after

multiplication.
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p(a) p(cla) p(elc,d) p(f=1 Id) p(dla,b) p(b)

Figure 10. The evaluation tree of querying p(e) given f = 1 in the simple belief network.

Conformal product parallelism is a kind of data parallelism which dispatches a con-

formal product among a group of processors and decreases the number of variables

appearing in the computation at each processor. The parallelism can be carried out

by distributing data to each processor according to the values of some of variables,

called splitting variables, in the two distributions. A simple example of conformal

product parallelism is to consider the conformal product p(dla, b) * p(b) in figure 10.

Its parallel computation by two processors is shown in figure 11. The data are split

into two portions and sent to each processor according to b = 0 or b = 1, and
the result from each processors is returned to one processor where all results are

assembled to form a final result. The cost of assembling the final result is relatively

small compared with the cost of the conformal product. We will ignore the cost in

assembling data in this paper. However, the communication cost for returning the

data cannot be neglected.

Since each non-leaf node in an evaluation tree corresponds to a conformal

product operation and distributions occur at most once in the evaluation tree (i.e.,

it is a tree, and therefore singly-connected), it is possible to parallelize a conformal

product operation corresponding to the nodes in disjoint subtrees, and therefore

the evaluation tree is parallelizable too.
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p(dja,b) *p(b)

b -0 b=1

p(clIa,b)) *p(b) p(dla,b) *p(b)N Z
p(d)a,b)

Figure 11. The conformal product parallel computation with 2 processors.

a=-0,b--=0

p(dla,b) *p(b)
a=1,b=1

p(dla,b) *p(b) p(dia,b) *p(b) p(dia,b) *p(b) p(dIa,b) *p(b)

p(clia,b)

Figure 12. The conformal product parallel computation with 4 processors.
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In conformal product parallelism, two factors should be considered [Fou91].
One is which variables should be chosen as splitting variables and the other is how
many variables should be chosen as splitting variables. Splitting more variables in a
probability computation results in more parallelism but increases the total amount
of data to be distributed for the computation. Figure 11 shows the result of one
variable b being chosen as a splitting variable and in figure 12 two splitting variables
were chosen instead. In the paper [Fou91], the effect of these factors on the total
amount of data to be sent to each processor was studied. It was found that splitting
input distributions on variables that occur in both input distributions results in
no increase in the total amount of data communication required to compute the
conformal product, and that splitting the input distributions on variables other
than those in the result distribution requires either the ability to perform concurrent
writes with summing or a separate processing step in which the values that make
up the result distribution entries are summed together. In [Fou91], the splitting
variables were chosen only from result distribution, and the variables appearing
in both distributions were chosen in the test. We will see later that this strategy
should be changed in some cases.

The evaluation-tree parallelism can be estimated by computing the ratio of
the amount of work used for the longest path or costliest path in an evaluation
tree with the total amount of work in the whole tree. The effect of evaluation tree
parallelism depends on the structure of an evaluation tree.

Two other factors that influence the speed of a parallel computation are min-
imum task grainsize and the number of processors available. Reasonably choosing
the two parameters is important in parallel probability computation. The number
of processors available is chosen as 1024 here. The determination for choosing the
minimum task grainsize will be discussed later.
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6.3 Models

The parallel model of computation used for this investigation was based on a

broadcast-compute-aggregate (BCA) model of conformal product evaluation [DFL92]..

Under this model a distinguished processor is responsible for partitioning each con-

formal product into subtasks, which are distributed to the other processors for

evaluation. This same distinguished processor collects the results from the subtasks

and assembles them into the result distribution. This model is communication-

intensive, since all data originates and returns to a single processor. An alternative

to the BCA approach is the distributed-net model (Dist-net), in which the entire

belief net, including all intermediate results, is stored on each processor. Compared

to the BCA model, the Dist-net model trades memory for communication costs.

For this chapter we concentrate our discussion on the BCA model. We do, however,

present some preliminary results at the end of this chapter comparing the Dist-net

and BCA models.

We use two-level models of sequential and parallel inference in this chapter.

First, we use a low-level model of individual conformal-product evaluation. Sec-

ond, we use a higher-level model of query-tree evaluation. Each of the models was

parameterized to allow experimentation with various aspects of the computational

environment including task grainsizes, number of processors, and communication

costs.

6.3.1 Sequential Model

To provide a basis against which to measure the performance of the parallel al-

gorithms, we developed the following model to estimate the running time of the

sequential algorithm

Sequential conformal product model: 713(c) = aM(c)

where M(c) is the number of multiplies in conformal product c and a is a con-

stant scaling factor that accounts for factors other than multiplies in the conformal
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product operation, most notably indexing and additions. M(c) is calculated by

HvEV n(v), where V is the union of the variables occurring in the two input distri-

butions. To simplify analysis, we restricted the value space of the variables in the

test belief nets to 2 values each. Thus in the following sections M(c) = 2n where n

is the number of unique variables in the 2 input distributions.

Given the model for the sequential running time for a single conformal prod-

uct, the estimated sequential running time for the evaluation of an entire query is

the sum of the time required for each of its conformal products.

Sequential model for a query: T3(q) = >cEq T3(c)

6.3.2 Conformal Product Parallel Model

The following model was developed to estimate the running time of a parallel algo-

rithm.

Parallel conformal product model: Tp(c)=P+S-1-W-I-C. Where

P is the cost for process initialization,

S is the cost for setting the problem up,

W is the cost for the work done at each processor, and

C is the cost for communication.

The value which was used for W was aG, where G is the computational

grainsize, specified as the number of floating point multiplies per process; and a is

the same constant scaling factor that was used in the sequential model.

The following measures were calculated for each conformal product:

T, = Time for sequential

Tp = Time for parallel

Nu = Number of processors used;

The values for G and Nu were determined as follows:

1. A minimum grainsize, Grain, and a maximum number of processors, Na, were

specified.
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2. Given a particular conformal product to compute, the actual G and Nu values

were calculated so that N was maximized under the constraints Nu <

G > Gmin, and Nu < 2v, where v is the number of variables in the result

distribution. In other words, Nu and G were chosen such that as many of the

available processors as possible were used, as long as there was enough work

for each processor to perform as specified by the minimum grainsize, and there

was enough parallelism in the problem to support the desired partitioning.

Distributed-Memory Communication Model

The distributed-memory model includes a specific model of communication for a

cube architecture. This model assumes that there is no overlap between the confor-

mal product calculations and the communication between processors. This model

also assumes that the data to be sent to processors is arranged into buffers, one

buffer for each process.

Total communication cost: C = Cd Cr B

where

Cd is the communication cost for distributing the data,

Cr is the cost of returning the data, and

B is the cost for building the buffers of data to be distributed.

The data transfer cost calculations were based on the log spanning tree, or

broadcast, communication model for hypercube [Fox88].

Distribution communication cost: Cd = (Dmax *Cst)+ (Bd * ((Nu 1) * CO)

where

Dmax is the maximum dimension of the cube which is used,

C8t is the communication startup time,

Bd is the number of bytes sent to each processor, and

Cb is the communication cost per byte, per link.

The following formula was used to calculate Bd, the number of bytes sent to

each processor:
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Bd = Btotal / Nu;

where Btotal s is the total number of bytes needed to compute the conformal product.

Btotal is, in general, greater than the sum of the sizes of the two input distributions.

Assuming 4 bytes per word, a lower bound for Btotai can be calculated by

the following formula:

Btotal 4 (2max(dl,$) 2max(d2,$)),

Bresuit = 4 * 2';

where 'did and I d21 represent the number of variables in the 2 input distributions

and Is' represents the number of result distribution variables on which splitting

Occurs.

We consider the worst case of Biota' in the model as in [Fou91]. This makes

it easier for us to compare the analytical results with some experimental results

made before [Fou91, DFL92]. This method is quite conservative. If this model

demonstrates the feasibility of parallel probability computation, other more accurate

models should predict better performance.

The return communication cost is calculated in the same way as distribution

communication costs:

Return communication cost: Cr = (Dmax * Gist) + (13, * ((Na 1) * Cb))

where

Br is the number of bytes returned from each processor and is calculated by

Br = Bresult / Nu

where Bresuit is the total number of bytes in the result distribution. Since there are
21restatlist varsi entries in the result distribution, result

4 21resultdirt varsi

6.3.3 Parallel Model of Query Evaluation

As explained earlier, query evaluation consists of repeated conformal product oper-

ations. Since we were interested in the performance of a parallel inference algorithm
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on the task of query evaluation, we constructed a model to predict this performance

from the models for conformal product operations. The parallel query model is anal-

ogous to the sequential query model. The running time for parallel query evaluation

is simply the sum of the running times of its conformal products.

Parallel model for a query: Tp(q) = >,E, Tp(c)

Nu(q), the number of processors used in evaluating query q, is simply the

maximum of the number used by any of the conformal products in q. Given Tp(q),

Ts(q) and Nu(q) the speedup, cost, and efficiency for a query can be calculated

according to formulas given in [Ak189].

Speedup: S(q) = Ts(q) / Tp(q)

Cost: C(q) = Tp(q) * Nu(q)

Efficiency: E (q) = 71,(q) / C(q) = S(q) Nu(q)

6.3.4 Evaluation Tree Parallelism Models

For evaluation tree parallelism, we only computed a lower bound on running time.

As mentioned earlier, a lower bound on the running time of an algorithm exploiting

evaluation-tree parallelism can be calculated by summing the times required to

perform each of the conformal products in the longest path of the evaluation tree.

Lower bound on Tp(q) = EceLp T s(c) where Lp is the longest path in the

evaluation tree as measured by the amount of time it takes to compute the conformal

products in the path.

6.3.5 Model initiative

Since we used a model rather than an actual parallel implementation, we had to

make assumptions about the number of processors available, processor speeds, com-

munication costs, and so on for the analyses and experimental tests in the following

sections. We assumed a maximum of 1024 processors, and chose a minimum task

grainsize of 256. We set a, the scaling factor for multiplication, at 45 microseconds.
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P, the cost for process initialization, was taken to be 0. S, the cost for setting

the problem up, was 0. Cst, the communication start-up time, was 230 microsec-

onds. C6, the communication cost per byte, was 0.5 micro seconds per byte per

link. B, the cost for building the buffers of data to be distributed, was 0. These

values are believed representative of actual costs on an Intel IPSC-2, and are based

on discussions with the parallel algorithms and languages groups at OSU. Further,

the relative values of these numbers seem to be valid for announced and foresee-

able hypercube-style machines. Since our speedup measurements are dependent on

the relative values, rather than the absolute values, we expect that our results are

applicable to most machines in this architecture class. For further discussion see

[Fou91].

6.4 Optimal factoring problem

Given the two parallelisms in parallel probability computation, we know that par-

allelizing probabilistic inference can also be considered as a factoring problem. In

fact, in both sequential and parallel cases, we need to create an evaluation tree for a

query. The difference lies in the way of counting cost of computation. In chapter 3,

we have defined the optimal factoring problem for sequential probability computa-

tion. Similarly, we can define an optimal factoring problem for parallel probability

computation. Without loss of generality we assume that the domain size of each

variable is 2. The problem can be described as follows.

Definition [PFP] Given

1. a set of in variables V,

2. a set of n subsets of V: S = {Sol, S(2),...,S{,}}, and

3. Q C V is a set of target variables

define operations:
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1. combination of two subsets S1 and Sj:

Siuj = U Sj {V : V cl SK for K n =

K n J = 0, and v Q},

I ,J C {1,2, ...,n}, I n J = 0;

2. the cost function of combining the two subsets:

µ(S.(0) = 0 for 1 < i < n, and

,a(Siuj) = max(p(S1), p(S.1)) + C p(S1, Sj, N) Cc.,,,,,(S Sj, N).

The factoring problem is to find a way to combine the n subsets.

In the above definition, Q is a set of target variables after combining all sub-

sets of S together; the set {v} in the formula Sitij are the variables which do not

appear in the remaining subsets of S after combination of Si with Sj and do not

appear in the set Q either. Cemp(Si, Sj, N) is the computation cost of the combina-

tion of sets Si with Sj on one processor with N processors used. SJ, N) is

the communication cost of the combination of sets Si with Sj for distributing data

to N processors and the communication cost for the results' integration. The first

operation describes a way of combining two sets together to form a new set. The

second operation measures the cost of combining the sets whose index are in the

set (/ U J). When (/ U J) includes 1, 2,..., n, yo,(Siuj) is the total cost of combining

all set Si ( i E I, J) in a given factoring order.

µ(S1) is not unique if I/I > 2. In general, it depends on how we combine the

subsets. We indicate these alternative combinations by subscripting pa(S1) =

shows the cost of combining the result of Si with respect to a specific tree structured

combination of I, labeled a. We call this combination a factoring.

Definition [POFP] A parallel optimal factoring problem is to find a factoring

a such that p(S{1,2,...,n}) is minimal.
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The difference between the sequential factoring problem and the parallel fac-

toring problem is that in the sequential OFP, only the computation cost exists in

set combination; while in the parallel POFP, both computation cost and commu-

nication cost exist in set combination. Also, the computation cost in sequential

computation is determined by the sets to be combined, while the computation

cost and communication cost in parallel POFP are determined by the sets to be

combined, by a parallel architecture and by the number of processors available in

parallel computation. As a result, we can't give an explicit expression for the cost

in the POFP definition without knowing the parallel architecture. Comparing the

sequential OFP with the parallel POFP, we know that the parallel POFP is a prob-

lem at least as hard as sequential OFP, which, we believe, is an NP-hard problem".

Therefore, to solve the parallel POFP, we will not try to find a general optimal

factoring algorithm, instead, we are trying to find a effective heuristic algorithm for

the problem.

The definition of the POFP provides a way of quantitatively analyzing paral-

lel combination cost. The purpose of defining the POFP is to find a way to analyze

parallel probability computation. If we can map parallel probability computation

problem to POFP, we can consider the problem algebraically instead of graphi-

cally. Graphical representation usually provides an intuitive and explicit way of

understanding relations of variables in a problem while we find an algebraic repre-

sentation more suitable for analysis and algorithm generation. In the next section

we will discuss the mapping between the problem of parallelizing probabilistic infer-

ence and the POFP. As an POFP, we can look at the problem of parallel probability

computation more adequately, and easily explore the essence of the problem.

"We have not yet proven the complexity of the sequential OFP. From the similarity between the

problem and the traveling salesman problem, we believe the sequential OFP is NP-hard.
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6.5 Parallel probability computation as an POFP

Given a belief network with observations, not all the nodes in the belief network

are relevant to all queries. The nodes related to the query correspond to a new

graph which is a sub-graph of the original belief network. The sub-graphs rele-

vant to different queries, given different observations in a belief network, may vary

tremendously. Therefore, the physical structure of the original belief network, the

number of nodes and the average arc per node in the belief network does not always

reflect the characteristics of each query. Since the minimum number of conformal

products for a query in a belief network is unique and the maximum dimensionality

of the conformal products reflects the computational complexity of the query for a

particular algorithm, it is reasonable to consider the number of conformal products

and the maximum dimensionality of the conformal products as the parameters to

describe a query. Furthermore, since one or a few conformal products with maxi-

mum dimensionality dominate the total computation cost, the number of conformal

products is not critical. So, we simplify our consideration to the conformal product

with the maximum dimensionality in conformal product parallelism.

The problem of efficiently parallelizing probabilistic inference in a belief net-

work can be mapped to the POFP. Given a belief network with m nodes and some

observations in it, a query involves identification of a subset of n nodes relevant to

the query in the belief network of m nodes and computation of the conformal prod-

uct [SDD90] of marginal and conditional probabilities of the n nodes. The n nodes

with their relations can be mapped to the symbols in the definition for POFP: the

n nodes with their immediate antecedent nodes are mapped to the n subsets of in

variables; the queried nodes correspond to the variables in the subset Q.

The Parallel Optimal Factoring for a query contains an evaluation tree which

has the minimum cost in parallel computation for that query. After the mapping

to an POFP, the set combinations represents conformal products; Si,/ denotes the

result variables after the conformal product; SJ, N) and C,,p(Si, SS, N)
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are the cost of a parallel conformal product S1 with Sj; the term max(p(Si), p(Sj))

is the result of evaluation-tree parallelism which chooses a branch of the tree rooted

at the interior node Sii,J with the most cost; and ,u(SiuJ) gives the minimum cost of

parallel probability computation for the sub-tree rooted at the interior node Situ.

When (Siuj) covers all distributions, the result p(Siuj) is the cost of the query in

the belief network. It should be clear that finding a lowest cost way of computing

the evaluation-tree is the problem of POFP.

In a sequential OFP, the number of multiplications for current combination
is 2isiusji. If we consider the a value approximating to 26 in the defined parallel

model, the equivalent computation cost in parallel computation, in micro seconds

according to the parallel model, is:

Cseq = a2 siusJI 2md+6 (6.15)

where and represents BSI U

In parallel POFP, if the computation can be distributed to N processors,

then

C,,,p(Sh SJ, N) Is2 /us, = a21.s.rus.71/2. 2md-n-F6 (6.16)

if we assume N = 2n. We call the n the processor dimension hereafter.

The communication cost for the combination depends on a parallel compu-

tation model. Given the parallel computation model in section 6.2, we can estimate

the communication cost in the model. The communication cost of Cd and Cr are

Cd = (Dmax * Cyst) + 2 (2max(dl,$) 2max(d2,$)) (N 1)

N

Cr=(Dmax*Cst)+2*(2r)*
(N 1)

N

Considering an adequate N value, Cd and Cr are approximately equal to:

Cd (Dmax * Cst) + 2 * (2max(dl,$) 2max(d2,$))

Cr R-,^' (Dmax * C st) -I- 2 * (2r )

(6.17)

(6.18)

(6.19)

(6.20)
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Then the total communication cost is:

Cciron P.'".1 2* (Dinar * Qa) + 2 (2max(dl,$)
-F2max(d2,$)

2r). (6.21)

From the formulas above, we can numerically analyze the parallel computation

model and derive some results.

Splitting variables. We consider the case that a conformal product can be fully

parallelized here. That is, all variables in the result distribution can be used as split-

ting variables and the processor dimension is greater than the number of splitting

variables, namely n > s. Then, the total communication cost is

Cc,m Pc,' 2 * (Dn. * C st) + 2 * (2max(dl,s 2rnas(d2,$) 28),

and the computation cost is about

C,,p 2nid-s+6

(6.22)

(6.23)

From the formulas 6.22 and 6.23 we can see that Ccmp dominates the value of total

cost when s is small, called under splitting. Here, we assume rid is much bigger than

(Dmax*Cst); otherwise, we can solve the problem quickly in a single processor. Thus

increasing s will decrease the value of total cost until Cc,,,, is greater than or equal

to Cmip. This indicates that the number of variables chosen as splitting variables

should not depend on the number of variables in the result distribution when under

splitting happens, i.e., when the number of variables in the result distribution is

less than the difference of the dimensionality of the conformal product with the

processor dimension. In this case, variables not in the result distribution should be

chosen as splitting variables, but with the paying off in the cost by data dependence

and assembling final results. Since the cost is small compared with the exponential

computation cost, it shouldn't be a problem. The variables appearing in both

distributions are chosen first in this case.
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Grainsize. From formula 6.22, we also know that Ccmm is at least 2*(Dmar*Cst)

If we want to get a positive parallel result, Ccmp should be at least greater than the

(D, * Cst). That is md s + 6 > 13, if we consider the number of processors is

1024 and Cst is 230 in the parallel model. If s = 0, then md > 7. This indicates

that the grainsize should be at least greater than 27 for this parallel model. In the

experiment test [DFL92], the grainsize was chosen 28.

Speedup in conformal product parallelism. From formulas 6.15, 6.16, 6.17

and 6.18, the relative speedup of parallel computation for a conformal product is

27'1+6
rspd 2md n +6 + 2 * (Dmax * Cyst) + 2 * (2max(dl,$) 2max(d2,$) 2r) . (6.24)

From this formula we can discuss the range of relative speedup for the parallel

computation model.

First, let us consider the case that and is much bigger than log2(Dmax *Cst)

In this case, the constant term in formula 6.24 is too small to consider; the formula

can be simplified as:

2md+6
rspd ~ (6.25)2mdn+6 + 2 * (2max(dl,$) 2max(d2,3) + 2r)

Then, we can discuss the relative speedup according to the difference of Ccmp and

Ccmm

1. C,p is greater than Ccmm. If Ccmm = 0, it is an ideal case or the case of a

shared memory model. From formula 6.25, we know that the relative speedup

is about 2n. If Ccmm 0, one way of getting higher speedup is to increase

the number of processors. When increasing the number of processors in the

computation, the computation cost at each processors is decreased, but the

total communication cost is increased. The number of processors should be

increased until Ccmm is close to Ccmp. Then, the rspd is increased to 2n-1. The

problem raised here is if Ccm,n is too high we may not get enough processors

for this computation.
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2. C,p is close to Cc,m. From formula 6.25 we know that the relative speedup is

about 2'. In this case, we can't get much speedup by using more processors.

This value is probably the best speedup we can get since the Cemm can never

be zero.

3. Cc,1, is much less than More than half of the test results in [DFL92]

dropped in to this case. In this case, the relative speedup is determined by

the value of communication cost, that is:

2md+6
rspd 2 * (6.26)(2max(dl,$) 2max(d2,$) 21

The dominant variable affecting Cycnim in the above formula is max(dl, d2, s, r).

From the formula we can obtain some results for conformal product paral-

lelism. First, the relative speedup has little to do with the number of proces-

sors. That is, in this case, increasing the number of processors will not get any

impressive improvement in speedup. The test results for the SPI algorithm

in [Fou91] showed this point. Second, the communication cost has little to do

with the number of processors. This indicates that the large communication

cost results mainly from poor factoring results. Third, the relative speedup

depends only on the communication cost. Considering the difference between

the sequential computation cost and the parallel computation cost, we know

that the relative speedup is very low. Therefore, we should avoid this case in

factoring for parallelizing probabilistic inference.

Now, let us discuss the influence of factors dl, d2, s and r in this case. It

is obvious that the max(dl, d2, s, r) determines the relative speedup. First,

max(dl, d2, s, r) = r. The relative speedup is about 2md+6-r. In this case the

value of (md -I- 6 r) is determined by the number of variables summed over

after combination; we denote it rd. Second, max(dl, d2, s, r) = dl (or d2).

The relative speedup is about 2md+6-d1 In this case, the relative speedup

is determined by the number of variables appearing in both distributions
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(remember md = IS IUSJ I); we denote it cmd. Third, max(dl, d2, s, r) = s.

This case, called over splitting, can not happen. Because it is only when

> C,n,, that we consider splitting more variables than the number of

result distribution variables.

From above analyses, we can conclude that the values of rd and cmd are

important factors in considering conformal product parallelism. Besides, the

md value is important too, because it reflects the computational complexity

of the problem itself for a given factoring algorithm. We can see the influ-

ence from formula 6.24, when parallel factoring algorithm is different from

the sequential algorithm. The factor cmd is special in parallel probability

computation'. Therefore, the key point for designing an efficient parallel

probabilistic inference algorithm is to minimize these values.

Second, let us consider the case that md is bigger than log2(Dinax Cst), but

not by very much. In this case, log2(Dnias * Cg) will play a role in formula 6.24.

Whatever the ratio of Gram and Cane is, the speedup is always low. This indicates

that conformal product parallelism is not very useful in this case. We should not

worry about this case in probabilistic inference in belief networks because we can

efficiently solve the problem sequentially.

Two things should be noted in the above discussion. First, the speedup is a

relative speedup. If the method of the best sequential algorithm can be used in the

parallel case, the relative speedup is also an absolute speedup. Second, the speedup

is for one conformal product. Since the largest conformal product dominates the

total computation cost in probabilistic inference, the result is valid for the entire

computation.

Speedup in evaluation-tree parallelism. From the definition POFP we can

see that the entire computation cost for probability computation is, when evaluation

'md and rd are important in sequential probability computation.
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tree parallelism is considered, the cost of the highest cost path in the evaluation

tree, from the root node to any leaf node. In the ideal case when the cost for each

conformal product is the same, evaluation-tree parallelism can reduce the total cost

a lot. If there are n conformal products in this case and the tree is balanced, for

example, the total cost of evaluation-tree parallelism is login the time of the single

conformal product. However, several constraints limit the role of evaluation tree

parallelism. First, the cost for all conformal products is usually not the same. In

some cases, one or a few conformal products may dominate the total computation

cost; then, the effect of evaluation tree parallelism is very limited. For example,

if one conformal product accounts for half of the total cost, the evaluation tree

parallelism can only reduce the total cost to (1/2 + L2'221-1. ) of total cost at most.

Second, the complexity of some conformal products is so high (this is the case that

requires parallel hardware to handle it) that the number of processors available is

exhausted according to the previous discussion. That is, we do not have sufficient

processors for more than one conformal product simultaneously. Therefore, we don't

expect to obtain a big speedup from evaluation tree parallelism. The experimental

test in section 6.7 supports this conclusion.

Efficiency. The efficiency of parallel computation is determined by the speedup

and the number of processors used in the computation. If the rspd value in the above

discussion is an absolute speedup, the efficiency of parallel probability computation

can be easily estimated by rspd /2n. The efficiency is proportional to the complexity

of the problem when the complexity is big enough according to the analysis for

speedup. When the communication cost in the distributed memory model is close

to the computation cost, the efficiency of parallelizing probabilistic inference is

about 0.5, since the rspd is about 2'1 in this case. On the other hand, some

conformal products can not be parallelized because of the grainsize; also, those

conformal products with the number of variables just a little higher than n have

very poor speedup from formula 6.24. Usually, the number of conformal products,
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with a small number of variables in a query, is more than half of the total number of

conformal products. This reduces the efficiency of parallel probabilistic inference.

The experimental test in the section 6 will explore further the relations between the

size of a query problem and its efficiency.

Quality of factoring. The value of speedup, in parallel probabilistic inference

in belief networks, depends on the quality of a factoring algorithm if the size of

the problem is adequate for parallel computation. Since the conformal product

parallelism plays a more important role than the evaluation-tree parallelism and a

few big conformal products dominate the total computation cost, the values of md,

rd and cmd for the biggest conformal products are important in reflecting the quality

of a factoring result. Considering that rd and cmd may change proportionally

along with md, we can use the ratio max(dl, d2, r)/md, denoted mm, to describe

the quality of a factoring result. The smaller mm value, the better the factoring

result. A good factoring result doesn't mean a good speedup in parallel computation

because a speedup value is also closely related to the problem size. A problem may

have a higher mm value and a higher speedup compared with another problem. In

this case, the problem with higher mm is more suitable for parallel computation; for

example, a conformal product with higher complexity is more suitable for parallel

computation compared with a conformal product with lower complexity. If two

problems have the same complexity, a better factoring result will result in a higher

speedup. Since we simplify our consideration to parallel probability computation

of the biggest conformal product in a query, the mm value roughly reflects the

quality of a factoring strategy. According to the discussion about Ccmm and Cnp,

we can also measure the quality of a factoring result by using the ratio: Ccmm /Ccmp

It is possible to compare the relative speedup with absolute speedup, to judge the

quality of a factoring result,t if the best sequential algorithm has a different factoring

strategy than a parallel factoring algorithm.
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6.6 A heuristic factoring strategy

From the POFP definition and the discussion above, we can present a heuristic

factoring strategy for parallelizing probabilistic inference. Because both sequential

factoring algorithms and parallel factoring algorithms generate an evaluation tree,

a sequential factoring algorithm can be used for parallel probability computation.

The following factoring algorithm comes from the sequential factoring algorithm

proposed in section 3, chapter 4, including communication cost in step 4.

1. Construct a factor set A which contains all factors to be chosen for the next

combination. Each factor in set A consists of a set of nodes. Initialize a

combination candidate set B empty.

2. Add any pairwise combination of factors of the factor set A to B, if the

combination is not in set B, except the combination of two factors in which

each factor is a marginal node and they have no common child; and compute

the u = (x U y) and sum(u) of each pair. Where x and y are factors in the set

A, sum(u) is the number of nodes in u which can be summed over when the

probability computation corresponding to the two factors is carried out.

3. Choose elements from set B such that C = lulu : minimumB(l ul sum(u))),

here lul is the size of u excluding observed nodes. If ICI = 1, x and y are

the factors for the next combination; otherwise, choose elements from C such

that D = lulu : maximumc(lx1+

4. If IDS = 1, x and y are the terms for the next multiplication. Otherwise,

choose one element of D which has the minimum Ccmp. If there is

more than one element with the same minimum cost, break the tie arbitrarily.

5. Generate a new factor by combining the candidate pair chosen from the above

steps and modify the factor set A by deleting two factors of the candidate pair

from the factor set and putting the new factor in the set.
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6. Delete any pair of set B which has a non-empty intersection with the candidate

pair.

7. Repeat step 2 to 5 until only one element is left in the factor set A which is

the final combination.

The idea of the algorithm is to minimize the maximum dimensionality of the

conformal products and to minimize max(d1 , d2, r) value for a query. The problem

of minimizing the maximum dimensionality for a query is not exactly POFP. It

provides a way of approaching an optimal factoring result by a heuristic strategy.

A factoring result with minimal maximum dimensionality for a query may not be

optimal. We believe that an optimal factoring result should have minimal maximum

dimensionality because the conformal product, with maximum dimensionality, dom-

inates the communication cost and computation cost when the conformal product

is big enough that all processors are used. It seems that the problem of minimizing

the maximum dimensionality for a query is a sub-problem of POFP since we just

try to minimize the largest conformal product; however, the problem is still hard

to solve.

6.7 Test results

In this section, we will present the test results for the above heuristic algorithm.

We use a set of belief networks generated at random for the test, and we will verify

the discussion in section 6.5 and explore further the relation between speedup or

efficiency and and for a query in parallelizing probabilistic inference in the next

section.

The belief networks for the test were generated using J. Suermondt's random-

network generator under the following constraints: for each belief network, the

number of nodes was randomly chosen between 50 and 100; the average arcs per

node were between 1 and 5; and the number of observations was between 1 and 20.
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The query node was chosen at random from the nodes in the network that were not

observed. All variables had two values. Since the number of nodes and the average

arc per node in a belief network do not represent the graph of a query accurately

at times, we will consider the number of conformal products and the maximum

dimensionality of conformal products to represent a query in the test. Although,

finding the maximum dimensionality of a query depends on a factoring algorithm,

the results revealed by the algorithm show us the existence of possible speedup.

Also, the maximum dimensionality for a query can be obtained in polynomial time

in sequential computation.

Table 4 provides the test results of the 31 test cases which have the maximum

dimensionality bigger than the grainsize. The data collected in this table are:

cp, the number of conformal products in an evaluation tree;

md, the maximum dimensionality of conformal products in an evaluation tree;

dr, the value of max(dl, d2, r), where dl, d2 and r are the size (number of

variables) of two input distributions and the result variables respectively in

the largest conformal product of a query;

mm, dr /md, the same meaning as in the section 4;

cm-cst, the total communication cost for a query, in microseconds;

cp-cst, the total computation cost for a query, in microseconds;

r-spdp, relative speedup: the ratio of uniprocessor time with multi-processor

time for the same evaluation tree;

a-spdp, the absolute speedup, the ratio of uniprocessor time for the best

evaluation tree to multi-processor time for this tree;

prcs, the number of processors used;

eff, efficiency of the parallel computation.
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The best uniprocessor time for each test case comes from two factoring results. One

is from the set-factoring algorithm, which is the best sequential factoring algorithm

we know. The other is from the min-max-min algorithm itself; the evaluation tree

generated by min-max-min were evaluated by one processor also. We choose a

better result of the two as the best sequential result for computing the absolute

speedup. The table is sorted according to the and value.

Table 5 shows the test results for the algorithm SPI PYA891, cited from

[Fou91]21. The reason we cite the results of another algorithm is that we want to

show the effect of different algorithms for speedup and show the relation of mm

value with the quality of factoring results.

Table 6 shows the test results of the set-factoring algorithm. The reason

we test the sequential algorithm for parallel computation is to compare the results

with the results of min-max-min algorithm, and that we want to know the effect of

considering communication cost in min-max-min algorithm

Table 7 presents data of some test cases comparing communication and mem-

ory requirements of min-max-min with communication cost heuristic under the BCA

model and the dist-net model. The information in this table is as follows.

BCA cm:communication cost for the BCA model.

Dist cm: communication cost for the dist-net model.

BCA mem: memory size used by the BCA model, estimated as the total

number of bytes communicated to and from each processor.

Dist mem: memory size used in the dist-net model, estimated as the size

of data in, the two input distributions plus the result size, for the the largest

conformal product.

21Tables 5, 6 and 7 are from the test set generated and used in [DFL92]. This test set was

expanded for the test in table 4.
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# cp and dr mm cm-cst cp-cst r-spd a-spd prcs eff

1 21 9 9 1.0 1.16+3 3.89+4 1.25 1.25 2 0.625

2 32 10 8 0.8 4.98+3 1.08+5 1.67 1.67 4 0.418

3 35 10 8 0.8 6.56+3 9.42+4 2.3 2.3 4 0.575

4 28 12 9 0.75 8.07+3 8.60+4 3.94 2.03 16 0.127

5 32 13 10 0.77 2.64+4 1.59+5 5.03 5.03 32 0.156

6 37 13 10 0.77 1.71+4 1.49+5 5.89 4.94 32 0.154

7 38 13 11 0.85 1.95+4 1.18+5 6.49 5.33 32 0.167

8 26 14 11 0.79 4.51+4 1.29+5 12.49 12.49 64 0.195

9 42 14 11 0.79 4.14+4 1.74+5 10.29 10.29 64 0.161

10 46 14 11 0.79 2.01+4 1.22+5 9.66 4.44 64 0.069

11 36 15 11 0.73 4.23+4 1.80+5 12.64 11.8 128 0.092

12 32 16 13 0.81 1.15+5 1.68+5 21.57 20.44 256 0.080

13 34 17 13 0.76 1.12+5 1.72+5 36.12 36.12 256 0.141

14 39 17 14 0.82 1.98+5 2.04+5 32.76 32.76 512 0.064

15 43 17 13 0.76 1.05+5 1.93+5 26.75 12.17 512 0.024

16 46 17 13 0.76 9.03+4 1.90+5 30.6 30.6 256 0.120

17 41 19 15 0.79 3.16+5 2.35+5 52.2 39.7 1024 0.039

18 43 19 15 0.73 3.27+5 2.29+5 56.97 56.97 1024 0.056

19 46 19 15 0.79 3.64+5 2.43+5 66.5 66.5 1024 0.065

20 35 21 18 0.86 1.98+6 4.28+5 86.46 47.71 1024 0.047

21 48 22 17 0.77 1.48+6 4.45+5 123.95 53.5 1024 0.052

22 58 22 17 0.77 1.10+6 4.93+5 137.55 137.55 1024 0.134

23 40 26 21 0.81 1.16+7 5.54+6 232.66 91.18 1024 0.089

24 51 26 22 0.85 3.11+7 1.73+7 111.8 111.8 1024 0.109

25 54 29 25 0.86 1.78+8 8.40+7 142.0 142.0 1024 0.139

26 59 29 26 0.90 3.13+8 1.44+8 110.51 110.51 1024 0.107

27 57 31 27 0.87 6.17+8 2.85+8 216.88 216.88 1024 0.212

28 50 35 30 0.87 5.98+9 2.39+9 280.9 72.6 1024 0.071

29 64 35 28 0.80 1.70+9 1.50+9 479.8 479.8 1024 0.469

30 62 42 35 0.83 1.51+11 2.42+11 567.8 528.3 1024 0.516

31 70 45 39 0.87 2.38+12 1.95+12 459.18 459.18 1024 0.484

Table 4. Test results for the min-max-mM algorithm.
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# cp md dr mm cm-cst cp-cst r-spdp a-spdp prcs eff

17 41 20 19 0.95 1.77+7 3.99+5 16.4 1.2 1024 .0012

19 46 22 22 1.00 6.30+7 1.38+6 18.7 0.6 1024 .0006

21 48 26 25 0.96 6.20+8 1.32+7 6.3 0.2 1024 .0002

24 51 29 28 0.97 4.08+9 8.39+7 20.0 1.3 1024 .0013

25 54 32 31 0.97 2.27+10 4.99+8 22.0 1.6 1024 .0016

28 50 34 34 1.00 2.04+11 3.68+9 18.2 2.9 1024 .0028

29 64 34 33 0.97 2.48+11 1.37+9 20.1 6.3 1024 .0062

30 62 46 45 0.98 4.52+14 9.80+12 21.8 0.5 1024 .0005

Table 5. Test results for the SPI algorithm.

# cp md dr mm cm-cst cp-cst r-spdp a-spdp prcs eff

17 41 18 15 0.83 3.39+5 2.76+5 35.5 35.5 1024 .0347

19 46 23 18 0.78 1.64+6 1.34+6 148.3 13.5 1024 .0132

21 48 20 17 0.85 1.04+6 4.76+5 67.9 67.9 1024 .066

24 51 29 25 0.86 2.2+8 4.8+7 159.6 20.0 1024 .0195

25 54 30 24 0.80 1.46+8 7.86+7 249.4 169.8 1024 .1658

28 50 33 29 0.88 2.98+9 6.40+8 168.0 168.0 1024 .1641

29 64 36 31 0.86 9.2+9 3.6+9 256.9 133.3 1024 .130

30 62 42 35 0.83 1.65+11 2.03+11 563.9 563.9 1024 .5507

Table 6. Test results for set-factoring.
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# BCA-cm Dist-cm BCA-mem Dist-mem memory m/D-mem

17 3.16+5 1.56+5 4.10+3 2.62+5 2.56+2 1023

19 3.64+5 1.81+5 4.10+3 2.70+5 2.64+2 1023

21 1.48+6 7.39+5 6.15+3 1.31+6 1.28+3 1024

24 3.11+7 1.60+7 1.57+6 2.54+7 1.84+4 1380

25 1.78+8 9.08+7 6.29+6 1.55+8 1.48+5 1047

28 5.98+9 2.99+9 1.68+7 5.40+9 5.28+6 1022

29 1.7+9 8.86+8 2.10+6 1.75+9 1.70+6 1029

30 1.51+11 7.63+10 3.22+9 1.50+11 1.47+8 1020

Table 7. Comparison between the dist-net model and the BCA-CP model.

memory: Memory size used by BCA model ignoring the final conformal

product, see discussion.

m/D-mem: Ratio of memory to Dist-mem.

Table 8 provides the results to show evaluation-tree parallelism22. In this

table, the data are collected from the longest path (or the path that costs the most

in an evaluation tree. The data are sorted according to the and value.

lcp, the number of conformal products in the longest path;

lcp/cp, the fractional percentage of the number of conformal products in the

longest path to the total number of conformal products;

lspd/spd, the ratio of the relative speedup of evaluation-tree parallelism plus

conformal product parallelism with the relative speedup of conformal product

parallelism alone;

22When considering evaluation-tree parallelism, we have to release the constraint of the total

number of processors. That is, we limit the number of processors for a conformal product to

1024, but the total number of processors available is unlimited.
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# cp and lcp lcp/cp lspd/spd lcst/cst

1 21 9 7 33.3 1.55 64.5

2 32 10 12 37.5 1.23 81.7

3 35 10 9 25 .7 1.35 74.0

4 28 12 10 35.7 1.54 65.1

5 32 13 9 28.1 1.90 52.7

6 37 13 11 29.7 1.88 53.0

7 38 13 10 26.3 1.85 54.0

8 26 14 8 30.8 1.85 54.1

9 42 14 11 26.2 1.98 50.5

10 46 14 10 21.7 2.01 49.9

11 36 15 7 19.4 2.22 45.0

12 32 16 6 18.8 2.01 49.9

13 34 17 8 23.5 1.75 57.3

14 39 17 8 20.5 1.54 65.0

15 43 17 11 25.6 1.58 63.4

16 46 17 6 13.0 1.80 55.7

17 41 19 7 17.1 1.54 65.2

18 43 19 7 16.3 1.57 63.7

19 46 19 10 21.7 1.40 71.3

20 35 21 9 25.7 1.12 89.4

21 48 22 11 22.9 1.25 80.0

22 58 22 11 19.0 1.23 78.4

23 40 26 9 22.5 1.13 88.8

24 51 26 7 13.7 1.06 94.5

25 54 29 8 14.82 1.06 94.7

26 59 29 9 15.3 1.03 96.6

27 57 31 7 12.3 1.02 97.9

28 50 35 9 18 1.04 96.4

29 64 35 7 10.9 1.03 97.5

30 62 42 10 16.1 1.02 98.5

31 70 45 9 12.9 1.01 99.5

Table 8. Test results of min -max -min for evaluation tree parallelism.
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lcst/cst, the fractional percentage of the total cost of evaluation-tree par-

allelism plus conformal product parallelism to conformal product parallelism

alone.

6.8 Discussion

Parallel computation of belief net inferences is feasible. From table 4,

we can see that the test results here comply with the analyses in section 6.5. We

can get following conclusions from the results. First, good absolute speedup is

available for queries with high dimensionality. The poor results (in table 5) in

our earlier attempt to parallelize SPI evaluation-trees apparently do not accurately

reflect the parallelism available in the underlying computation. Some queries show

relatively little speedup, for example from net 2 to net 10. These queries have lower

maximum dimensionality, and simply are too small to effectively parallelize (We will

see later that the factorings for those queries are as good as the factorings for the

other queries in our experiment.). Second, the min-max-min algorithm provides an

efficient method for parallel probability computation, although no better than set-

factoring. Closeness of cp-cst and cp-cst values reflects the quality of an algorithm.

In table 4, when complexity of a problem is big enough, its computation cost is

very close to communication cost, so that the relative speedup is high. While in

table 5, the difference of computation cost with communication cost is big; so its

relative speedup is low. Third, the maximum dimensionality of conformal products

is an important parameter for describing a query, not the physical size of a belief

network. From the maximum dimensionality, we may roughly predict the speedup

and efficiency for the query. We will discuss this in more detail later.

Characteristics of a Parallelizable Evaluation Tree. When constructing an

evaluation tree for sequential computation, only the maximum dimensionality and

of the tree is important. However, in constructing evaluation trees for parallel com-
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putation there are three factors to consider. First, we must consider the maximum

dimensionality, as for sequential computation. Second, we must consider the sizes

of the two input distributions and the result distribution (for the largest conformal

product). As we have discussed before, this will affect the communication costs.

Third, we must consider the degree to which the evaluation tree is balanced. This

will determine the available evaluation-tree parallelism.

Computation cost for a conformal product is exponential in md. Under

optimum conditions (grain size, result variables available for splitting, etc) we can

reduce this cost by a factor of n by distributing the computation over n processors.

Nonetheless, if an evaluation tree intended for parallel evaluation has significantly

higher maximum dimension than the best sequential evaluation tree, we are unlikely

to obtain good absolute speedup. From table 4 we can see the larger the dr value,

the higher the communication cost. Notice that the dr value for table 5 is always

equal to md-1. This artifact of the way SPI constructs its evaluation trees explains

why the communication cost for SPI is always high. Available speedup under the

BCA model is essentially exponential in md dr, since this difference reflects the

extra computational burden we can reduce through parallelization.

It seems reasonable to assume that larger nets ought to be more "paralleliz-

able." From the mm value in table 4, we can find that the mm values, for some

nets with small speedup, is as low as the values for some larger nets; this indicates

that the low speedup obtained can be attributed to the smallness of the problem

rather than the quality of the factoring.

Communication/Memory tradeoffs. The differences between the BCA-CP

model and the dist-net model are: (1) there is no data distribution needed in the

dist-net model; and (2) the dist-net model must store the entire network at each

processor. This gives rise to two questions: (1) is there significantly more speedup

available under the dist-net model? (2) does the BCA model offer a significantly

lower per-processor memory requirement? Our experimental results in table 7 show
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that the communication cost for the dist-net model is about half of that for the BCA

model. The real impact of communication cost, however, depends on the ratio of

computation cost and communication cost. For those queries in which computa-

tion time is about 2 to 3 percent of communication time, see table 5, the speedup

for dist-net model evaluation would be double that obtained using BCA-CP model

evaluation. However, when the computation cost is close to the communication

cost, see table 4, the additional speedup using the dist-net model is negligible.

The memory requirements of the alternate evaluation models, in contrast,

are quite dramatically different, see table 7. We calculated the memory requirement

in the dist-net model as maxcps(2d1 2d2 + 2r \) This value is an estimated optimal

result because we ignore all but the largest conformal product in each query. The

memory requirement for the BCA model for each processor23 is calculated as the

size of the total data sent to and from a single processor. This value is an upper

bound because it assumes each processor must hold all intermediate results. Since

the splitting strategy used in the BCA model often limits the parallelism for the

last conformal product, which results in an artificially high memory use, we list the

memory size ignoring this last conformal product in the column memory in table 7.

Comparing the values in BCA mem and in memory, we can see that the memory

used in the dist-model is about 1000 times higher than that used by the BCA model.

Since we performed all these measurements assuming 1024 available processors, we

can therefore conclude that the BCA model is effective in distributing the memory

requirement as well as the computational burden.

Why does set factoring perform so well? From table 6 and table 4 we find

that the set-factoring algorithm is comparable with the min-max-min algorithm. We

did not initially expect that evaluation trees, produced by the sequential version of

set-factoring, would perform so well. Why is set-factoring so effective in reducing

23There is one processor which has the same size as in the dist-net model, at which results are

aggregated. We ignore this processor in this section.
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communication cost? Checking the dr column in table 6, we can see that the values

are not ls. This means that, in contrast to SPI, set-factoring tends to construct

evaluation-trees in which the distributions, being combined, each contain many

variables not in the other. Intuitively, we can understand this as a result of the

"procrastination" inherent in set-factoring's greedy heuristic. Since set-factoring

always seeks the minimum-cost conformal product it can perform next, it tends to

produce bushy and balanced trees. But these same trees are exactly the type likely

to exhibit large dr values, precisely what we need for good speedup.

Why doesn't min-max-min perform even better? We thought, at first, that

considering communication cost in the set-factoring algorithm would reduce com-

munication cost significantly so that the speedup would be further improved. Com-

paring the communication cost of the corresponding test cases in table 6 and table 4,

we can find that there is, in fact, little if any improvement. We believe that this

indicates that set-factoring, without communication cost, has already found most

of the available parallelism, or at least most of that which can be found through

simple hill-climbing.

Maximum dimensionality vs. speedup. As for the relations between the

maximum dimensionality and speedup, and between the maximum dimensionality

and efficiency, these can be seen from figures 13 and 14. Figure 13 is the scatter

plot of the md value and speedup for each test case in the experimental test. The

horizontal axis represents the maximum dimensionality of conformal products for

a query and the vertical axis represents the corresponding speedup in logarithm

scale. The points in the figure form a curve not a straight line. We can roughly

see that the speedup increases with a high rate along with the increase of the md

value when the md value is about less than 18. When the md value is bigger than

18, the rate of increasing speedup is lower along with the increase of and value.

This phenomenon can be explained as follows. When the md value is small, not
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all processors are used. When md increases, the communication cost increases

but the computation cost in each processor has no change because the increased

computation is distributed to more processors. For problems of this type, the

speedup is affected only by the communication cost until all processors are used.

The rate of changing speedup at this period corresponds to the left portion of the

curve (md < 18) with a high slop since the product of the grainsize and the number

of processors available is 218. When all processors are used, increasing md will

increase both communication cost and computation cost for each processor and the

increased computation cost is distributed to each processor on average. In this case,

the increase rate of speedup is lower compared with the cases of md < 18, which

corresponds to the the right portion of the curve in the figure. Since we use one

dominant conformal product to represent the effect of whole conformal products,

the curve in the figure is not accurate; but it really reflects the relation of the

speedup and the maximum dimensionality.

There is one point in the figure whose absolute speedup is out of the curve.

This point with md value 35 has lower speedup than we expected. Its relative

speedup is much higher than the absolute speedup. The reason for low absolute

speedup is that the sequential algorithm found a factoring result with the md value

33 instead of the 35 in parallel computation'. A change of md by 1, between se-

quential and parallel, should cut absolute speedup by a factor of two. So, the low

relative speedup should not be a surprise. This result may reveal that not all net-

works parallelize well. In order to parallelize well we need lots of non-overlapping

variables in the biggest conformal product, without increasing the dimensionality of

that conformal product. The min-max-min algorithm couldn't find such a factoring

for this network. This case indicates that finding a minimal maximum dimension-

ality in factoring for parallel computation is still very important, particularly in the

case of not enough processors in computation. Also, if conformal product paral-

24The speedup for the evaluation tree created by the sequential algorithm is 168.
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50

lelism plays a more important role than evaluation-tree parallelism, minimizing the

maximum dimensionality is a key point to reduce total computation cost.

Maximum dimensionality vs. efficiency. Figure 14 is the scatter plot for md

and efficiency for test cases in table 4. The figure reasonably reflects the relation

between the maximum dimensionality and the efficiency. When md is small, not

much parallelism exists, the efficiency is relatively high. When md increases to the

range of 8 < md < 18, both the number of processors used for parallel computation

and the speedup increase. The number of processors is increased in exponential

proportion with respect to the md value. Speedup increases at a lower rate than

the number of processors. This is caused by communication cost. Therefore, the

efficiency decreased in that period. This can be seen in the left part of the curve

in figure 14. When all available processors are used, the increase of md results in

the increase of speedup only, not in the number of processors. So, the efficiency

increases. Because of the communication cost, the efficiency can not get to 1 in the
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Figure 14. The relation between efficiency and maximum dimensionality.

distributed memory model. The one point with the md value 35, having a small

efficiency value in the figure, corresponds to the low speedup point in figure 13.

Evaluation tree parallelism. Table 8 tell us that the evaluation-tree parallelism

in the min-max-min algorithm is not significant because the ratio of lspd/spd is

less than 1.5 when md is bigger than 19. From column lcp/cp we can see that

the evaluation tree generated by the min-max-min algorithm is bushy because the

fractional percentage of the number of conformal products in the longest path to

the total number of conformal products is low, particularly when md is bigger

than 20. However, from the column lcst/cst, we can find that the cost for the

longest path is more than half of total cost; that is, the evaluation trees are not

bushy in terms of the computation cost. We think that insignificance of evaluation

tree parallelism results from the characteristic that one or a few conformal products

dominate the total cost. Taking the test case 29 as an example, there are 7 conformal

products in the longest path, which is the exact depth of a balanced binary-tree
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with 64 leaves; but they consume 97.5% of total cost. The time for one conformal

product with dimension 35, with 1024 processors used, is about 108 microseconds,

which is close to the total computation cost listed in table 4. Furthermore, we

may think that the dominance of one or a few conformal products in probabilistic

inference is a characteristic of probability computation for large, multiply-connected

belief networks in general, because we suspect that an optimal factoring algorithm

would reduce the maximum dimensionality significantly for the test cases with big

maximum dimensionality. The reasons are that the sequential factoring algorithm,

set-factoring, which is very similar to min-max-min, has a better performance with

lower maximum dimensionality than any other previously developed algorithms

we know [Li90, LD92] , and min-max-min is designed to minimize the maximum

dimensionality of a query by combining small factors first and summing over non-

queried variables as soon as possible. If the characteristic of dominance is true

in probability computation in general, then, the insignificance of evaluation-tree

parallelism is true for any parallel probabilistic inference algorithm. We still consider

it as an open question.

Figure 15 is the scatter plot for md and lspd/spd in table 8. There seems

a relation between md and lspd/spd. When md > 15, we can see that the ratio

lspd/spd is decreasing when the md is increasing. This means that evaluation tree

parallelism, even though small, is inversely proportional to the md value. This can

be intuitively explained from the dominance of one or a few conformal products.

When md value is getting higher, the ratio of cost of one or a few conformal products

to the total cost is getting higher, so the effect of evaluation tree parallelism is

getting smaller. When md < 15, the lspd/spd is directly proportional to the md

values. This indicates that the min-max-min algorithm has less chance to get a

balanced tree when md is small. When md is getting bigger, there is more chance

of getting a more balanced tree; so, the effect of evaluation tree parallelism is

bigger. When md is big enough, the biggest conformal product dominates the total
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Figure 15. The relation between the ratio of relative speedup and maximum dimensionality.

computation ( or the ratio of and and cp are getting smaller, see table 8), the effect

of evaluation-tree parallelism gets smaller.

Other factors affecting speedup There are two other factors that affect avail-

able speedup. Sometimes a computation consists of many small conformal products

which cannot be parallelized. From the column para-CP in table 4 we can see that,

on average, parallelizable conformal products are less than half of the total. This

usually affects only smaller queries, however. More critical, we believe, is the strat-

egy used for choosing splitting variables. It is possible, as mentioned earlier, to

split the variables not in the result. When the input distributions are large, and

the result only contains a few variables, our choice to restrict splitting variables to

those in the result can significantly limit speedup. One example of this is when the

final conformal product has large input distributions, but only one result variable

(the query variable). In such cases, better speedup would have been obtained had

we split on variables not in the result. This would, however, have required that we
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include the cost of aggregating the result (which can be done in log time). However,

the memory requirement results indicate this may be worthwhile.

6.9 Conclusion

We have defined a combinatorial optimization problem an optimal factoring prob-

lem for parallelizing probabilistic inference in belief networks. From this definition,

we have explored the characteristics of parallelizing probabilistic inference with be-

lief networks in a kind of distributed parallel architecture (hypercube architecture).

We have also presented an efficient factoring algorithm for parallel probability com-

putation. The experimental test has verified the conclusion of analysis from the

optimal factoring perspective and explored further the relations of the maximum

dimensionality of a problem with speedup and efficiency.
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Chapter 7

Characteristics of the Factoring Method

7.1 Motivation

As we have mentioned in chapter 2, a number of exact methods have been devel-

oped to perform probabilistic inference for marginal, conditional and conjunctive

queries in belief networks in recent years[Pea88, Sha86, Sha88, LS88, D'A89, SDD90,

JOA90, SKA89, LD92]. It is desirable to compare them and to analyze advantages

and disadvantages of each method. There are some reports about the comparisons

among some of those methods, such as experimental tests for comparing efficiency

of five exact algorithms [Li90], and analytical exploration of the equivalence of some

exact methods [SAS91b].

It has been shown that a clustering algorithm is equivalent to all known exact

methods except the factoring method described in this paper [SAS91b], which in-

cludes some other clustering algorithms [LS88, Pea88, SKA89, FVJO90, JOA90]25,

Reduction method [Sha86, Sha88, Sha89, Sha90], Recursive Decomposition method

[Coo9013], the Symbolic Probabilistic Inference method [D'A89, SDD90] and Loop-

cutset Conditioning method [Pea86, SC90b, HSH90]. The clustering algorithm pro-

posed in [SAS91b] is not a computational improvement over the other methods,

except as a unifying framework.

25We classify these algorithms in one clustering method.
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We have proposed the factoring method for probabilistic inference in belief

networks in chapter 3. We believe that considering probabilistic inference in belief

networks as a factoring problem captures the essence of the problem. This statement

has been supported in several aspects in previous chapters. First, we have shown

that efficient probabilistic inference in belief networks is naturally considered as a

factoring problem. Second, we have proposed an optimal factoring problem and

shown that considering probabilistic inference as a factoring problem provides a

framework for finding an efficient inference algorithm. Third, we have shown that

finding the / most probable explanations in an arbitrary belief network can be

considered as an factoring problem. Fourth, we have shown that it is appropriate

to consider parallel probablistic inference as a factoring problem. And finally, we

have discussed the issue that probabilistic inference in non-standard belief networks

is also a factoring problem. All these problems can be efficiently solved by the

factoring method.

In this chapter, we will show further that the factoring method is more gen-

eral than any other method and has some additional advantages over the others.

Approaches for comparing different algorithms or methods are either experimental,

analytical or both. However, the approaches for comparing different methods in

probabilistic inference can not be complete: experimental comparison can tell us

the efficiency of algorithms, but is constrained by the availability of implemented

algorithms, and test results may be affected by the implementation of the indi-

vidual algorithm; analytical comparison may provide some insights into different

algorithms, but tell us little about average or expected case performance of heuris-

tics. Every developed algorithm has its own heuristic strategy. Recognizing the

difficulties in comparing two methods, we will only discuss some characteristics of

the factoring method, instead of comparing it with the others in this section. These

characteristics may not be unique to the factoring method itself. However, the inte-

gration of them in one method helps to find competitive algorithms for probabilistic

inference.
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7.2 Characteristics of the factoring method

Quantitative description The quantitative description of the factoring problem

in probabilistic inference provides an alternate perspective on the probabilistic infer-

ence problem. Quantitatively considering the problem has advantages over graph-

ical consideration. First, the computational results can be easily ranked because

the factoring method provides a measure to rank different algorithms. Second, the

computation process can be designed for optimality by this quantity instead of by

graph structure. Third, some mature techniques used for the optimization problem

may be used in the optimal factoring problem.

Dynamic algorithm We think that the factoring method is inherently dynamic.

We call an algorithm static if its computation structure (an evaluation tree or

clustering tree, etc.) is generated before any observation and query. We know that

not all nodes are always relevant to a query, given some observations and the query.

Those relevant nodes and their probabilistic relations can form a new graph and

the computational structure of the new graph may not be the same as the original

graph; so the computation based on the original computation structure may not

as efficient as that based on the new one. In the factoring method, all factors are

determined after observations and a query (we call it dynamic). The process of

computation is query-driven. A query-driven method is usually more efficient than

a non-query-driven method since more information is available and considered by a

query-driven method.

One advantage of a static algorithm over a dynamic algorithm is that the

computation structure needs to be generated once for more than one query. Another

advantage of a static algorithm is that it can be compiled off-line for fast response to

a query. Since we consider using polynomial factoring heuristics to reduce exponen-

tial computation cost, if a dynamic algorithm can efficiently generate an evaluation
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tree, then the overhead of the dynamic algorithm will be low in comparison to total

inference cost.

Global consideration In factoring method, there are no constraints on com-

bining two factors. Any two nodes can be combined together depending on their

relations, on the observations and the query in the belief network, and on the fac-

toring strategy. Considering information globally26 is a good way to find better

factoring results, particularly for multiply-connected belief networks. Even though

some of these global optimality issues are NP-hard problems, a heuristic algorithm

considering some global information provides impressive results. The set-factoring

algorithm is a good example.

Local computations are not necessarily a disadvantage. However, putting

some constraints on combination unnecessarily is certainly not an advantage in an

algorithm. For example, the triangulation step in some clustering algorithms require

clusters be locally determined without considering the influence of any observation

and query. We think that the less constrained factoring strategy helps in finding a

better factoring result at least in some cases, like the experimental results shown

for the set-factoring algorithm in chapter 4.

Intuitive method We think that the factoring method is intuitive and easy to

understand and reflects the essence of probabilistic inference problem naturally'.

A factoring algorithm can be very simple and easily implemented, like the set-

factoring algorithm[LD92]. Also the definition of cost function lets us easily evaluate

the efficiency of a factoring algorithm. Comparing the process of the set-factoring

algorithm and that of a clustering algorithm, the set-factoring is much easier to

understand.

26The information about two nodes is local if the two nodes are directly connected, otherwise

their relation is considered global.
27For theoretical proof purpose, we give a not very intuitive definition of the optimal factoring

problem.
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Optimal results The factoring method provides a way to get optimal factoring

results for a query in probabilistic inference. We have developed a dynamic factoring

algorithm which finds the optimal factoring results for any belief network[Li91];

but, it takes exponential time with respect to the number of the nodes relevant to a

query. Even though the optimal factoring strategy is useless in practice, it is useful

in research as an analytical tool to check how close a heuristic algorithm is to an

optimal result.

From the characteristics of the factoring method, we can conclude that the

factoring method is an efficient way to handle the probabilistic inference in belief

networks and generalize the other methods.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this chapter, we summarize the contribution of our research and address some of

related problems that we have left open.

8.1 Conclusion

The motivation of our research is to study probabilistic inference and find efficient

algorithms to facilitate inference tasks with belief networks. We begin our research

by studying and comparing previously developed algorithms, analyzing tasks and

representational parameters relevant to the efficiency of the algorithms, and de-

termining the fundamental factors that influence computational cost in querying

problems and inference algorithms In trying to find more efficient algorithms than

any developed algorithm, we realized that efficiently solving probabilistic inference

in belief networks was a combinatorial optimization problem. In order to apply

existing problem solving techniques in the optimization field to the problem, we

proposed an optimal factoring problem. Based on the optimal factoring idea, we

successfully solved some problems related to probabilistic inference with belief net-

works. Our findings can be summarized as follows:

1. We proposed that probabilistic inference with belief networks is an optimal

factoring problem. The idea of optimal factoring reflects the essence of the
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problems of probabilistic inference. We presented an optimal factoring frame-

work for probabilistic inference. This framework fits problems relevant to

standard belief networks very well, including parallel probability computation.

This framework not only reveals important factors for efficient probabilistic

inference but also provides ways of numerically ranking the results. Under this

framework we can obtain some results analytically instead of experimentally,

which let us obtain some general results more effectively.

2. Under the optimal factoring framework, we classified the computations in

probabilistic inference as numeric computation and non-numeric computa-

tion. The complexity of numeric computation is exponential with respect to

the number of nodes involved in the probability computation, whereas non-

numeric heuristics takes polynomial time in the number of nodes. To speed up

probabilistic inference is to reduce the time complexity of the numeric compu-

tation. The key point in developing an efficient algorithm is to trade numeric

computation with non-numeric computation as much as possible. Based on

this idea, we have developed some efficient algorithms for solving different

problems in probabilistic inference with belief networks.

An optimal factoring algorithm for probabilistic inference in singly-connected

belief networks. The improvement in reducing computational cost in a

singly-connected belief network may not be very important since the

computation in singly-connected network is tractable. However, the de-

velopment of the algorithm reflects the process of applying the results in

the optimal factoring problem to probabilistic inference.

An efficient probabilistic inference algorithm, set-factoring, for arbitrary

belief networks. The algorithm outperforms previously developed algo-

rithms. The algorithm with its efficiency and simplicity gave a good

example of using the optimal factoring perspective to generate efficient

algorithms.
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The feasibility of parallelizing probabilistic inference. Analysis from the

factoring framework and experimental test with a factoring algorithm

has shown that parallelizing probabilistic inference in a distributed mem-

ory model with hypercube architectures is feasible. Some characteristics

of parallelizing probabilistic inference have been explored. And the re-

lations between the complexity of a query problem and speedup and

efficiency have been discussed.

An efficient algorithm for finding the most probable explanations of a be-

lief network. This algorithm applies to arbitrary belief networks, whereas

previously developed algorithms only apply to topologically constrained

belief networks.

A linear time algorithm for finding the next most probable explanation

of a belief network after finding the first explanation. This algorithm

speeds up the process of finding more than one explanation in a belief

network.

An algorithm for finding the most probable explanation for a subset of

variables in belief networks. The mechanism for the problem of finding

the most probable explanation for a subset of variables in belief networks

has been presented.

The above results proved that considering probabilistic inference as an opti-

mal factoring problem really captures the essence of the problem. We can use this

idea to any other problems relevant to belief networks.

8.2 Open problems and future work

Many problems are left open throughout the course of our research. We conclude

this thesis with a list of such problems.
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1. The time complexity of the optimal factoring problem. We have shown that

the optimal factoring problem is very similar to the problem of finding the

shortest path among n nodes by passing each node exactly once and believed

that the optimal factoring problem is NP-hard. However, we haven't proved

this statement yet. Revealing the complexity of the optimal factoring problem

may not help a lot in finding new algorithms for solving problems in proba-

bilistic inference, but, the problem itself is an interesting topic in the field of

combinatorial optimization.

2. Comparing all exact methods of probabilistic inference. We have compared

the efficiency of some algorithms for probabilistic inference [Li90] and Shachter

[SAS91b] has compared the generality of some of the methods (not from the

efficiency point of view). We may need a comparison of all developed methods

along different dimensions, such as tasks and so on. The thorough comparison

of those methods can help us to understand more about the techniques used

in these methods and to find more efficient methods.

3. New algorithms for solving the marginal, conditional and conjunctive queries.

We have developed the set-factoring algorithm and some similar algorithms for

these queries. The performance of the set-factoring algorithm is better than

the performance of the other algorithms tested on arbitrary belief networks.

But these experimental tests are limited by the number of nodes and the av-

erage arcs per node. We do not know its performance with the belief networks

outside the test boundaries. On the other hand, the set-factoring algorithm

is a greedy algorithm; we may find a more efficient algorithm with some other

heuristics. Some techniques used in finding the shortest path problem and

some heuristic search methods may help to find new algorithms.

4. Parallelizing probabilistic inference. We have shown the feasibility of par-

allelizing probabilistic inference in distributed memory of the hypercube ar-

chitecture. However, we don't know the results of parallelizing probabilistic
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inference in other hardware structures. The results of the algorithm, min-

max-min, which explicitly included communication cost, are not as good as

we expected, compared with the results of a sequential factoring algorithm for

parallel probability computation. Our conclusion was that the set-factoring

algorithm had already found most available parallelism. The experiment for

the algorithm is limited, we need to test more cases. Also we need to find

some new algorithms for parallelizing probabilistic inference.

5. Algorithms for non-standard belief networks.

Belief networks can be classified into standard belief networks and non-standard

belief networks according to the mechanism for describing the probabilistic re-

lation of a node with its antecedents and the relation among the antecedents.

In a standard belief network, the only mechanism available for describing an-

tecedent interactions is the full conditional distribution across all antecedents.

This mechanism directly results in exponential cost in both time for probabil-

ity computation and space for knowledge representation of probability distri-

bution in the number of antecedents. In a non-standard belief network, there

exist some other mechanisms for describing the relations between a node with

its antecedents and among these antecedents. The discussions in previous

chapters are for standard belief networks only.

The probabilistic knowledge represented by standard belief networks does not

cover all interesting probabilistic models for realistic problems. Using non-

standard belief networks may be appropriate in some cases and may even

simplify knowledge representation and probability computation. A number of

restricted interaction models for antecedents have been identified, which have

lower space and time complexity than the full conditional distribution across

all antecedents. The noisy-or[Pea88, PR87, Hen90], is such an example and

has linear cost in both time and space in the number of antecedents. The

noisy-or relationship models independent causes of an event.
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An algebraic approach, called local expression languages, for representing

this kind of knowledge has been proposed in [D'A91]. The language is ca-

pable of representing noisy-or and a variety of other special-case interaction

models. The probabilistic inference represented by the language for non-

standard belief networks can be computed by a standard belief network in-

ference algorithm[D'A89] and this computation retains the space and time

advantages of non-standard belief networks. We can show that conditional,

marginal or conjunctive query for the non-standard belief networks is also a

factoring problem.

We have not provided an algorithm for some tasks relevant to non-standard

belief networks. One of these tasks is the probabilistic inference in multi-level

noisy-or networks. A query in these networks is a typical problem in non-

standard belief networks. The factoring structure for these problems is more

complicated than that for standard belief networks.
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